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So that my Japanese friends who have not had my 

opportunity to study English in the United State of America 

may read for themselves my sincere words of appreciation, I 

restat~ them in my native language. 
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English Vocabulary for Japanese University Students 

Kazumi Adachi August 1993 
ABSTRACT 

Japanese speakers have much difficulty building their 

English vocabulary. A limited vocabulary inhibit s th e 

communication process which includes speaking, listening, 

writing, and reading. When native speakers of English 

encounter unfamiliar words, they try to establish meaning 

through English word-formation rules. An understanding of 

these rules will help Japanese speakers to cultivate their 

English vocabulary. Therefore, the aims of this thesis are 

to analyze the standard vocabulary which Japanese speakers 

learn in junior and senior high schools and at the 

universities and to describe effective ways to target 

English vocabulary by using English word-formation rules. 

According to the categorization of English word

formation rules given by Randoph Quirk and others, the 

English words list authorized by JACET is anaiyzed in order 

to organize strategies to help students enhance their 

English vocabulary. 

This thesis concludes that word analysis, reevaluation 

of the JACET word list, and systematically teaching word

formation rules will enhance Japanese students' vocabulary. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Japanese students begin to study English as a second 

language when they become junior high school students. 

However, it is well recognized by English teachers in Japan 

that many Japanese students begin to lose their original high 

interest and ambition in learning English during the period 

between the latter half of the first year and the second year 

of junior high school. This lapse appears to correspond to 

the time when they confront an increasing amount of reading 

material since Japanese students have difficulty building 

English vocabularies. 

A limited vocabulary inhibits the communication process 

which includes speaking, listening, writing, and reading. 

For example, when students encounter a single unfamiliar 

word in a text, they often stop reading to examine the meaning 

in an English - Japanese dictionary without guessing the meaning 

of the word. They make no effort to guess because they do 

not have any other strategy to approach the word. 

Similarly, in listening it is impossible to improve oral 

comprehension skills with a limited vocabulary even after they 
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have had recognition practice of English sounds. They 

frequently stop listening to English discourse when they 

encounter a single unfamiliar word. Such difficulty with 

vocabulary has naturally a negative psychological effect on 

students' motivation, and the experience often hinders 

motivation for independent study of English. 

2 

For Japanese students who cannot begin to learn English 

as a second language in the critical age for language 

acquisition, consciously acquired knowledge of English is 

explicitly crucial. They efficiently learn grammatical 

structures of English sentences according to well-organized 

orders for acquisition for grammatical items, based on The 

Suggested Course of Study in English for Lower and Upper 

Secondary Schools, a detailed and precise guideline issued 

by the Ministry of Education, Science and Culture in Japan 

in order to specify officially the aims and procedures for 

teaching English to Japanese junior and senior high-school 

students. 

For example, as for tense and aspect, present tense, 

including the present progressive, is taught at the first 

grade of junior high school. Past and future tenses (and 

past progressive aspect, too) are introduced at the second 

grade of junior high school. Present perfect aspect is 
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learned at the third grade of junior high school .. Present 

perfect progressive along with the past perfect aspect, _- is 

introduced at .the first grade of senior high school. Future 

progressive, past perfect progressive and future perfect 

aspects are taught at the second grade of senior high school. 

However, as for vocabulary the guidelines in The 

Suggested Course of Study in English for Lower and Upper 

Secondary Schools mention only the numbers of words to be 

introduced at each grade. The attention of teachers and 

students is eventually oriented to grammatical knowledge. 

Therefore, though the teaching methods for grammatical 

items have been investigated and developed, students have 

been troubled while building their English vocabulary with 

a lack of effectively organized strategies. 

Native speakers of English have an acquired ability to 

form a new word through English word-formation rules, such 

as affixation, conversion, compounding, back-formation, 

clipping, acronym, blending and root creation. These rules 

not only trigger the creation of new words, but they also 

make it possible to access unfamiliar words. Many words 

indicate that they have an internal structure which native 

speakers obviously recognize. For example, 

"coeducationalization" can be understood by fragmenting it 
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into "co-educat-ion-al-iz-ation." 

Thus, native speakers of English try to establish the 

meaning of an unknown word through knowledge of English word-

format~on ·rules. Similarly, for second language learners, a 

systematic understanding of English word-formation rules 

about inner structures of words will help them to enhance 

their vocabulary of their target language. 

· Therefore, the aims of this thesis are to analyze the 

standard vocabulary which Japanese students learn in junior 

and senior high schools and , at the universities and to 

describe effective ways to target English vocabulary by 

using English word-formation rules. 

Randolph Quirk and others provide practical categories 

of English word-formation in Appendix I Word-formation of~ 

Comprehensive Grammar of English Language (New York: Longman, 

1985) and codify practical categories of word-formation 

which identify strategies for teaching English vocabulary. 

The main types of word-formation which are shown in the 

book include prefixation, suffixation, conversion, 

compounding, and miscellaneous ways. Quirk et al. 

acknowledge that prefixation and suffixation can be referred 

to as affixation. Therefore, these two patterns will be 

combined in this thesis. The miscellaneous ways of word-



formation include back-formation, reduplication, 

abbreviation (clipping and acronyms) and blends. 

5 

Prefixation is defined as adding a syllable, a morpheme, 

or letter (s) in front of the base. It usually does not 

change word class, but sometimes it does. Suffixation 

requires addition after the base, such as a syllable, a 

morpheme, or letter (s) . 

sometimes it does not. 

It usually changes word class, but 

Conversion denotes the syntactic 

transposition of a word, by shifting word class without 

change of form by affixation. Compounding makes a lexical 

unit by combining more than one base, which functions both 

grammatically and semantically as a single word. 

Back-formation is the word-formation to delete a suffix, 

or supposed suffix, from an apparent complex form by analogy 

with other instances where the suffixed and non-suffixed 

forms are both lexemes. Reduplication is a process made by 

two or more constituents which are either identical or only 

slightly different. Abbreviations include clippings and 

acronyms. Clippings are formed by abbreviating polysyllabic 

words, often to a single syllable. Acronyms are words formed 

from the initial letters of words that make up a name. 

Blending is a process by combining the parts of more than one 

word in such a way that there is no explicit analysis into 
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morphemes, but semantically new words can be analyzed. 

According to this taxonomy, I will analyze the JACET 

List of Basic Word which is the ·English word list authorized 

by JACET (Japan Association of College English Teachers) in 

order to propose standard words to be acquired by university 

students at its minimum in quality and quantity. Its word 

list, published in 1983 by JACET, contains 3990 standard 

words that Japanese university students should learn in four 

aspects: speaking, listening, writing, and reading. 

The criteria for the selection of the words in the 

JACET List of Basic Words are as follows: (1) Within "2000 

words level" in either Henry Kucera and W. Nelson Francis's 

Computational Analysis of Present-day American English 

(Providence: Brown Univ P., 1967) or J. 8. Carroll and Barry 

Richman's The American Heritage Word Frequency Book (Boston: 

Houghton Mifflin, 1971); (2) Within "Level 2" (1215 words) 

in Roland Hendemarish's Cambridge English Lexicon (Cambridge: 

Cambridge UP, 1980) ; (3) More than "Frequency 100" in Nelson 

W. Francis and Henry Kucera's Frequency Analysis of English 

Usage: Lexicon and Grammar (Boston: Houghten Mifflin, 1882) 

(4) Within "4000 words level" in both Francis and Kucera's 

(1967) and Carroll et al. 's (1971); (5) Within 2000 words in 

"defining vocabulary" of Longman Dictionary of Contemporary 
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English (Harlow: Longman, 1978) . 

-The JACET List of Basic Words which I -use for word 

analysis in this thesis is the revised list. The original 

JACET List of Basic Words was proposed as standard words list 

for reading in quality and quantity in 1981 when JACET 

investigated the quality of reading materials for the 

students of the first two grades of university. The original 

list was revised based on the result of questionaires which 

asked for the feedback, critical evaluation, and creative 

opinion about this list from teachers of English in junior 

and senior high schools and universities. 

The proposal by JACET affected not only teaching 

English in junior and senior high schools but also the 

English entrance examination for universities. Therefore, 

the analysis of this word list will be practical and 

beneficial for searching out any strategies for building the 

English vocabulary of Japanese students. This approach should 

make English standard vocabulary accessible to Japanese 

university students. 



CHAPTER II 

AFFIXATION 

Affixation is one of the main processes of English word

formation and consists of prefixation and suffixation. 

Prefixes and suffixes are bound, word-formative morphemes to 

be annexed (affixed) to free morphemes which are called 

"base." Prefixes are prepositive, and suffixes are 

postpositive. The base in suffixation is not always apparent 

in current English though the historical explanation reveals 

the modification. Even so, the recognition of affixes 

encourages language learners to discern the meaning of words. 

Pre fixation 

Quirk et al. classify prefixes according to ten semantic 

features: (1) negative prefixes, (2) reversative or privative 

prefixes, (3) pejorative prefixes, (4) prefixes of degree or 

size, (5) prefixes of orientation and attitude, (6) locative 

prefixes, (7) prefixes of . time and order, (8) number prefixes, 

(9) miscellaneous prefixes, and (10) conversion prefixes 

( 1540-46) . 

8 
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(1) Negative prefixes are A-, DIS-, IN-, NON-, and UN-. 

They combine with nouns and adjectives. The prefixes indicate 

a stat-e,-:.cha~acteristic_, . or_quality that is the opposite of 

the one conta-ined in the original nouns or adjectives. 

Therefore, the meanings of all these prefixes are "not," 

"without," "opposite to," "lacking in." IN- is less 

productive than UN-, and often combines adjectives of French 

and Latin origin. It changes the form into IR- before /r/ e.g. 

irresponsible, IL- before /1/ e.g. illegible, and IM- before 

labials e.g. imperfect. The examples of negative prefixes are 

as follows: For A-, af~rmal, apolitical; for DIS-, 

disadvantage, disloyal; for IN-, illegal, impossible, 

informal; for NON-, non-academic, non-human; for UN-, unable, 

unacceptable. 

(2) Reversative or private prefixes are DE-, DIS-, and 

UN-. They combine with verbs and indicate an action which has 

the opposite effect of, or reverses, the process described by 

original verbs. Therefore, these contain the meanings of 

"reversing the action," "releasing from," "depriving of." 

DE-, DIS- and UN- also combine with nouns besides verbs to 

yield verbs which indicate that the thing referred to by the 

base is removed, such as decoke, de-ink, disbar, disable, 

unman and unseat. The examples of reversative and private 
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prefixes are as follows: For DE-, dehumanize and deregulate; 

for DIS-, disagree and disappear; for UN-, untwist and untie. 

(3) Pejorative prefixes are ~AL-, MIS-, and PSEUDO-. 

MAL- combines with abstract nouns, adjectives, verbs, and 

participles and indicates things that are imperfect, 

unsuccessful, or unpleasant in some way, such as malabsorption 

and malnutrition. MIS- combines with abstract nouns, verbs, 

and participles and indicates things that are done wrongly or 

badly, such as mishear and misinform. Among the prefixes of 

this type, PSEUDO- is productive. PSEUDO- combines with nouns 

and adjectives and indicates things that are not really what 

they seem to be, such as pseudo-creativity and pseudo-science. 

(4) Prefixes of degree or size are ARCH-, CO-, HYPER-, 

MINI-, OUT - , OVER-, SUB-, SUPER- SUR-, ULTRA-, and UNDER-. 

Among them, ARCH-, CO-, HYPER-, MINI-, SUPER-, ULTRA-, UNDER-

are productive. ARCH- combines with nouns and indicates the 

most high or supreme rank, such as archangel and arch-

capitalist. CO- combines with nouns and verbs, and it 

contains the meaning of "doing things together," "on equal 

footing," such as co-author and coexist. 

HYPER- combines with adjectives and indicates that 

someone has too much of a particular quality, such as 

hyperactive and hyper-conscious. MINI- combines with nouns, 
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and indicates a smaller vision of a particular thing, such as 

mini-dress · and ·mini~budci~f. · OUT- combines with verbs, nouns, 

and adjectives to yield transitive verbs, and it indicates 

that someone or something does a particular action much better 

or to a greater extent than other persons or things, such as 

outsmart and outbid. OVER- combines with verbs, nouns and 

adjectives, and indicates excessiveness in degree, such as 

overload and over-protective : · It also combines with verbs and 

contains the locative meaning "from above," such as 

overshadow. 

SUB- combines with nouns and adjectives and indicates 

that someone or something is inferior, smaller or less 

powerful, such as substandard and sub-committee. SUPER-

combines with nouns and adjectives to indicate that the 

quality described by the base is present in an unusually large 

degree, such as superabundant and super-friendly. 

combines with nouns, and it contains the meaning of 

"above," or "excess," such as surreal and surpass. 

SUR-

" " over, 

ULTRA-

combines with adjectives and indicates the idea that the 

qualities described by the base are true or present in an 

unusually large degree, such as ultra-intelligent and ultra-

powerful. UNDER- combines with nouns, verbs and past 

participles to yield new verbs, nouns, and adjectives. It 
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indicates the idea that there is not enough of something or 

that something has not been done as much as needed, such as 

under~production and underdeveloped. 

(5) Prefixes ·of orientation and attitudes are ANTI-, 

CONTRA-, COUNTER- and PRO-. Among them, ANTI-, COUNTER- and 

PRO- are productive. ANTI- combines with nouns and denominal 

adjectives and shows that someone or something is opposed to 

the thin~ described by the base, such as anti-social and anti-

war. CONTRA- combines with nouns, verbs and denominal 

adjectives, and it contains the meaning of "opposite," such as 

contradiction and contrafactual. 

COUNTER- combines with verbs, nouns and denominal 

adjectives and indicates actions or activities that oppose 

another action or activity described by the base, such as 

counter-measure, counteract. PRO- combines with nouns and 

denominal adjectives and indicates that someone or something 

strongly supports the person or thing described by the base, 

such as pro-authority and pro-government. 

(6) Locative prefixes are FORE-, INTER-, SUB-, SUPER- and 

TRANS-. INTER- and TRANS- are productive. FORE- combines 

with nouns, verbs, and adjectives and contains the meaning of 

"front part of," "front," such as forefoot and forehead. 

INTER- combines with nouns and adjectives, and it indicates 
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that someth~ng exists or happens between two or more people 

or things, such as international and interstate. SUB-

combines with verbs, nouns and adjectives, and it conta~ns 

the meaning of "under," such as submarine and subbasement. 

SUPER- combines with nouns to carry the meaning of "above," 

such as superstructure and superscript. TRANS- with nouns, 

denominal adjectives, and verbs indicates moving from one 

side of something to the other, and total changing, such as 

trans-world and transformation. 

(7) Prefixes of time and order are EX-, FORE-, POST-, 

PRE-, and RE-. They are productive except for FORE-. Used 

with human nouns, EX- means "former," such as ex-wife and 

exdictator. With nouns, verbs and adjectives, FORE- contains 

the meaning of "before," such as forecast and foreword. 

POST- and PRE- attached to nouns and denominal 

adjectives refer to a particular event or developmerit. 

POST- marks one after another, such as post-modernism and 

post-election. PRE- positions that one thing takes place 

before another, such as pre-adolescent ~nd pre-examination. 

RE- combines with verbs and deverbal nouns and indicates the 

fact that an action or process is or takes place again, such 

as repossession and remarry. 

(8) Number prefixes are UNI-, MONO-; BI-, DI-; TRI-; 
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POLI-, MULTI-; SEMI-, and DEMI-. All these combine with 

nouns ,,and denominal adjectives. Historically from Latin and 

Greek, they are freely and widely used for the expression 

referred to numerical values. UNI- and MONO- mean "one." 

UNI- is the Latin counterpart of Greek MONO-, and it is 

often used for coinages of biological terms based on neo-

Latin pattern. MONO- often forms scientific words. The 

examples are uniform, unisex, monoculture and monologue. 

BI- and DI- mean "two." BI-, Latin in origin , is often 

used for the terms of biology and chemistry. DI-, of Greek 

origin, is often used for terms of botany, zoology, 

mineralogy and chemistry. Examples include binary, 

bilingual, dioxide and di-acid. 

originates in Latin and Greek. 

TRI- means "three." TRI-

English TRI- is often used 

for coinages in terms of botany and zoology. Triangle and 

trimonthly represent the examples. 

Both POLY- and MULTI- mean n II many. POLY- (Greek) is 

often used for scientific words with Greek stems. MULTI-

(Latin), the counterpart of POLI-, serves Latin stems. The 

examples are polytheism and polysyllabic, and multiculture 

and multilateral. SEMI- and DEMI- mean "half." DEMI- is 

chiefly prefixed to Latin stems and used for the formation 

of technical terms of all kinds, such as music, mathematics, 
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history, and philosophy. DEMI- is not a very productive 

prefix except for the old-established words. The examples are 

semi-original, _semivowel, demigod and demitasse. 

(9) Miscellaneous neo-classic prefixes are AUTO-, 

EXTRA-, NEO-, PALEO-, PAN-, PROTO-, TELE-, and VICE-. These 

prefixes could be regarded as combining forms (Quirk 1545). 

With nouns, verbs, and adjectives, AUTO- produces auto-dial 

(automatic), autograph (oneself), and auto-industry (cars) . 

EXTRA-, affixed to adjectives, calls to mind "exceptionally" 

or "outside," such as extra-large and extra-terrestial. 

NEO- with nouns and adjectives chiefly refers to 

political and artistic movement to denote "new" or "revived," 

such as neo-Darwinism and neo-classical. PALEO- (old) is 

mainly used for learned words, such as paleolithic and 

paleography. PAN- contains the meaning of "all" and affixes 

to nouns and premodifying denominal adjectives to refer to 

world-wide and continent-wide activities, such as pan-national 

and pan-American. 

PROTO- combines with nouns and adjectives and denotes 

"first" or "original," such as prototype and proto-Celtic. 

TELE- offers mainly with classical bases to yield nouns to 

suggest the meaning of "distant," or to mark something 

concerned with electronic communication. Common examples 
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include telepathy and telecommunication. VICE- combined with 

nouns describes ranks or titles and indicates ranks or titles 

that are less important than the base, such as vice-president 

and vice-chairman. 

(10) Conversion prefixes are A-, BE- and EN-. A

combines with nouns and verbs to yield predicative adjectives 

which indicate the progressive, such as afire and aglitter. 

BE- combines with nouns to yield adjectives along with -ed, 

such as bewigged and bedewed. It also combines with nouns to 

yield verbs, such as behead and befriend. EN- combines with 

nouns and adjectives to yield verbs which mean "to put into" 

or "to provide with," such as encage and enrich. EN- changes 

the form into EM- before bilabial stops, such as embody. 

In addition to these three prefixes, some prefixes also 

shift the word class of the bases, such as DIS-, DE-, OUT-, 

and UN- though they have been already discussed in their 

respective categories. (See above.) 
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1. Negative prefixes 

(i) A-, AN - (especially before vowels) 

Words with the meaning of "lacking in," "lack of" 

No words with this . particular prefix appear in the list. 

Words with the meaning of " " on 

aboard (ad) 

about (ad) 

above (ad) 

abroad (ad) 

across (ad) 

ahead (ad, 

alike (ad, 

alive (a) 

aloud (ad) 

arise ( V) 

around (ad) 

ashamed (a) 

ashore (ad) 

aside (ad) 

a) 

a) 

A- + BOARD ( n) 

A- + OE butan 

OE abunfan (A-

A- + BROAD (a) 

A- + CROSS ( n) 

A- + HEAD (n) 

A- + LIKE (a) 

A- + LIFE (n) 

A- + LOUD (a) 

A- + RISE (v) 

A- + ROUND (a) 

A- + SHAME (n) 

'OUTSIDE' 

+ bufan 'above') 

Pp. of obsolete ashame, 

from ME aschamien, from OE ascamian 'to 

put to shame' (A- + scamian 'to put to 

shame') 

A- + SHORE (n) 

A- + SIDE (n) 

asleep (ad, a) A-+ SLEEP (v) 



awaken (v) 

away (ad) 

OE aw~cnan (A-+ w~cnan 'wake' v) 

A- + WAY (n) 

Words with meaning "to" 
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abandon (v) ME abandonen, from OF abandoner 'to give 

up (A-+ bandon 'power') 

account (v) A- + COUNT (v) ME acounten, from OF 

aconter (A-+ conter 'count') 

accustom (v) A- + CUSTOM (n) OF acostumer (A-+ 

costume 'custom') 

(ii) DIS-

Words with the meaning of "not," "the converse of" 

discourage (v) DIS-+ COURAGE (n) 

disease (n) DIS- + EASE (n) 

With meaning "apart" 

dessert (n) 

develop (v) 

differ (v) 

DIS- + SERVE (v) F desservir des-

'DIS-' + servir 'to serve') 

F developper (des- !DIS-) + a blend of 

!ML faluppa + L volvere 'to roll')) 

F differ er, from L dif ferre (DIS- + 

ferre 'to bear') 

difficulty (n) DIS-+ FACUTLY ME difficultee, from OF 

difficulte, from L difficultatem, from 



disaster (n) 

discuss (v) 

display (v) 

disposal (n) 

dispute (v) 

difficilis (DIS- + facilis, 'easy') 

F desastre, from It disastro (DIS-+ 

astro 'star') 

L discussus, pp. of -~iscutere (DIS-+ 

auatere 'to shake') 

OF despleier, from L displicare 'to 

unforld' (DIS- + plicare 'to fold') 

DIS-+ POSE (v) + -AL 

ME desputen, from L disputare (DIS-+ 

putare 'to cut') 

1 9 

distribute (v) L distributus, pp. of distribuere (DIS-

distribu
tion (n) 

disturb (v) 

+ tribuere 'to assign') 

DIS- + TRIBUTE (n) + -TION 

DIS-+ TURBID (a) OF destorber, from 

L disturbare 'to throw into disorder' 

(DIS-+ turbare 'to agitate') 

(iii) IN - (IL - before /1/, IM - before labials, 

IR - before /r/) 

Words of the meaning of "not," "the converse of" 

enemy (n) OF enemi, from L inimfcus 'hostile' 

(IN- + amrcus 'friend') 



immediate (a) 

impossible (a) 

incredible (a) 

independent (a) 

indirect (a) 

individual (a) 

inevitable (a) 

injury (n) 

innocent (a) 

invisible (a) 

irregular (a) 

IM- + MEDIATE ( V) 
· ·--· 

IM- + POSSIBLE (a) 

IN- + CREDIBLE (a) 

IN- +. DEPENDENT (a) 

IN-+ DIRECT (a) 

IN-+ DISIBLE (a) + -AL 

IN-+ EVITABLE (a) 

L injuria (IN- + jus, gen . juris 

'right') 

L innocens, gen. -en tis- (IN- + pres. 

part. of noceo, nocere 'to harm') 

IN-+ VISIBLE (a) 

IR-+ REGULAR (a) 
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Words with meaning II. II 
in 

engine (n) 

enforce (v) 

endure (v) 

encounter (v) 

OF engin, from L ingenium 'nature, 

natural disposition' (IN- + gignere 'to 

beget') 

IN- + FORCE (n) OF enforcier, enforcer, 

from VL *Infortiare 'to make strong' 

(IN-+ fortis 'strong') 

OF endurer, from L indurare 'to make 

hard' (IN- + durure 'make hard') 

IN-+ COUNTER (v) OF encountrer, from 



emperor (n) 

imply (v) 

illusion (n) 

import (v) 

impress (v) 

improve (v) 

incident (a) 

include (v) 

increase (v) 

indicate (v) 

influence (n) 
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VL * in CO n tr are I t O me e t 1 
( IN - + CO n tr a 

'against') 

OF emperor, from L imperatorem, accusative 

of imperator, from imperatus, pp. of 

imperare I to command I (IM- + parare I to 

prepare') 

OF emplier, from L implicare (IN-+ 

plicare 'to fold') 

F, from L illusionem, accusative of 

illtisi5, from illTisus, pp. of illGdere 

(g- [IN-] + _ltidere 'to play') 

IM- + PORT (v) 

IM- + PRESS (v) 

IM- + PROW (a) 

F incident, from L incidentem, accusative 

of incid~ns, pres. part. of incidere (IN

' in' + cadere 'to fall') 

L inclu (IN-+ claudere 'to shut') 

ME encresen from AF encress-, from L 

incr~scere (IN-+ crescere 'to grow') 

L indicatus, pp. of indicare (IN-+ 

dicare 'to proclaim') 

F, from Late L Influentia, from L 



inform (v) 

initial (a) 

inland (a) 

insect (n) 

insist (v) 

inspire (v) 

install (v) 

instant (a) 

institute (n) 

intend (v) 

Influens (IN- + fluere 'to flow') 

ME enformen, from OF enformer, from L 

Informare (IN-+ formare 'to form') 

L initialis, from initium, from init-

(um) , pp. stem of in'Ire (IN- + eo, I're 

'to go') 

IN- + LAND (n) 
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L Tnsectum, neuter pp. of Tnsecare (IN

+ secare 'to cut') 

L Tnsistere (IN- + sistere 'to cause to 

stand') 

ME enspiren, inspiren, from OF enspirer, 

inspirer, from L Tnspirare (IN-+ soirare 

'to breathe') 

F inst a 11 er , from ML Inst a 11 are (IN -

+ stallum 'stall') 

L Instans, pres . part. of Intare (IN-+ 

stare 'to stand') 

L Institutum, prop. neuter pp. of 

Ynsti tuere (IN- + statuere 'to cause 

to stand') 

ME entenden, from MF entendre, from L 



invade (v) 

invent (v) 

invite (v) 

involve (v) 

(iv) NON-

intendere (IN- + tendere 'to stretch 

out') 

ME invaden, from L invadere (IN-+ 

Vadere I to go I) 

ME inventen, from L inventus, pp. of 

invenire (IN- + venire 'to come') 

F inviter, from L invTtare (IN-+ 

-vrtare) 

L involvere (IN- + volvere 'to roll') 

Word with the meaning of "not" 

nonsense (n) NON- + SENSE (n) 

(v) UN- · 

Words of the meaning of "not," "the converse of" 

unable (a) UN- + ABLE (a) 

uncertain (a) UN- + CERTAIN (a) 

unconscious (a) UN- + CONSCIOUS (a) 

uneasy (a) 

unexpected (a) 

UN- + EASY (a) 

UN-+ EXPECT (v) + -ED 

unfortunate (a) UN-+ FORTUNATE (a) 

unhappy (a) UN- + HAPPY (a) 
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unknown (a) 

unlike (a) 

unusual (a) 

UN-+ KNOWN (a) 

UN- + LIKE (a) 

UN- + USUAL (a) 
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2. Reversative or privative prefixes 

(i) DE-

Words with the meaning of "reversing the action," or 

"depriving of" 

deceive (v) 

decide (v) 

defect (n) 

defective (a) 

def end (v) 

deserve (v) 

despair (v) 

desparate (a) 

OF deceivre (DE-+ capere 'to catch') 

F decider, from L decidere 'to cut off' 

(DE-+ caedere 'to cut') 

L d~fectus, pp. of deficere 'to be 

wanting' (DE- + facere 'to make') 

DE-+ facere + -IVE 

ME defenden, from OF defendre, from L 

d~fendere 'to ward off' (DE- + -fendere, 

'to thrust') 

OF deservir, from L deservire (DE-+ 

servire 'to serve') 

ME despeiren, desperen, from OF despeir, 

from L desperare 'to hopeless' (DE- + 

sperare 'to hope') 

DE-+ sperare + -ATE 



destroy (v) 
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ME destroien, destruien, from OF 

destruire, from VL *destrugere, 

refashioned from L destruxI, pp. of L 

destruere 'to pull down' (DE- + struere 

'to pile up') 

destructive (a) DE-+ struere + -IVE 

destruction (n) DE-+ struere + -TION 

detect (v) 

detective (n) 

L d~tectus, pp. of d~tegere 'to uncover' 

(DE-+ tegere 'to cover') 

DE-+ tegere + -IVE 

Words with meaning "under, down," "away from," or 

"completely" 

debate (v) 

declare (v) 

decline (v) 

dedicate (v) 

ME debaten from OF debatre 'to fight 

(DE- 'completely' + batre 'to beat') 

F declarer, from L declarare 'to make 

clear' (DE- 'completely' + clarare 'to 

make clear') 

ME declinen, from MF decliner, from L 

declJ:nare 'to bend down' (DE- 'down' + 

-clinare 'to bend') 

L dedicatus, pp. of dedicare 'to set 

apart' (DE- 'completely' + dicare 'to 

proclaim') 



define (v) 

degree (n) 

delay (v) 

delicate (a) 

deliver (v) 

demand (v) 
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DE-+ FINIS OF definer, from L 

definire (DE- + finire 'to set limits 

to I) 

ME degre, from OF degret, later degre, 

from L *degradus (DE- 'down' + gradus 

'degree') 

ME delaien, from OF delaier (DE

'completely -~ laier 'to le~, leave') 

L d~licatus, pp. of *delicare (DE

'completely + lacere 'to snare') 

OF delivrer, from VL delTberare (DE

'away' + liberare 'to set free') 

F demander, from L demandare 'to give in 

charge' (DE- + rnandare, 'to give in 

charge, enjoy') 

demonstrate (v) L dernonstratus, pp. of d~monstrare (DE-

deny (v) 

departure (v) 

depend (v) 

'completely' + monstrare 'to show') 

ME denien, from F denier, from L denegare 

'to gainsay, reject' (DE- + negare 'to 

say no, - to deny') 

DE- 'away' + PAST (v) + -URE 

OF dependre, from VL dependere 'to hang 

from' (DE- 'down' + pendere 'to hang') 



deposit (v) 
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L depositus, pp. of deponere (DE- 'down' 

+ poner~ _· ' _t _Q _ __:place') 

depression (n) DE- 'down' + PRESS (v) + -ION 

derive (v) 

descend (v) 

describe (v) 

desert (v) 

design (v) 

desire (v) 

detail (v) 

devote (v) 

(ii) DIS-

OF deriver from L derivare 'to draw 

off' (DE- 'off' + rivus 'a small stream') 

F decendre, from L descendere 'to sink' 

(DE- 'down' + scandere 'to climb') 

DE- 'down' + SCRIBE L describere (DE-+ 

scribere, 'to wirte') 

OF deserter, from VL desertare (DE-+ 

serere 'to put in a row') 

F designer, from L designare (DE- 'down' 

+ signare 'to mark') 

F desirer, from L des1derere 'to await 

away from the stars' (DE- 'away from' + 

sidus, gen. sideris 'star') 

F detailler 'to cut into pieces' (DE

'completely' + tailler 'to cut') 

DE- 'completely' + VOW L devotus, pp. 

of devovere (DE-+ vovere 'to vow') 

W i th the meaning o f " revers in g the act i on '' 



disappear (v) DIS- + APPEAR ( V) 

disappoint (v) DIS- + APPOINT ( v) -

discover (v) DIS- + COVER (v) 

dislike (v) DIS- + LIKE (v) 

disposal ( n) DIS- + POSE ( V) + -AL 

(iii) UN -

Words with the meaning of "reversing the action," or 

"releasing from," "depriving of" 

UN- + DO (v) 

UN- + EMPLOY (v) 

undo (v) 

unemploy (v) 

unemployment (n) UN-+ EMPLOY (v) + -MENT 

3. Pejorative prefixes 

(i) MAL-

Words with the meaning of "badly," "bad" 

This prefix does not appear in the JACET list. 

(ii) MIS-

W d . th th . f " 1 " ors w1 e meaning o wrong y, 

mistake (v) MIS-+ TAKE (v) 

fl t II as ray 

misunderstand (v) MIS-+ UNDERSTAND (v) 
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(iii) PSEUDO-

Words with the meaning of "false," "imitation" 

This prefix does not appear in the JACET list. 

4. Prefixes of degree or size 

(i} ARCH-

Words with the meaning of "supreme," "most" 

a r c b.i t e c t ( n ) 

(ii} co-

F architecte, from L architectus, from 

Gk arkhi tekton 'master builder' (arkhi

' ARCHI-' + tekton 'carpenter builder') 

Words with the meaning of "joint (ly) " "on equal footing" 

common (a) 

cooperate (a} 

ME commun, from OF from L communtem, 

from IE *komoin-i- 'held in common' (*ko

' CO-' + *mei- 'to change'} 

CO-+ OPERATE (v) Late L cooperatus, 

pp. of cooperari 'to work together' (CO

+ perari 'to perate') 

cooperation (n) CO-+ OPERATE (v) + -ION 

cooperative (a) CO-+ OPERATE (v) + -IVE 
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(iii) HYPER -

Words with the meaning 6f "extreme" 

This prefix does not appear in the JACE~-list. 

(iv} MINI -

Words with the meaning of "little" 

This prefix does not appear in the JACET list. 

(v} OUT-

Words with the meaning of "surpassing" 

This prefix does not appear in the JACET list. 

(vi) OVER-

Words with the meaning of " excessive, " or "from above " 

overall (ad) OVER- + ALL (a) 

overcome (v) OVER- + COME (v) 

overflow ( V) OVER- + FLOW ( V) 

overhead (ad) OVER- + HEAD ( n} 

overnight (ad) OVER-+ NIGHT (n) 

overseas · (ad) OVER-+ SEA (n} + -S 

(vii} SUB -

Words with the meaning of "below" 



substance (n) 
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SUB-+ STANCE (n) ME from OF, from L 

substantia, fro~ subst5nst pres. part. of 

subs tore I to--stand I (SUB- + sto / stare 

'to stand') 

substancial (a) SUB-+ STANCE+ -AL 

(viii) SUPER -

Words with the meaning of "more than," "very special," 

"on top," "hierarchically superior" 

supermarket (n) SUPER-+ MARKET (n) 

supreme (a) 

surround (v) 

survive (v) 

(ix) SUR -

L supremus, superlative of superus 'that 

which is above,' from SUPER 'above' 

ME surrounden, from MF soronder, Late 

L superundare 'overflow' (SUPER- + unda 

'wave') 

ME surviven, from MF survivre, from L 

supervlvere, (SUPER- + vivere 'to live') 

Words with the meaning of "over and above" 

surf ace (n) 

surrender (v) 

surprise (n) 

SUR- + FACE (n) 

SUR-+ RENDER (v) 

ME, from MF, from OF surprise, fem. pp. 



of surprendre 'to surprise,' (SUR- + 

prendre _ 'to take') 
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survey (v) ME surveyen, from AF surveier, from MF 

surveeir, surveoir (SUR-+ veeir, veoir 

'to s~e') 

(x) ULTRA-

Words with the meaning of "extreme," "beyond" 

This prefix does not appear in the JACET list. 

(xi) UNDER-

Words with the meaning of "too little," or "subordinate" 

This prefix does not appear in the JACET list. 

W d . th . "b 1 " " d " ors wi meaning e ow, or un er 

understand (v) UNDER-+ STAND (v) ME understanden, 

from OE understandan 'to stand under' 

(UNDER-+ standan 'to stand') 

underground (a) UNDER-+ GROUND (n) 

underline (v) UNDER-+ LINE (n) 

5. Prefixes of orientation and attitude 

(i) ANTI -

" . t" Words with the meaning of agains 
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This prefix does not appear in the JACET list. 

(ii) CONTRA-

Words with the meaning of "opposite" 

contrary (a) CONTRA-+ -ARY ME contrarie, from OF 

contrarie, from L contrarius 'opposite,' 

from contra 'CONTRA-' 

contrast (v) 

control (v) 

F contraster, It contrastare, from ML 

contras tare 'to opposse' (CONTRA- + L 

stare 'to stand again') 

CONTRA-+ ROLL (v) F controler, from 

controle, from OF contrerole 'control 

register' (CONTRA- + role 'roll') 

controversy (n) L controversia, from controversus 

(CONTRO- + versus 'to turn') 

county (n) ME contree, from OF cuntree, contree, 

opposite, from L contra 'against, 

opposite' 

(iii) COUNTER. -

Words with the meaning of "against," "in opposition to" 

This prefix does not appear in the JACET list. 
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(iv) PRO-

Words with the meaning of "for," "on the side of" 

problem (n) 

proceed (v) 

produce (v) 

profound (a) 

program (n) 

progress (n) 

project (v) 

Late ME probleme, from F probleme , from 

L broblema, from Gk pr6blema from 

proballein 'to throw before' (PRO- + 

ballein 'to throw') 

ME proceden, from OF proceder, from L 

procedere 'to go forward' (PRO-- + cedere 

'to go') 

ME producen, from L producere 'to lead 

forward' (PRO- + ducere 'to 1 ead') 

PRO- + FUND (n) ME, from OF profund, 

profond, from L profundus 'profound' 

(PRO-+ fundus 'bottom') 

Late L programma, from pr6gramma, from 

prographein 'to write in public' (PRO- + 

graphein 'to write') 

PRO- + GRADE ( n) ME progresse, from MF 

progres, from L progressus a going 

forward' (PRO- + gradT 'to step') 

PRO- + JET (v) L projectus, pp. of 

projicere 'to throw forth' (PRO-+ jacere 

'to throw') 



prominent (a) 

promise (n) 

promote (v) 

prompt (a) 

pronounce (v) 

propose (v) 

prospect (n) 

protect (v) 
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L prominens, pres. part. of prominere 'to 

jut out' (PRO- + IE base *men- 'to stand 

out. '} 

ME promis, partly from L promissum, neut. 

pp. of L promittere 'to send forward' 

(PRO- + mi t tere -· ' to send'} 

L promotus, pp. of promovere 'to move 

forward' (PRO- + movere 'to move') 

L promptus, pp. of promere 'to take or 

bring out or forth,' contraction of *oro

emere (PRO-+ emere 'to take'} 

PRO-+ NUNCIO (n} ME pronouncen, from 

OF pronuncier, from L pronutiare 'to 

make publicly known' (PRO- + nun ti us 'to 

announce') 

PRO-+ POSE (v} ME proposen, from OF 

proposer, from L proponere 'to set forth' 

PRO-+ SPECIES (n) ME prospecte, from 

L prospectus, from prospectus, pp. of 

prospicere 'to look forward' (PRO- + 

specere, spicere 'to look at') 

PRO-+ TEGUMENT L protectus, pp. of 

protegere 'to cover in front' (PRO- + 



protest (v) 

provide (v) 

6. Locative prefixes 

(i) FORE-
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tegere 'to cover') 

ME protesten, from MF protester, from L 

protestarT 'to declare in public' (PRO- + 

testarT 'to be a witness') 

PRO-+ VISION (n) ME providen, from L 

providere, 'to see beforehand' (PRO- + 

vid~re 'to see') 

Words with the meaning of "front part of," "front" 

fore head (n) 

forward (ad) 

(ii) INTER-

FORE- + HEAD (n) 

FORE-+ -WARD 

Words with the meaning of "between," "among" 

enterprise (n) OF entreprise, prop. fem. pp. of 

entreprendre 'to undertake,' used as a 

noun, from VL *interprender (INTER-+ 

prehendere 'to take, size') 

intelligent (a) L intellegens, gen. -entis, pres. part. 

of intellegere, intelligere 'to 

understand' (INTER- + legere 'to 



interest (n) 

interfere (v) 
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gather') 

ME interess, from AF interesse, from ML 

interess 'interest' (INTER- + esse 'to 

be') 

OF s'entreferir 'to strike each other' 

(entre [INTER-] + ferir 'to strike') 

intermediate (a) INTER-+ MEDIUM+ -ATE ML 

interior (n) 

inter
national (a) 

interpret (v) 

interrupt (v) 

interval (n) 

intermediatus, from L intermedius 'that 

which is - between intermediate' (INTER-

+ medius 'middle') 

INTER-+ -IOR 

INTER-+ NATION (n) + -AL 

OF interpreter, from L interpretarI, 

from interpres 'an agent between two 

parties' (INTER- + pres 'price') 

INTER-+ RUPTURE L interruptus, pp. of 

interrumppere 'to break up 

rumpere 'to break') 

(INTER- + 

INTER-+ VALLUM F intervalle, from L 

intervallum 'the open space between two 

palisades' (INTER- + vallum 'a 

palisaded wall') 



interview (n) 

(iii) SUB -

INTER-+ VIEW (n) F entrevue, from 

entrevoir 'to catch a glimpse of' 

(INTER-+ voir 'to see') 
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Words with the meaning of "under" 

subject (a) 

submarine (a) 

submit (v) 

ME suget, subget, from OF suget, subject, 

from L subjectus, pp. of subicere 'to 

throw under' (SUB- + jacere 'to throw') 

SUB-+ MARINE (a) 

SUB-+ MISSION (v) ME submitten, from 

L submi ttere 'to furnish' (SUB- + mi ttere 

'to send') 

substitute (n) SUB-+ STATUTE (n) ME, from L 

sudden (a) 

suffer (v) 

substitutum, neuter pp. of substituere 'to 

put instead of' (SUB- + statuere 'to 

place') 

ME sodain, sodein, from MF sodain, 

soudain, from OF, from VL *subitanus, 

from subitus, prop. pp. of subire 'to go 

under' (SUB- + ire 'to go') 

ME suffren, from OF sofrir, from VL 

*sufferire (SUB- + ferre 'to bear') 
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sufficient (a) L sufficientem, pres. part. of sufficere 

'to suffice' (SUB- + ficere) 

suggest (v) 

supply (v) 

support (v) 

suppose (v) 

suspend (v) 

(iv) SUPER -

L suggestus, pp. of suggerere 'to lay 

beneath' (SUB- + ,_gerere 'to bear') 

ME suppleen, from OF soupleier 'to fill 

up' (SUB-+ plere 'to fill') 

SUB-+ PORT (v) 

SUB-+ POSE (v) ME supposen, from OF 

supposer, from L supponere 'to put 

under' (SUB- + ponere 'to put') 

SUB- + PEND (v) ME suspenden, from OF 

suspendre, from L suspendere 'to hang 

up' (SUB- + pend ere 'to hang') 

Words with the meaning of "above" 

This prefix does not appear in the JACET list. 

(v) TRANS-

Words with the meaning of "across," "from one place to 

another" 

transfer (v) L transferre 'to carry over 

ferre 'to carry') 

(TRANS- + 



transform (v) 

translate (v) 

TRANS-+ FORM (v) 

L translatus 'carried over' (TRANS- + 

latUS I borne I) 
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7. Prefixes of time and order 

(i) EX-

Words with the meaning of "former" 

This prefix does not appear in the JACET list. 

Words with meaning "out," "away from," or "completely" 

effect (n) 

essay (v) 

exact (a) 

examine (v) 

example (n) 

except (v) 

EX- + FACT (n) OF effect, from L 

effectus, pp. of efficere 'to execute' 

(EX-+ facere 'to make') 

OF esaier, from VL *exagiare, from exigere 

'to weigh out' (EX- + agere 'to do') 

EX-+ ACT (n) L exactus 'precise' (EX-

+ agere 'to set in motion') 

OF examiner, from L examinare, from 

examen 'the tongue of a balance' (EX-+ 

ago, agere 'to drive, to act') 

OF example, from L exemplum 'something 

taken out of a larger quantity' (EX-+ 

~mere 'to take') 

EX-+ CAPTIVE ME excepten, from MF 



exchange (v) 

excite (v) 

exclaim (v) 

excuse (v) 

exercise (n) 

exhaust (v) 

exist (v) 

exit (v) 
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excepter, from L exceptare 'to take out' 

(EX- + ·c ·apere 'to take') 

EX- + CHANGE (v) OF eschangier, from VL 

* excambiare 'to exchange' (EX- + schimba 

'to exchange') 

EX-+ CITE (v) F exciter, from L excitare 

'to rouse' (EX- + ci tare 'to put into 

quick motion') 

EX- + CLAIM (v) F exclamer, from L 

exclamare 'to call or cry out' (EX- + 

clamare 'to call') 

EX- + CAUSE (n) ME escusen, from OF 

escuser, from L excusare 'to discharge' 

(EX-+ causa 'cause') 

ME, from OF exercise, from L exercitium, 

from exerc~re 'to drive on 

'to enclose') 

(EX- + arcere 

L exhaustus, pp. of exhaurTre 'to draw 

out' (EX- + haurire 'to draw out') 

F exister, from L exsistere 'to stand 

forth' (EX-+ sistere 'to cause to stand 

·still') 

L exit, third person present indicative of 



expand (v) 

expect (v) 

exire 'to go out' (EX- + ~ire 'to go') 

L expandere 'to spread out' (EX- + 

pandere 'to spread') 

L exspectare, expectare 'to look out 

for' (EX- + spectare 'to look at 

attentively') 
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experience (n) OF experience, from L experientia, from 

explain (v) 

explode (v) 

explore (v) 

export (v) 

expose (v) 

express (v) 

experientem-; pres. part. of experirt 'to 

try' (EX- + -perlrt) 

EX-+ PLAIN (a) L explanare 'to make 

plain' (EX- + pl anus 'plain') 

EX-+ PLAUDIT (n) L explaudere, explodere 

'to drive off by clapping' (EX- + 

plaudere 'to clap the hands') 

F explorer, from L explorare 'to search 

out' (EX- + plorare 'to cry out') 

EX- + PORT (v) L exportare 'to carry 

out' (EX- + portare 'to bear') 

EX- + POSE (v) F exposer, (EX- + poser 

'to place') 

EX- + PRESS (v) ME espressen, from OF 

espresser, expresser (EX-+ pressare 'to 

press') 



extend (v) 

(ii) FORE-
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EX- + TEND (v) ME extenden, from L 

extendere 'to stretch out' (EX- + tendere 

'to strech') 

Words with the meaning of "before" 

This prefix does not appear in the JACET list. 

(iii) POST-

Words with the meaning "after" 

This prefix does not appear in the JACET list. 

(iv) PRE-

Words with the meaning of "before," "in advance" 

predicate (v) 

precede (v) 

prefer (v) 

prefix (v) 

PRE-+ DICTION (n) + -ATE L praedicatus, 

pp . of praedicare 'to proclaim' (PRE- + 

dicare 'to proclaim') 

PRE- + CEDE (n) 

ME preferren, from MF preferer, from L 

praeferre 'to carry in front' (prae 

'PRE-' + ferre 'to bear') 

PRE- + FIX (v) ME prefixen, from MF 



prepare (v) 

preserve (v) 

pretend (v) 

prevent (v) 

previous (a) 

(v) RE-
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prefixes, from L praefixus, pp. of 

praefigere 'to fix before' (prae 'PRE-' + 

f igere 'to fix') 

PRE- + PARE (v) ME preparen, from MF 

preparer, from L praeparare 'to make 

ready beforehand' (prae 'PRE-' + parare 

'to make ready') 

ME preserven, from MF preserver, from 

Late L praeservare 'to observe 

before hand' (prae 'PRE-' + servare 'to 

save') 

ME pretenden, from L praetendere 'to 

stretch forth' (prae 'PRE-' + tendere 'to 

stretch') 

ME preventen, from L praeventus, pp. of 

praevenire 'to come before' (prae 'PRE-' 

+ venire 'to come') 

PRE-+ VIA (prep) L praevius going 

before' (prae 'PRE-' + via 'way') 

W d • th th f II • II II b k II ors wi e meaning o again, ac 

reaction (n) RE-+ ACT (v) + -ION 



recall (v) 

receive (v) 

recommend (v) 

record (v) 

recover (v) 

reduce (v) 

refer (v) 

reflect (v) 

register (n) 

reject (v) 

relate (v) 
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RE-+ CALL (v) 

ME receiven, from ONF receivre, from L 

recipere 'to take back' (RE- + capere 'to 

take') 

RE-+ COMMEND (v) 

ME recorden, from OF recorder, from L 

reconrdarI 'to think over 

gen. c6rdis 'heart') 

RE- + ~QVER (v) 

( RE- + cor, 

ME reducen, from L reducere 'to lead 

back' (RE- + ducere 'to lead') 

ME referren, from MF referer, from L 

referre 'to carry back' (RE- + ferre 'to 

bear') 

RE- + FLEX (v) ME reflecten, from OF 

reflecter, from L reflectere 'to bend or 

turn back' (RE- + f lectere 'to bend') 

ME registre, from OF registre, from ML 

registrum, from Late L regesta 'list, 

ca ta log' (RE- + gerere 'to bear') 

RE- + JET (v) L rejectare 'to throw 

back' (RE- + j acere 'to throw') 

F relater, from L relatus 'to bring 



relax (v) 

relay (v) 

relieve (v) 

religion (n) 

remember (v) 

remind (v) 

remove (v) 

repair (v) 
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back' (RE- + lat us used as pp. of ferre 

'to bear') 

RE-+ LAX (a) ME relaxen, from relaxare 

'to widen again' (RE- + laxare 'to 

loose') 

ME relayen, from OF relaier (RE-+ 

laier 'to let, leave') 

ME releven, from OF relever, from L. 

re l e Var e I t O r a i Se again ' ( RE - + l e Var e 

'to lift') 

RE-+ LIGATURE (n) + -ION ME religioun, 

from OF religion, from L religionem, 

accusative of religio, from relegere 

'to go through again in reading or in 

thought' (RE- + l egere 'to read') 

RE- + MEMORY (n) ME remembren, from 

OF remembrer, from Late L rememorarr 'to 

call to mind again 

remember') 

(RE-+ memorarT 'to 

RE- + MIND (v) 

RE- + MOVE (v) 

RE-+ PARE (v) ME repairen, from OF 

reparer, from L reparare 'to get again' 



repeat (v) 

replace (v) 

reply (v) 

report (v) 

represent (v) 

require (v) 

resist (v) 

resource (n) 

respect (v) 

respond (v) 
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(RE-+ parare 'to get, prepare') 

RE ~ ·+ · PETITION (n) ME repeten, from MF 

repeter, from L repetere 'to go back' 

(RE-+ petere 'to seek') 

RE- + PLACE (n) 

-RE- + PLAY (v) ME replien, from MF 

replier, from L replicare 'to fold back' 

(RE-+ plicare 'to fold') 

RE- + PORT (v) 

RE-+ PRESENT (v) 

- RE- + QUE-RY (n) ME reaueren, from MF 

reguerre, from VL *re-querere 'to seek' 

(RE-+ quaerere 'to seek') 

ME resisten, from MF resister, from L 

resistere 'to stand back' (RE-+ sistere 

'to stand') 

F ressource, from OF resource, from 

resourdre, from L resurgere (RE-+ 

It • I ) surgere o rise 

L respectus, pp. of respicere 'to look 

back' (RE- + specere 'to 1 ook at') 

MF respondre, from VL respond~re, 'to 

promise in return' (RE- + spond~re 'to 



retire (v) 

return (v) 

revenue (n) 

reverse (v) 

review (n) 

8. Number prefixes 

promise') 

MF retirer 'to _ withdraw' (RE- + tirer 

'to pul 1') 

RE- + TURN (v) 
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ME, from MF revenue, prop . fem. of 

revenu, pp. of revnir 'to come back' (RE

+ venire 'to come') 

ME reversen, from MF reverser, from Late 

L reversare 'to turn round' (RE- + 

versare 'to turn') 

RE- + VIEW (v) MF reveue, fem. of MF 

reveu, pp. of OF and MF reveoir, from L 

revidere 'to see agian 

see') 

(RE-+ vid~re 'to 

(i) UNI - , MONO-

Words with the meaning of "one" 

uniform (a) 

union (n) 

unique (a) 

UNI- + FORM (n) 

ME, from MF, from Late L unionem, 

accusative of unio 'unity, union' L 

tinus one 

UNI-+ - IC F unique, from L unicus, 



unite (v) 

universe (n) 
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from unus 'one' 

ME uniten, from L unitus, pp. of un1re 

'to .make .one, join;' . from unus ~_ ' one' 

L universum, prop. neuter singular of 

uni versus 'whole, general' (UNI- + versus 

'to turn') 

(ii) BI - DI-

Words with the meaning of "two" 

balance (n) 

bicycle (n) 

billion (n) 

(iii) TR I -

OF balance (BI-+ VL *lancia, 'plate') 

BI-+ CYCLE (n) F bicycle (BI-+ Gk 

kuklos 'circle') 

BI-+ MILLION (n) 

Words with the meaning of "three" 

triangle (n) 

tribe (n) 

TRI- + ANGLE (n) ME, from L triangulum, 

prop. neut. of triangulus 'having three 

corners or angles' 

ME tribu, from OE tribu, from L tribus, 

from Italic *tribhu- 'a third' (TRI-+ 

*bheu- 'to be') 



(iv) POLY-, MULTI -

Words with the meaning of "many" 

This .praf ix does not _ appear in ·tne JACET list. 

(v) SEMI - , DEMI - , HEMI -

Words with the meaning of "half" 

This prefix does not appear in the JACET list. 

9. Miscellaneous nee-classical prefixes 

(i) AUTO-

Words with the meaning of "self" 

automobile (n) AUTO-+ MOVABLE (a) 

(ii) EXTRA-

Words with the meaning of "exceptionally" 

extraordinary (a) EXTRA-+ ORDINARY (a) 

(iii) NEO-

Words with the meaning of "new," "revived" 

This prefix does not appear in the JACET list. 

(iv) PALEO-

Words with the meaning of "old" 
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This prefix does not appear in the JACET list. 

(v) PAN-

Words with the meaning of "all," "world-wide" 

This prefix does not appear in the JACET list. 

(vi) PROTO-

Words with the meaning of "first," "original" 

This prefix does not appear in the JACET list. 

(vii) TELE-

Words with the meaning of "distant," "concerned with 

electronic communication" 

telegram (n) TELE- + -GRAM 

telegraph ( n) TELE- + -GRAPH 

telephone ( n) TELE- + -PHONE 

telescope (n) TELE- + -SCOPE 

television ( n) TELE - + VISON ( n) 

(viii) VI CE-

" t " Words with the meaning of depu Y 

This prefix does not appear in the JACET list. 
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10 . Conversion prefixes 

(i) A-

Words yielded by this prefix, meaning progressive. 

asleep (ad, a) A-+ SLEEP (v) 

(ii) BE-

Words yileded by this prefix. 

become (v) 

begin (v) 

behave (v) 

belief (n) 

believe (v) 

BE-+ COME (v) ME bicumen from OE 

becuman, from OHG bigueman, mod. G 

bekommen, from Du bekomen, from Goth 

biguiman 'to come &bout' (bi- [BE-} + 

guiman 'to come') 

BE- + GIN (v) ME beginnen, from OE 

beginnan, OHG beginnan, MDu beghinnen, 

MLG, Du, MHG, G beginnen, OFris bijenna, 

Goth du-ginnan, from Teut *bi-ginnan 'to 

begin' (bi- 'BE-' + *ginnan) 

BE-+ HAVE (v) ME behaven, from OE 

behabban 'to restrain' (BE- + habban 'to 

have') 

Late OE bileafe (BE- + leafa) 

ME bileven, from OE belifan (BE-+ lyfan 

'to allow') 



belong (v) BE-+ LONG (a) ME belongen (BE-+ 

longen 'to belong') 
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(iii) EN - (EM - before bilabial stops) 

Words yielded by this prefix, meaning "to put into," "to 

provide with" 

enable (v) 

enclose (v) 

encourage (v) 

engage (v) 

enjoy (v) 

EN- + ABLE (a) 

EN- + CLOSE (v) 

EN-+ COURAGE (n) 

EN- + GAGE (n) 

ME enjoyen, from OF enjoir (EN-+ joYr 

'to rejoice'). 

enthusiasm (n) Late L enthusiasmus, from Gk enthousiasm6s 

entitle (v) 

entrance (v) 

'inspiration,' from enthousiazein 'to be 

possessed by the god' (EM- + th6s 'god') 

EN-+ TITLE (n) AF entitler, OF 

en tit e 1 er ( EN - + L tit u 1 us , ' ti 1 e ' ) 

EN-+ TRANCE (v) 

(v) + -ANCE) 

(cf. entrance (n) ENTER 
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Suffixation 

The three categories of suffixes are noun suffixes, 

adjective suffixes, and verb suffixes, if arranged according 

to grammatical features (Quirk 1548-58). Although in the 

previous sections, prefixes were classified according to 

semantic features. It is because, unlike prefixation, 

suffixation often changes the grammatical word class of the 

base. 

In many cases, suffixation is often accompanied with 

shift of stress. The suffixes with such a phenomenon are -EE, 

-EER, -ESE, -ETTE, -ATION, -ITY, -AL, -ESQUE, -IAN, -IC, and 

-ous. Among them, -ITY, -IAN, -IC, and -OUS often take the 

primary stress on the last syllable before the suffixes, and 

the primary · stress of the base may be shifted to the secondary 

stress or kept even after the suffixation. Though syllabic 

stress varies among the many dialects of English, in formal, 

educated dialects, primary stress usually changes according 

to these patterns. Certainly, the concept of stress change 

according to suffixation facilitates the teaching of 

suffixation even though a speaker may modify stress when 

addressing a specific dialect community. The examples are as 

follows: absent to absentee or absentee, engine to engineer or 
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., . / J / ' / / engineer, apan to Japanese or Japanese, cigar to clgarette, 

imagine to imagination, able to ability, editoT to edit6rial 

or 6dit6rial, picture to picturesque, Darwin to Darwinian, 

academy to academic or academic, and courage to courageous. 

Noun suffixes 

Noun suffixes will be discussed here according to the 

sub-classifications of Quirk et al. They are (1) denominal 

nouns, (2) deverbal nouns, and (3) de-adjectival nouns, 

according to the word class of the base. 

(1) Denominal nouns incl~de noncount abstract nouns, 

aggregate nouns, and count concrete nouns. The suffixes which 

yield the former are -AGE, -DOM, -(E)ER, -FUL, -HOOD, -ING, 

-ISM, -OCRACY, and -SHIP. The suffixes which yield the 

latter are -EER, -ER, -ESS, -ETTE, -LET, -LING, and -STER. 

The suffix -AGE affixes with nouns which describe units 

of measurement to yields new nouns which indicate a 

measurement made in the units of the original nouns, such as 

mileage and yardage. (When combined with verbs, -AGE will 

be discussed later in the classification of deverbal nouns.) 

With nouns and adjectives, -DOM indicates "a realm or 

territory," such as kingdom and Christiandom, and "a state or 

condition," such as boredom and freedom. The suffixation of 
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-DOM with the latter meaning is more productive than with the 

former meaning. 

Like -DOM, -ERY productively combines one with nouns and 

adjectives, and it yields new nouns ~hich indicate a type of 

behavior, such as snobbery and foolery. It also combines with 

verbs and nouns, yielding new nouns which indicate "actions," 

such as bribery and discovery, and "places," such as nursery 

and bakery. The form of -ERY is changed to -RY especially 

after /1/ and /t/. Similarly, -FUL combines with nouns which 

describe things that can contain or carry, yielding new nouns 

which describe the amount that the container of the original 

nouns can hold, such as teaspoonful and glassful. 

The familiar -HOOD combines with nouns and yields nouns 

which describe states, conditions, or the periods of times, 

such as bachelorhood and childhood. Like -HOOD, -ING combines 

with nouns, meaning "activity connected with," such as 

carpeting and blackberrying. (A more productive use of -ING 

combined with verbs will be discussed later in the 

classification of deverbal nouns.) With nouns and adjectives 

which refer to particular beliefs or to behavior based on 

these beliefs, -ISM yields new nouns which refer to religion, 

politics, philosophy and art with the meaning of "doctrine 

of," or "practice of," such as feminism and nationalism. It 
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also combines with human names, such as Marxism. 

In words such as democracy and bureaucracy, -OCRACY 

indicates a particular type of ruling body or powerful class 

of people. When combined with nouns and adjectives, -SHIP 

indicates "occupation and position," such as ownership and 

scholarship, and "skill and ability," such as workmanship 

and craftsmanship, and "connection," such as partnership and 

r e 1 a tionshi'P. 

In words such as engineer and pioneer, -EER means 

"skilled in," or "engaged in." With nouns, -ER means "having 

as dominant characteristic," or "denizen," such as teenager 

and villager. (A productive use of -ER combined with verbs 

will be discussed later in the classification of deverbal 

nouns.) A feminine marker -ESS adds to animate nouns, such 

as actress and hostess. 

The suffix -ETTE indicates "compact," such as 

kitchenette, and "imitation," such as leatherette, and "a 

feminine marker," such as sufferagette . Similarly, - LET 

indicates a smaller thing, such as booklet and cutlet. It 

also refers to jewelry, such as bracelet and anklet. 

Especially in animate nouns, -LING indicates " . " minor, 

"offspring of," with a contemptuous tinge in some cases. 

The examples are princeling and duckling. The suffix -STER 
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indicates "occupations" or "people with a particular habit," 

and often contains pejorative tinge, such as gangster and 

gamester. 

(2) The suffixes for deverbal nouns are -ANT, -EE, -ER, 

and -OR, which combine with verbs and yield concrete count 

nouns, chiefly connected with personal reference, and -AGE, 

-AL, -ATION, -ING, and -MENT, which yields abstract nouns that 

nominalize the action of the original verbs as the ~ase. 

Among them, -ER and -ING are highly productive, and -EE takes 

the primary stress. 

In words such as depressant and determinant, -ANT 

indicates "occupations or participation," or "things which 

have an effect." The suffixes -ER and -OR form nouns describ-

ed people who do the action of the base. The derivated nouns 

with the suffixes often refer to occupations. 

are lecturer, producer, actor and inspector. 

The examples 

These suffixes 

also yield nouns described things rather than people, such as 

cooker, holder, elevator and detector. 

less productive than the former (-ER). 

The latter (-OR) is 

Similarly, -EE 

indicates "someone who is affected by an action, or who 

performs an action," such as employee and absentee. 

As in leakage and assemblage, -AGE indicates a process 

or state. (When combined with nouns to yield nouns which 
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are referred to measurement has already discussed in the 

classification of denominal nouns.) The suffix -AL means 'the 

action or result o-f,' such as denial and rental. The noncount 

nouns produced by -ATION indicate "the process or state of," 

such as starvation . This suffix also yields aggregate count 

nouns and indicates "the product of," or "the institution 

produced by," such as organization. In addition, it combines 

with the verb bases including -IZE, -IFY, and -ATE. 

The familiar -ING yields both concrete and abstract 

nouns, and indicates the action and activity described by the 

original verbs, or its result of the action or activity. 

Examples include building and lightning. Reiko Shimamura 

mentions that it also indicates "tools," "place," and "human 

beings," such as lashing, turning and being (86). The suffix 

-MENT indicates "the process of making or doing something" or 

"the result of this process," such as argument and excitement. 

(3) The suffixes to yield de-adjectival nouns include 

-ITY, and -NESS. 

abstract nouns. 

They combine with adjectives and yield 

These (-ITY and -NESS) indicate the state 

or quality described by the base, such as popularity and 

diversity, aggressiveness, madness. Often, -ITY combines 

with derivated adjectives suffixed with -ABLE, -AL, and -AR. 

Shimamura points out that -NESS has higher productivity than 
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-ITY ( 17) . Nouns derived by -NESS are semantically coherent 

and transparent (22) . Conversely, ones derived by -ITY are 

inherant and opaque because they are often lexicalized. 

Therefore, their meaning may be unpredicable. 

Adjective suffixes 

Adjective suffixes which yield adjectives are classified 

i nto (1) denominal suffixes and (2) deverbal suffixes. The 

former, which combines with nouns and yields adjectives, 

includes -ED, -FUL, -ISH, -LESS, - LIKE, -LY, -Y, -(I)AL, 

-ESQUE, -IC, and -OUS. The latter, which combines with verbs 

and yields adjectives, includes -ABLE and -IVE. 

(1) The denominal suffixes -ED combines with nouns 

(including noun compounds) and verbs and indicates that 

something has been affected in some way, such as wooded, 

open-minded, excited and retired. When combined with nouns 

which are referred to a particular characteristic or quality, 

- FUL indicates that someone or something has a lot of 

characteristic or quality described by the base . 

include cheerful and grateful. 

Examples 

With nouns and adjectives, -ISH indicates a small amount 

of the characteristic or quality described by the base, such 

as boyish and biggish. It also indicates the people, language 



or characteristic of a particular country or region, .such 

as English and Polish. Used as the antonym of -FUL , -LESS 

combines with nouns and verbs, and indicates "without" or 

"exceeding a category," such as heartless, motionless, 

listless and countless. With nouns, -LIKE indicates that 
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something is similar to whatever the base refers to, such as 

dreamlike and animal-like. 

When combined with nouns and occasionally with 

adjectives, -LY indicates that someone or something has the 

qualities or characteristics which are typical of the base, 

such as lonely and fatherly. It also combines with nouns 

that refer to a period of time, such as daily and monthly. 

With nouns and occasionally with verbs, -Y indicates the idea 

that someone or something is similar to or is characterized 

by the base, such as dirty, bloody and runny. If a word of 

one syllable ends in b, Q, ~,~,and t preceded by a single 

vowels, these letters are doubled in this suffixation, such 

as (mud) muddy and (tin) tinny. 

When combined with nouns, -AL indicates that something 

is connected with the base, such as accidental and political. 

In some cases, -IAL is used rather than -AL, especially with 

noun bases in -ER, -OR, and -ENT. 

replaced by -ICAL rather than -AL. 

A final y of the base is 

The suffix -ESQUE 



indicates that someone or something is similar in style to 

the base, such as romanesque and Haydnesque. 
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The productive suffix -IC indicates that something 

resembles, involves, or is connected with the base, such as 

idiotic and linguistic. It also combines with derivated 

nouns in -IST, such as moralist and idealistic. In words 

such as nervous and adventurous, -OUS indicates that someone 

or something has a particular quality described by the base. 

(2) The deverbal suffixe -ABLE combines with transitive 

verbs to yield the passive adjectives which describe that 

someone or something is affected by the action or process of 

the original verb, such as admirable and acceptable. This 

suffix also yields adjectives which describe that someone or 

something has the qualities or characteristics of the base, 

such as knowledgeable. Like -ABLE, -IVE occurs in a large 

number of adjectives, such as comprehensive and productive. 

Noun/adjective suffixes 

The suffixes -ESE, -AN, -IST, and -ITE yield both nouns 

and adjectives. When combined with the names of places, -ESE 

Yields words which refer to someone or something related with 

the places, such as Japanese and Taiwanese. The suffix -AN 

means "adherent to," "relate to," "citizen of," or "the 
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l anguage of," such as musician and Russian. The productive 

-IST indicates "beliefs and behavior" or "occupations or 

study,·" such as optimist and ecbnomist. With the meaning of 

" dh t t " d " II a eren o an members of, -ITE mainly combines with 

personal names of those who lead a particular movement, such 

as Trotskyite and Chomskyite. 

Adverb suffixes 

Adverb suffixes are -LY, -WARD(S), and -WISE. Often -LY 

productively combines with adjectives wherever they require 

adverbs grammatically. Quirk et al. point out that this 

suffix can be regarded as an inflection historically (1556). 

This suffix indicates the idea that something is done in the 

way described by the base, such as exactly and precisely. 

In words such as backward(s), homeward(s), -WARD(S) combines 

with nouns and yields directional adverbs to describe the 

direction in which something is moving or facing. The form 

-WARD can be used for either adverbs or adjectives, but 

-WARDS is mainly used for adverbs. 

With nouns, -WISE indicates that actions or states are 

similar to the base, such as monkey-wise and machine-wise. 

With nouns and occasionally with adjectives, it also 

indicates the idea that something is true with regard to or 
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in connection with the base such as comfort-wise and time-

wise. 

Verb suffixes 

Verb suffixes are -ATE, -EN, -(I)FY, and -IZE. With neo-

classical noun bases, -ATE is productive in scientific terms. 

The examples are hyphenate and orchestrate. When combined 

with nouns and adjectives which describe a quality or state, 

-EN yields verbs which describe the process of causing 

something to have such a quality or a state, such as blacken 

and moisten. 

With adjectives and nouns, -(I)FY indicate the process 

by which a quality or state is occurred, such as beautify and 

glorify. The suffix -IZE combines nouns and adjectives, and 

it indicates actions which are involved in the base, or 

process by which the state or condition included in the base 

occurs, such as apologize and visualize. 

The results of the word analysis of affixation in the 

JACET List of Basic Words are as follow. 
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Noun suffixes 

1. Denominal nouns: Abstract 

(i) -AGE 

Words with the meaning of "measure of," "collection of" 

baggage (n) 

cottage (n) 

courage (n) 

language (n) 

message (n) 

BAG (n) 

COT (n) 

+ -AGE 

+ -AGE 

CORE (n) + -AGE ME corage, from OF 

corage, from VL *coraticum, from L cor 

'heart' 

ME langage, from OF language, from VL 

*linguaticum, from L lingua 'tongue' 

(The spelling is due to the influence of 

F langue.) 

MISSION (n) + -AGE ME, from OF, from 

VL *missaticum 'message,' from L missus, 

pp. of mittere 'to send' 

package (n) PACK (n) + -AGE 

percentage (n) PERCENT (n) + -AGE 

postage (n) POST (n) + -AGE 

savage (n) SILVAN (a) + -AGE OF salvage, from 

VL salvaticus, formed with vowel 

assimilation from L silvaticus 

'pertaining to the woods,' from silva 



(ii) 

shortage (n) 

stage (n) 

village (n) 

-DOM 

Words yilded 

freedom (n) 

kingdom (n) 

wisdom ( n) 

by 
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'wood' 

SHORT (a) + -AGE 

STATE (n) + -AGE ME, from OF estage 

'place to stand upon,' from VL *staticum, 

a derivative of L sto, stare 'stand' 

VILLA (n) + -AGE 

this suffix 

FREE (a) + -DOM 

KING ( n) + -DOM 

WISE (a) + -DOM 

(iii) - ERY (-RY especially after /1/ and /t/) 

Words yielded by this suffix 

bakery (n) BAKE (v) + -ERY 

machinery (n) MACHINE (n) + -ERY 

scenery (n) 

slavery (n) 

chemistry (n) 

discovery (n) 

entry (n) 

SCENE (n) + -ERY 

SLAVER (v) + -ERY 

CHEMIST (n) + -RY 

DISCOVER (v) + -RY 

ENTER (v) + -RY 



poetry (n) 

recovery (n) 

(iv) -FUL 

POET (n) + -RY 

RECOVER (v) + -RY 
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Words yilded by this suffix with the meaning of "the 

amount contained in" 

handful (n) HAND (n) + -FUL 

(v) -HOOD 

Words yielded by this suffix 

childhood (n) 

neighbor 
hood (n) 

(vi) -I NG 

CHILD (n) + -HOOD 

NEIGHBOR (n) + -HOOD 

Words yielded by this suffix with the meaning of 

"activity connected with" 

clothing (n) 

evening (n) 

morning (n) 

shopping (n) 

CLOTH ( n) 

EVEN (n) 

MORN (n) 

evening) 

SHOP (n) 

" 

" 

+ 

+ - ING 

evening " + -ING. 

morning " + - ING (Analogy 

-ING 

of 



(vii) - I SM 

Words yielded by this suffix with the meaning of 

"doctorine of," "practice of" 

communism (n) 

critic ism (n) 

mechanism (n) 

COMMON (a) + -ISM 

CRITIC (n) + -ISM 

MECHANIC (a) + -ISM 

nationalism (n) NATIONAL (a) + -ISM 

socialism (n) SOCIAL (a) + -ISM 

(viii) - OCRACY 

Words yielded by this suffix with the meaning of 

"government by" 

democracy (n) 

(ix) -SHIP 

OF democratie, ML democratia, from Gk 

demokra tia, (demos 'people' + -kra tia 

I -CRACY I) 

Words yielded by this suffix 

friendship (n) 

landscape (n) 

leadership (n) 

membership (n) 

FRIEND (n) + -SHIP 

LAND (n) + -SHIP From Du landschap 

'region, ' (LAND (n) + -schap '-SHIP') 

LEADER (n) + -SHIP 

MEMBER (n) + -SHIP 
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relation
ship (n) RELATION (n) + -SHIP 
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scholarship (n) SCHOLAR (n) + -SHIP 

worship (n) WORTH (a) + -SHIP 

(x) -EER 

Words yielded by this suffix with the meaning of "skilled 

in," "engaged in" 

engineer (n) 

pioneer (n) 

volunteer (n) 

(xi) - ER 

ENGINE (n) + -EER 

F pionnier, from pion 'foot soldier' 

VOLUNTARY (n) + -EER 

Words yielded by this suffix with the meaning of "having 

as dominant characterisitc," "denizen of" 

barber (n) ME barbour, from OF barbeor (Partly due 

to substitution of -er for earlier -our) 

butcher (n) BUCK (n) + - ER ME bocher, boucher, 

from OF bochier bouchier 

corner (n) AF from OF cornier, VL *cornarium, L 

cornu 'horn' 

customer (n) CUSTOM (n) + -ER 
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dinner (n) DINE (v) + -ER 

foreigner (n) FOREIGN (a) + -ER 

glacier (n) GLACE (a) + -IER ( =-ER) 

Hamburger (n) HAMBURG (n) + -ER 

lawyer (n) LAW ( n) + -IER (= -ER) 

messenger (n) MESSAGE ( n) + -ER 

officer (n) OFFICE (n) + -ER 

passenger ( n) PASSAGE (n) + -ER 

prayer (n) PRAY ( V) + -ER 

saucer (n) SAUCE ( n) + -ER 

stranger (n). STRANGE (a) + -ER 

supper (n) SUP (v) + -ER 

sweater (n) SWEAT ( n) + -ER 

(xii) -ESS 

Words yielded by this suffix 

actress (n) ACTOR (n) + - ESS 

goddess (n) GOD (n) + -ESS 

hostess (n) HOST ( n) + - ESS 

princess ( n) PRINCE (n) + - ESS 

waitress (n) WAITER (n) + -ESS 
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(xiii) -ETTE 

Words yielded by this suffix with the meaning of 

"compact," or "imitation" 

cigarette (n) - CIGAR (n) + -ETTE 

cassette (n) F casse 'case' (n) + -ETTE 

(xiv) -LET 

Words yielded by this suffix with the meaning of "small," 

"unimportant" 

[- LET] 

Th i s suff i x does not appear in the JACET list . 

[-ET] 

balle t (n) BALL (n) + - ET 

blanket (n) BLANK (a) + - ET 

bucket ( n) BUCK ( n) + - ET 

budget (n) BUDGE (n) + - ET 

bulle t ( n) BULL (n) + - ET 

cabinet ( n) CAGE (n) + - ET 

clos e t (n) CLOSE (n) + - ET 

j acket (n) JACK (n) II a sleeveless jacket" + - ET 

p a cket (n) PACK (n) + - ET 

pock et (n) POKE ( n) II small bag " + - ET a 

rocket (n) ROCK (n) " d i staff" + - ET a 



target (n) 

toilet (n) 

(xv) -LING 

TARGE (n) "shield" + -ET 

TO IL ( n) "a net" + - ET 

Words yielded by this suffix with the meaning of 

"offspring of" 
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" . " minor, 

darling (n, a) DEAR (a) + -LING ME derling, from OE 

deorling, formed from deore 'dear' with 

suffix -LING 

(xvi) - STER 

Words yielded with the meaning of "involved in" 

This suffix does not appear in the JACET list. 

2. Deverbal nouns 

(i) - ANT 

Words yielded by this suffix 

assistant (n) ASSIST (v) + -ANT 

inhabitant (n) INHABIT (v) + - ANT ME inhabitaunt, from 

AF enhabitant 

merchant (n) ME from OF marcheant, from VL 

*mercatantem, accusative of *mercatans, 

from mercadar 'to trade' 
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protestant (n) PROTEST (v) + -ANT F from L 

restaurant (n) 

sergeant (n) 

servant (n) 

protestantem 

RESTORE (v) + -ANT 

SERVE (v) + -ANT ME from OF sergent, 

serjant (F sergent) 

SERVE (v) + -ANT 

Adjectives with -ANT···· 

brilliant (a) 

dominant (a) 

important (a) 

pleasant (a) 

(ii) -EE 

F brilliant, pres. part. of briller 'to 

shine' 

DOMINATE (v) + -ANT F from L dominans, 

gen . -antis, pres.part of dominar1 

IMPORT (v) + -ANT F from ML importantem, 

accusative of importans, pres. part of 

importare, 'to be of importance' 

PLEASE (v) + -ANT ME plesaunt from OF 

plaisant 

Words yielded by this suffix with the meaning of "one who 

is object of the verb" 

attorney (n) 

committee (n) 

OF atorne, pp. of atorner, 'to turn to' 

COMMIT (v) + -EE 



employee (n) EMPLOY (v) + -EE 

(iii) -ER, -OR 

Words yielded by thess suffixes 

[-ER] 

baker (n) 

better (n) 

computer (n) 

consumer (n) 

counter (n) 

copper (n) 

drawer ( n) 

driver (n) 

farmer ( n) 

leader ( n) 

maker (n) 

manager (n) 

manufac 
- turer (n) 

meter (n) 

owner (n) 

BAKE (v) + -ER 

BET (v) + -ER "one who bets" 

COMPUTE (v) + -ER 

CONSUME (v) + -ER 

COUNT (v) + -ER "one who counts" "a 

table on which money is counted" 

COP (v) "to catch" + -ER "policeman" 

DRAW (v) + -ER 

DRIVE (v) + -ER 

FARM ( V) + -ER 

LEAD ( V) + -ER 

MAKE (v) + -ER 

MANAGE ( V) + -ER 

MANUFACTURE (v) + -ER 

METE (v) "to measure" + -ER "one who 

measures, an instrument for measuring" 

OWN (v) + -ER 
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painter (n) 

pitcher (n) 

player (n) 

porter (n) 

prayer (n) 

reader (n) 

recorder ( n) 

reporter (n) 

robber (n) 

rubber (n) 

ruler (n) 

shower (n) 

singer (n) 

slipper (n) 

speaker (n) 

spider (n) 

sweater (n) 

teacher (n) 

waiter (n) 

worker ( n) 

writer ( n) 

PAINT ( V) + -ER 

PITCH (v) + -ER 

PLAY (v) + -ER 

PORT (v) + -ER 

PRAY (v) + -ER " who prays " one 

READ (v) + -ER 

RECORD ( V) + -ER 

REPORT (v) + -ER 

ROB (v) + -ER 

RUB (v) + -ER 

RULE ( V) + - ER 

SHOW (v) + -ER " one who shows" 

(cf. shower "a short fall of rain"; ME 

schour, shour, showre, from OE scur) 

SING (v) + - ER 

SLIP (v) + - ER 

SPEAK (v) + -ER 

SPIN (v) + -ER 

SWEAT (v) + -ER "one who sweats" 

TEACH (v) + -ER 

WAIT (v) + -ER 

WORK · (v) + -ER 

WRITE (v) + -ER 
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[-OR] 

actor (n) 

ancestor (n) 

author (n) 

director (n) 

doctor (n) 

editor (n) 

elevator (n) 

emperor (n) 

equator (n) 

factor (n) 

governor (n) 

motor (n) 

operator (n) 

professor (n) 

razor (n) 

refrig
erator (n) 

sailor (n) 

senator (n) 
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ACT (v) + -OR 

OF ancestre, from L antec~ssor, form 

antecessus 

AF auteur, from L auctor, pp. of augere 

'to increase' 

DIRECT (v) + - OR 

L doctor 'teacher', from doctus, pp. of 

docere 

EDIT (v) + -OR 

ELEVATE ( V) + -OR 

EMPIRE (n) + -OR 

EQUATE (v) + -OR 

FACT (n) + - OR 

GOVERN (v) + -OR 

MOVE (v) + -OR 

OPERATE ( V) + -OR 

PROFESS (v) + -OR 

RASE (v) + -OR 

REFRIGERATE (v) + -OR 

SAIL (v) + -OR 

SENATE (n) + - OR 



sponsor (n) 

tractor (n) 

visitor (n) 

victor (n) 

(iv) -AGE 

L sponsor, from spondere 'to promise 

solemnly' 

TRACT (n) + -OR 

VISIT (v) + -OR 

L victour, from victus, pp. of vincere 

'to vanquish' 
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Words yielded by this suffix with the meaning of "action 

f " 0 I "instance of" 

advantage (n) 

carriage (n) 

damage (n) 

luggage (n) 

marriage ( n) 

passage (n) 

storage (n) 

(v) -AL 

ADVANCE (v) + -AGE 

CARRY (v) + -AGE 

DAMN (v) + -AGE 

LUG (v) + -AGE 

MARRY (v) + -AGE 

PASS (v) + -AGE 

STORE ( V) + -AGE 

Words yielded by this suffix with the meaning of "the 

action or result of" 

approval (n) 

arrival (n) 

APPROVE (v) + -AL 

ARRIVE (v) + -AL 



disposal (n) 

editorial (n) 

mineral (n) 

proposal (n) 

removal (n) 

signal (n) 

survival (n) 

trial (n) 

(vi) -ATION 

DISPOSE (v) + -AL 

EDIT (v) +-OR+ -AL 

MINE (v) + -AL 

PROPOSE (v) + -AL 

REMOVE (v) + -AL 

SIGN (v) + -AL 

SURVIVE (v) + -AL 

TRY (v) + -AL 

Words yielded by this suffix with the meaning of "the 

process or state of" 

application (n) 

civilization (n) 

combination (n) 

APPLY (v) + -ATION 

CIVILIZE (v) + -ATION 

COMBINE (v) + -ATION 

consideration (n) CONSIDER (v) + -ATION 

determination (n) DETERMINE (v) + -ATION 

expectation (n) EXPECT (v) + -ATION 

explanation (n) EXPLAIN (v) + -ATION 

exploration (n) EXPLORE (v) + -ATION 

formation ( n) FORM ( V) + -ATION 

foundation (n) FOUND ( V) + -ATION 
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identifica
tion (n) 

imagination (n) 

information (n) 

invitation (n) 

obligation (n) 

organization (n) 

orientation (n) 

plantation (n) 

population (n) 

IDENTIFY (v) + -ATION 

IMAGINE (v) + -ATION 

INFORM (v) + -ATION 

INVITE (v) + -ATION 

OBLIGE (v) + -ATION 

ORGANIZE (v) + -ATION 

ORIENT (v) + -ATION 

PLANT (v) + -ATION 

POPULATE (v) + -ATION 

pronunciation (n) PRONOUNCE (v) + -ATION 

preparation (n) 

publication (n) 

realization (n) 

recommenda
tion (n) 

registration (n) 

reputation (n) 

transporta
tion (n) 

variation (n) 

[-ION] 

action (n) 

addition (n) 

PREPARE (v) + -ATION 

PUBLISH (v) + -ATION 

REALIZE (v) + -ATION 

RECOMMEND (v) + -ATION 

REGISTER (v) + -ATION 

REPUTE (v) + -ATION 

TRANSPORT (v) + -ATION 

VARY (v) + -ATION 

ACT (v) + -ION 

ADD (v) + -ION 
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administra
tion (n) 

ambition (n) 

admission (n) 

association (n) 

assumption (n) 

attention (n) 

collection (n) 

ADMINISTRATE (v) + -ION 

AMBIENT (a) + -ION 

ADMIT (v) + -ION 

ASSOCIATE (v) + -ION 

ASSUME (v) + -ION 

ATTEND (v) + -ION 

COLLECT (v) + -ION 

communication (n) COMMUNICATE (v) + -ION 

completion (n) COMPLETE (v) + -ION 

concentration (n) CONCENTRATE (v) + -ION 

conclusion (n) CONCLUDE (v) + -ION 

confusion (n) CONFUSE (v) + -ION 

connection (n) CONNECT (v) + -ION 

congratula-
tion (n) CONGRATULATE (v) + -ION 

constitution (n) 

construction (n) 

contribution (n) 

convention (n) 

conviction (n) 

cooperation (n) 

corporation (n) 

creation (n) 

CONSTITUTE (v) + -ION 

CONSTRUCT (v) + -ION 

CONTRIBUTE (v) + -ION 

CONVENE (v) + -ION 

CONVINCE (v) + -ION 

COOPERATE (v) + -ION 

CORPORATE (v) + -ION 

CREATE (v) + -ION 
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decision (n) DECIDE (v) + -ION 

demonstratior1 _jn) DEMONSTRATE (v) + -ION 

depression (n) DEPRESS (v) + -ION 

description (n) DESCRIBE (v) + -ION 

dictation (n) 

direction (n) 

discrimina
tion (n) 

discussion (n) 

distinction (n) 

DICTATE (v) + -ION 

DIRECT (v) + -ION 

DISCRIMINATE (v) + -ION 

DISCUSS (v) + -ION 

DISTINCT (a)+ -ION 

distribution (n) DISTRIBUTE (v) + -ION 

division (n) 

education (n) 

election (n) 

equation (n) 

exception (n) 

expansion (n) 

explosion (n) 

expression (n) 

extension (n) 

generation (n) 

imitation (n) 

impression (n) 

DIVIDE (v) + -ION 

EDUCATE (v) + -ION 

ELECT (v) + -ION 

EQUAL (v) + -ION 

EXCEPT (v) + -ION 

EXPAND (v) + -ION 

EXPLODE (v) + -ION 

EXPRESS (v) + -ION 

EXTEND (v) + -ION 

GENERATE (v) + -ION 

IMITATE (v) + -ION 

IMPRESS (v) + -ION 
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inspection ( n) INSPECT ( V) + -ION 

institution ( n) INSTITUTE ( V) + -ION 

instruction (n) INSTRUCT ( V) + -ION 

integration (n) INTEGRATE ( V) + -ION 

intersection (n) INTERSECT ( V) + -ION 

introduction (n) INTRODUCE ( V) + -ION 

invention (n) INVENT (v) + -ION 

inves tiga ti on (n) INVESTIGATE (v) + -ION 

location (n) 

motion (n) 

notion (n) 

objection (n) 

observation (n) 

occupation (n) 

operation (n) 

opinion (n) 

opposition (n) 

permission (n) 

pollution (n) 

possession (n) 

precision (n) 

prescription (n) 

procession (n) 

LOCATE (v) + -ION 

MOVE (v) + -ION 

NOTICE (v) + -ION 

OBJECT (v) + -ION 

OBSERVE (v) + -ION 

OCCUPY (v) + -ION 

OPERATE ( V) + -ION 

OPINE (v) + -ION 

OPPOSE (v) + -ION 

PERMIT ( V) + -ION 

POLLUTE (v) + -ION 

POSSESS (v) + -ION 

PRECISE (a) + -ION 

PRESCRIBE (v) + -I ON 

PROCEED (v) + -I ON 
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production (n) PRODUCE (v) + -ION 

profession ( n) PROFESS (v) + -ION 

promotion (n) PROMOTE (v) + -ION 

protection ( n) PROTECT (v) + -ION 

provision (n) PROVIDE (v) + -ION 

punctuation (n) PUNCTUATE (v) + -ION 

radiation (n) RADIATE (v) + -ION 

reception (n) RECEIVE (v) + -ION 

recreation ( n) RECREATE ( V) + -ION 

reduction (n) REDUCE (v) + -ION 

reflection (n) REFLECT (v) + -ION 

regulation (n) REGULATE ( V) + -ION 

relation (n) RELATE (v) + -ION 

restriction (n) RESTRAIN (v) + -ION 

sensation ( n) SENSATE ( V) + -ION 

selection (n) SELECT ( V) + -ION 

situation (n) SITUATE ( V) + -ION 

solution ( n) SOLVE (v) + -ION 

suggestion ( n) SUGGEST ( V) + -ION 

suspicion (n) SUSPECT ( V) + -ION 

translation (n) TRANSLATE (v) + -ION 

vacation (n) VACATE (v) + -ION 



(vii) - I NG 

Words yielded by this suffix 

beginning (n) BEGIN (v) + -ING 

being (n) 

building (n) 

ceiling (n) 

cleaning (n) 

cooking (n) 

crossing (n) 

daring (n) 

dining (n) 

drawing (n) 

dying (n) 

feeling (n) 

fishing (n) 

landing (n) 

BEING (v) + -ING 

BUILD (v) + -ING 

CEIL (v) "overlay, cover" + -ING 

CLEAN (v) + -ING 

COOK (v) + -ING 

CROSS (v) + -ING 

DARE (v) + -ING 

DINE (v) + -ING 

DRAW (v) + -ING 

DIE (v) + -ING 

FEEL (v) + -ING 

FISH (v) + -ING 

LAND (v) + -ING 

lightning (n) LIGHTEN (v) + -ING 

lying (n) 

meaning (n) 

meeting (n) 

opening (n) 

painting (n) 

parking (n) 

LIE (v) + -ING 

MEAN (v) + -ING 

MEET (v) + -ING 

OPEN (v) + -ING 

PAINT (v) + -ING 

PARK (v) + -ING 
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printing ( n) PRINT ( V) + -ING 

reading (n) READ (v) + -ING 

remaining ( n) REMAIN (v) + -ING 

saving (n) SAVE (v) + -ING 

saying (n) SAY (v) + -ING 

spelling (n) SPELL (v) + -ING 

stocking (n) STOCK (v) + -ING 

striking (n) STRIKE (v) + -ING 

thanksgiv-
ing ( n) THANK ( n) + GIVE (v) 

training (n) TRAIN (v) + -ING 

understand-
ing (n) UNDERSTAND (v) + -ING 

warning (n) WARN (v) + -ING 

wedding (n) WED (v) + -ING 

writing ( n) WRITE (v) + -ING 

Adjectives with -I NG 

amazing (a) AMAZE (v) + -I NG 

amusing (a) AMUSE (v) + -ING 

exciting (a) EXCITE (v) + -ING 

fascinating (a) FASCINATE (v) + -ING 

following (a) 

including (a) 

intersting (a) 

FOLLOW (v) + -ING 

INCLUDE (v) + -ING 

INTEREST (v) + - ING 
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+ -ING 



living (a) LIVE ( V) + -ING 

missing (a) MISS ( V) + -ING 

outstanding (a) OUT- + STAND (v) + -ING 

willing (a) WILL (v) + -ING 

(viii) -MENT 

Words yielded by the suffix with the meaning of "the 

result of" 

agreement (n) 

apartment (n) 

AGREE (v) + -MENT 

APART (v) + -MENT 

appointment (n) APPOINT (v) + -MENT 

argument (n) ARGUE (v) + - MENT 

arrangement (n) ARRANGE (v) + - MENT 

assignment (n) 

basement (n) 

complement (n) 

department (n) 

ASSIGN (v) + -MENT 

BASE (n) + -MENT 

COMPLETE (v) + - MENT 

DEPART (v) + -MENT 

development (n) DEVELOP (v) + -MENT 

document (n) DOCILE (a) + -MENT OF, from L 

documentum, from docere 'to teach' 

employment (n) EMPLOY (v) + -MENT 

engagement (n) ENGAGE (v) + - MENT 

enjoyment (n) ENJOY (v) + - MENT 
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entertain-
ment (n) ENTERTAIN (v) + -MENT 

environment (n) ENVIRON (v) + -MENT 

equipment ( n) EQUIP (v) + -MENT 

establish-
ment (n) ESTABLISH (v) + -MENT 

excitement (n) EXCITE ( V) + -MENT 

experiment (n) EXPERIENCE (v) + -MENT 

government ( n) GOVERN ( V) + -MENT 

improvement (n) IMPROVE (v) + -MENT 

instrument (n) 

investment (n) 

judgement (n) 

management (n) 

INSTRUCT (v) + -MENT 

INVEST (v) + -MENT 

JUDGE (v) + -MENT 

MANAGE (v) + -MENT 

measurement (n) MEASURE (v) + -MENT 

moment (n) 

monument (n) 

movement (n) 

ornament (n) 

parliament (n) 

settlement (n) 

statement (n) 

tournament (n) 

MOVE (v) + -MENT 

MONITION (n) + -MENT 

MOVE (v) + -MENT 

L ornament um, (ornare 'to equip + 

-MENT) 

PARLEY (v) + -MENT 

SETTLE (v) + -MENT 

STATE (v) + -MENT 

TOURNEY (v) + -MENT 
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treatment (n) 

unemploy
ment (n) 

TREAT (v) + -MENT 

UN-+ EMPLOY (v) + -MENT 

3. De-adjecti~il ri~uns 

(i) -ITY 

Words yielded by this suffix 

ability (n) ABLE (a) + -ITY 

activity (n) ACTIVE (a) + -ITY 

authority ( n) AUTHOR ( n) + -ITY 

community (n) COMMON (a) + -ITY 

curiosity (n) CURIOUS (a) + -ITY 

density (n) DENSE (a) + -ITY 

dignity (n) OF dignete, from L dignitatem, 

of dignitas 

electricity (n) ELECTRIC (a) + -ITY 

facility (n) 

generosity (n) 

gravity (n) 

humanity (n) 

intensity (n) 

majority (n) 

necessity (n) 

FACILE (a) + -ITY 

GENEROUS (a) + -ITY 

GRAVE (a) + -ITY 

HUMAN (n) + -ITY 

INTENSE (a) + -ITY 

MAJOR (a) + -ITY 

NECESSARY (a) + -ITY 
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accusative 



opportunity (n) OPPORTUNE (a) + -ITY 

personality (n) PERSONAL (a) + -ITY 

popularity (n) POPULAR (a) + -ITY 

possibility (n) . POSSIBLE (a) + -ITY 

PUBLIC (a) + -ITY 
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publicity (n) 

quality (n) 

quantity (n) 

reality (n) 

OF aualite, from L aualitatem 'quality' 

responsi
bility (n) 

security (n) 

university (n) 

utility (n) 

variety (n) 

(ii) -NESS 

QUANTUM (n) + -ITY 

REAL (a) + -ITY 

RESPONSIBLE (a) + -ITY 

SECURE (a) + - ITY 

UNIVERSE (n) + -ITY 

UTILE (a) obsolete "practical" + -ITY 

VARIOUS (a) + -ITY 

Words yielded by this suffix 

business (n) 

goodness (n) 

happiness (n) 

illness (n) 

witness (n) 

BUSY (a) + -NESS 

GOOD (a) + -NESS 

HAPPY (a) + -NESS 

ILL (a) + -NESS 

WIT (n) + -NESS 



Adjective suffixes 

1. Denominal suffixes 

(i) -ED 

Words by this suffix with the meaning of "having" 

ashamed (a) A-+ SHAME (n) + -ED 

complicated (a) COMPLICATE (v) + -ED 

crowded (a) 

engaged (a) 

excited (a) 

interested (a) 

provided (a) 

qualified (a) 

satisfied (a) 

sophisti-

CROWD (v) + 

ENGAGE (v) + 

EXCITE (v) + 

INTEREST ( V) 

PROVIDE ( V) 

QUALIFY (v) 

SATISFY (v) 

-ED 

-ED 

-ED 

+ -ED 

+ -ED 

+ -ED 

+ -ED 

cated (a) SOPHISTICATE (v) + -ED 

tired (a) TIRE (v) + -ED 

(ii) -FUL 
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Words yielded by this suffix with the meaning of "full 

f " 0 , or "providing" 

awful (a) 

beautiful (a) 

AWE (n) + - FUL 

BEAUTY (n) + -FUL 
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careful (a) CARE (n) + -FUL 

cheerful (a) CHEER (n) + -FUL 

colorful (a) COLOR (n) + -FUL 

delightful (a) DELIGHT ( n) + -FUL 

doubtful (a) DOUBT ( n) + -FUL 

faithful (a) FAITH (n) + -FUL 

fearful (a) FEAR ( n) + -FUL 

grateful (a) GRATE (a) + -FUL 

handful (a) HAND (n) + -FUL 

harmful (a) HARM ( n) + -FUL 

helpful (a) HELP ( n) + -FUL 

painful (a) PAIN (n) + -FUL 

peaceful (a) PEACE ( n) + -FUL 

powerful (a) POWER ( n) + -FUL 

respectful (a) RESPECT ( n) + -FUL 

skillful (a) SKILL (n) + -FUL 

sccessful (a) SUCCESS ( n) + -FUL 

useful (a) USE ( n) + -FUL 

wonderful (a) WONDER ( n) + -FUL 

(iii) - I SH 

Words yielded by this suffix 

foolish (a) FOOL (n) + -ISH 



English (a) ANGLE (n) + -ISH 

(iv) -LESS 

Words yielded by this suffix with the meaning of 

"without" 

careless (a) 

countless (a) 

endless (a) 

helpless (a) 

CARE (n) + -LESS 

COUNT (n) + -LESS 

END (n) + -LESS 

HELP (n) + -LESS 

regardless (a) REGARD (n) + -LESS 

restless (a) REST (n) + -LESS 

useless (a) USE (n) + -LESS 

(v) -LIKE 
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Words yielded by this suffix with the meaning of "like" 

This suffix does not appear in the JACET list. 

(vi) -LY 

Words yielded by this suffix with the meaning of "having 

the qualities" 

daily (a) 

friendly (a) 

lively (a) 

DAY (n) + -LY 

FRIEND (n) + -LY 

LIFE (n) + -LY 



lovely (a) 

monthly (a) 

only (a) 

ugly (a) 

weekly (a) 

(vii) -Y 

LOVE (n) + -LY 

MONTH (n) + -LY 

ONE (n) + -LY 

ME uglike, ~'frightful,' from ON 

uggligr 

WEEK (n) + -LY 
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Words yielded by this suffix with the meaning of 

"somewhat like," or "characterized by" 

angry (a) 

any (a) 

cloudy (a) 

crazy (a) 

dirty · (a) 

dusty (a) 

easy (a) 

empty (a) 

funny (a) 

guilty (a) 

handy (a) 

happy (a) 

ANGER ( n) + -Y 

ONE (n) + -Y 

CLOUD ( n) + -Y 

CRAZE ( V) + -Y 

DIRT ( n) + -Y 

DUST (n) + -Y 

EASE (n) + -Y 

ME emtie, empti, 

'vacant' 

FUN (n) + -Y 

GUILT (n) + -Y 

HAND (n) + -Y 

from OE ifmetig, ~mtig, 

HAP (n) + -Y Formed with suffix -Y from 



hardy (a) 

heal thy (a) 

heavy (a) 

holy (a) 

hungry (a) 

icy (a) 

lucky (a) 

mighty (a) 

noisy (a) 

pretty (a) 

ready (a) 

rocky (a) 

shiny (a) 

slavery (a) 

sleepy (a) 

snowy (a) 

sorry (a) 

~ 'chance' 

HARD (a) + -Y 

HEALTH (n) + -Y 

HEAVE (v) + -Y 

HALE (a) + -Y 

HUNGER (n) + -Y 

ICE (n) + -Y 

LUCK (n) + -Y 

MIGHT (n) + -Y 

NOISE (n) + -Y 
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ME praty, prety 'clever,' from OE pr~ttig 

ME redi, readi, farmed - with change of 

suffix- from OE ride 'ready' 

ROCK (n) + -Y 

SHINE (v) + -Y 

SLAVER (v) + -Y 

SLEEP (n) + -Y 

SNOW (n) + -Y 

SORE (n) + -Y The spelling shows the 

influence of sorrow. 

stationery (a) STATIONER (n) + -Y 

steady (a) STEAD (n) + -Y 

sticky (a) STICK (v) + -Y 



sunny (a) SUN ( n) + -Y 

thirsty (a) THIRST ( n) + -Y 

tidy (a) TIDE (n) + -Y 

windy (a) WIND (n) + -Y 

worthy (a) WORTH ( n) + -Y 

(viii) -AL, - I AL - I CAL 

Words yielded by these suffixes 

[-AL] 

actual (a) ACT (n) + -AL 

additional (a) ADDITION (n) + -AL 

artificial (a) ARTIFICE (n) + -AL · 

casual (a) 

central (a) 

chemical (a) 

classical (a) 

conventio
nal (a) 

criminal (a) 

critical (a) 

cultural (a) 

CASE (n) + -AL 

CENTER (n) + -AL 

CHEMIC (n) + -AL 

CLASSIC (a) + -AL 

CONVENTION (n) + -AL 

CRIME (n) + -AL 

CRITIC (n) + -AL 

CULTURE (n) + -AL 

economical (a) ECONOMIC (a) + -AL 

educational (a) EDUCATION (n) + -AL 
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electrical (a) 

emotional (a) 

essential (a) 

eternal (a) 

ethical (a) 

eventual (a) 

experimen 
tal (a) 

external (a) 

federal (a) 

festival (a) 

final (a) 

fiscal (a) 

formal (a) 

ELECTRIC (a) + -AL 

EMOTION (n) + -AL 

ESSENCE (n) + -AL 
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ETERNE (a) + -AL OF eternel, Late L 

aeternalis, from L aeternus 

ETHIC (n) + -AL 

EVENT (n) + -AL 

EXPERIMENT (n) + -AL 

EXTERN (a) + -AL L externus 'outward' 

FIDELITY (n) + -AL L feeder-, foedus 

'convenant' 

FESTIVE (a) + -AL ML festivalis, from L 

festivs 'festive' 

FINIS (n) + -AL 

FISC (n) + -AL 

FORM (n) + -AL 

fundamental (a) FUNDAMENT (n) + -AL 

general (a) 

gradual (a) 

historical (a) 

horizontal (a) 

OF general, from L generalis, from gener-

'genus' 

GRADE (n) + -AL 

HISTORIC (a) + -AL 

HORIZON (n) + -AL 



ideal (a) 

individual (a) 

industrial (a) 

informal (a) 

initial (a) 

intellectu
al (a) 

internal (a) 

local (a) 

logical (a) 

material (a) 

mechanical (a) 

medical (a) 

memorial (a) 

mental (a) 

minimal (a) 

musical (a) 
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IDEA (n) + -AL 

ML individualis, L indlviduus, from IN-+ 

dividuus 'divisible' 

INDUSTRY (n) + -AL 

IN~+ FORM (n) + -AL 

L initialis 'itinerate' + -AL 

INTELLECT (n) + -AL 

INTERN (a) + -AL 

LOCUS (n) + -AL F local, from 

Late L localis 

LOGIC (n) + -AL 

MATTER (n) + -AL Late L material is I of 

matter' 

MECHANIC (a) + -AL 

F medical, from Late L medicalis 'of a 

physician' 

MEMORY (n) + -AL 

MIND (n) + -AL MF, from Late L 

mentalis 

MINIM (n) + -AL L minimus 'smallest, 

least' + -AL 

MUSIC (n) + -AL 



mutual (a) 

national (a) 

natural (a) 

neutral (a) 

normal (a) 

numeral (a) 

occasional (a) 

official (a) 

oral (a) 

original (a) 

personal (a) 

physical (a) 

plural (a) 

political (a) 

potential (a) 

practical (a) 

principal (a) 

profession
al (a) 

punctual (a) 
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MUTABLE (a) + -AL ME mutual, from MF 

mutuel, from L mutuus 'borrowed, lent' 

NATION (n) + -AL 

NATURE (n) + -AL ME, from OF natural, 

naturel 

NEUTER (a) + -AL 

NORM (n) + -AL 

NUMBER (n) + -AL. MF numeral, from Late 

L numeralis 

OCCASION (n) + -AL 

OFFICE (n) + -AL 

Formed with suffix -AL from Los 'mouth' 

ORIGIN (n) + -AL 

PERSON ( n) + -AL 

PHYSIC ( n) + -AL 

PLUS (a) + -AL 

POLITIC (a) + -AL 

POTENCY ( n) + -AL 

PRACTICE ( n) + -AL 

PRINCE ( n) + -AL 

PROFESSION (n) + -AL 

ML punctualis, from L punctum 'point' 



racial (a) 

radical (a) 

RACE (n) + -AL 

RADIX (n) + -AL 

regional (a) REGION (n) + -AL 

residential (a) RESIDENT (a) + -AL 

royal (a) 

rural (a) 

several (a) 

sexual (a) 

social (a) 

MF roial, L regalem, from rex 'king' 

ME, from L ruralis 'pertaining to the 

country' 

SEVERE (a) + -AL 

SEX (n) + -AL 

SOCIETY (n) + -AL L socialis 

'pertaining to companionship' 
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special (a) SPECIES (n) + -AL ME, from OF especial 

from L specialis 'individual, particular' 

spiritual (a) SPIRIT (n) + -AL 

substantial (a) SUBSTANCE (n) + -AL 

technical (a) TECHNIC (a) + -AL 

traditional (a) TRADITION (n) + -AL 

tropical (a) 

universal (a) 

unusual (a) 

usual (a) 

vertical (a) 

visual (a) 

TROPIC (n) + -AL 

UNIVERSE (n) + -AL 

UN-+ USE (n) + -AL 

USE (n) + -AL 

VERTEX (n) + -AL 

VI SI ON ( n ) + - AL 



vocational (a) VOCATION ( n) + -AL 

[-IAL] 

artificial (a) ARTIFICE ( n) + -IAL 

commercial (a) COMMERCE (n) + -IAL 

editorial (a) EDITOR (n) + -IAL 

financial (a) FINANCE ( n) + -IAL 

[-ICAL] 

typical (a) TYPE (n) + -ICAL 

(ix) -ESQUE 

Words yielded by this suffix 

This suffix does not appear in the JACET list. 

(x) - IC 

Words yielded by this suffix 

academic (a) 

artistic (a) 

athletic (a) 

atomic (a) 

automatic (a) 

basic (a) 

character
istic (a) 

ACADEMY (n) + -IC 

ARTIST (n) + -IC 

ATHLETE (n) + -IC 

ATOM (n) + -IC 

AUTOMATION (n) + -IC 

BASE (n) + -IC 

CHARACTER (n) + -IC 
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chemical (a) 

classic (a) 

CHEMIC (a) + -IC 

CLASS (n) + -IC 
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democratic (a) DEMOCRACY (n) + -IC 

dramatic (a) 

economic (a) 

enthusias
tic (a) 

fantastic (a) 

heroic (a) 

historic (a) 

organic (a) 

plastic (a) 

poetic (a) 

public (a) 

realistic (a) 

romantic (a) 

unique (a) 

(xi) -OUS 

# 

DRAMA (n) + -IC 

ECONOMY (n) + -IC 

ENTHUSIASM (n) + -IC 

FANTASY (n) + -IC 

HERO (n) + -IC 

HISTORY (n) + -IC 

ORGAN (n) + -IC 

PLASMA (n) + -IC 

POET (n) + - IC 

F public, form L publicus, from poplian, 

from populus 'people' 

REALIST (n) + -IC 

ROMANCE (n) + - IC 

L unicus, from unus one 

Words yielded by this suffix 

ambitious (a) 

anxious (a) 

AMBITION (n) + -OUS 

ANGER (n) + -OUS 



conscious (a) 

continuous (a) 

curious (a) 

dangerous (a) 

delicious (a) 

enormous (a) 

famous (a) 

generous (a) 

humorous (a) 

jealous (a) 

marvelous (a) 

mysterious (a) 

nervous (a) 

numerous (a) 

obvious (a) 

precious (a) 

previous (a) 

religious (a) 

serious (a) 

tremendous (a) 

CON-+ SCIRE 'to know' + -OUS 

CONTINUE (v) + -OUS 

CURE (n) + -OUS 

DANGER (n) + -OUS 

DELICATE (a) + -OUS 

ENORM (a) + -OUS 

FAME (n) + -OUS 

GENUS (n) + -OUS 

HUMOR (n) + -OUS 

ZEAL (n) + -OUS 

MARVEL (n) + -OUS 

MYSTERY (n) + -OUS 

NERVE (n) + -OUS 

NUMBER (n) + -OUS 

08- + VIA (n) + -OUS 

PRICE (a) + -OUS 

PRE-+ VIA (n) + -OUS 

RELIGION (n) + -OUS 
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OF serieux, from Late L seriosus, from 

serius 

TREMBLE (V) + -OUS 

unconscious (a) UN- + CON- + SCIRE "to know" + -OUS 

various (a) VARY (v) + -OUS 



2. Deverbal suffixes 

(i} -ABLE 

Words yielded by this suffix 

acceptable (a) 

available (a} 

capable (a} 

comfort
able (a} 

consider
able (a} 

desirable (a) 

favorable (a} 

honorable (a) 

inevitable (a} 

miserable (a} 

probable (a} 

reasonable (a} 

reliable (a} 

remarkable (a} 

ACCEPT (v} + -ABLE 

AVAIL (v} + -ABLE 

Late L capabilis (capere 'to catch'+ 

-ABLE} 

COMFORT (v} + -ABLE 

CONSIDER (v} + -ABLE 

DESIRE (v} + -ABLE 

FAVOR (n) + -ABLE 

HONOR (n) + -ABLE 

IN-+ EVIT (v} + -ABLE 

MISER (n} + -ABLE 

PROBATE (n) "the proving of a will" + 

-ABLE 

REASON (n) + -ABLE 

RELY (v} + -ABLE 

REMARK (v} + -ABLE 

respectable (a} RESPECT (v} + -ABLE 

stable (a} 

suitable (a) 

STATE (n} + -ABLE 

SUITE (v) + -ABLE 
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(ii) 

valuable (a) 

variable (a) 

vegetable (a) 

visible (a) 

VALUE (n) + -ABLE 

VARY (v) + -ABLE 

VEGETATE (v) + -ABLE 

VISION (n) + -ABLE 

-IVE, -AT IVE 

Words yielded by these suffixes 

!-IVE] 

active (a) ACT (n) + -IVE 

adjective (a) ADJECT (a) + -IVE 

alterna-
tive (a) ALTERNATE (v) + -IVE 

attractive (a) ATTRACT (v) + -IVE 

coopera-
tive (a) COOPERATE (v) + -IVE 

creative (a) CREATE (v) + -IVE 

defective (a) DEFECT (n) + -IVE 

destruc -
tive (a) DESTROY (v) + -IVE 

detective (a) DETECT (v) + -IVE 

effective (a) EFFECT (n) + -IVE 

excessive (a) EXCESS ( n) + -IVE 

expensive (a) EXPEND (v) + -IVE 

explosive (a) EXPLODE (v) + -IVE 
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extensive (a) EXTEND (v) + -IVE 

impressive (a) IMPRESS (v) + -IVE 

i n i ti a ti v e ( a ) INITIATE ( v) + - I VE 

native (a) 

negative (a) 

objective (a) 

passive (a) 

perspec
tive (n) 

positive (a) 

primitive (a) 

NATION (n) + -IVE 

NEGATE (v) + -IVE 

OBJECT (n, v) + -IVE 

L passivus, from pass-, stem of patI 'to 

suffer' 

PROSPECT (n) + -IVE English perspective 

was influenced in form by perspective (a) 

"optics" 

POSITION (n) + -IVE 

PRIME (a) + -IVE 

productive (a) PRODUCE (v) + - IVE 

relative (a) 

sensitive (a) 

!- ATIVE] 

conserv 
-ative (a) 

represent 
-ative (a) 

RELATE (v) + -IVE 

SENSE (n) + -IVE 

CONSERVE (v) + -IVE 

REPRESENT (v) + -IVE 
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Noun/ adjective suffixes 

(i) -ESE 

Word yielded by this suffix with the meaning of "member 

of" 

Japanese _ (n) JAPAN (n) + -ESE 

(ii) - (I) AN 

Words yielded by this suffix with the meaning of 

"adherent to," "relating to," "citizen of," or "(in) the 

language of" 

[-IAN] 

Christian (n) 

historian (n) 

magician (n) 

musician (n) 

CHRIST (n) + -IAN 

HISTORY (n) + -IAN 

MAGIC (n) + -IAN 

MUSIC (n) + -IAN 

politician (n) POLITIC (a) + -IAN 

[-AN] 

historian (n) 

metropoli
tan (n) 

HISTORY (n) + -AN F historien, from L 

historia 

METROPOLIS (n) + -AN 

republican (n) REPUBLIC (n) + -AN 

veteran (a) L veteranus 'old, veteran' from vetus, 
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gen. veteris 

(iii) - I ST 

Words yielded by this -suffix with the meaning of "skilled 

in," "practising" 

artist (n) 

chemist (n) 

colonist (n) 

columnist (n) 

communist (n) 

dentist (n) 

pianist (n) 

scientist (n) 

speciai"ist (n) 

tourist (n) 

(iv) - ITE 

ART (n) + -IST 

F chimiste, from chimie 'chemistry' 

COLONY (n) + -IST 

COLUMN (n) + -IST 

COMMUNISM (n) + -IST Coined by Goodwyn 

Barmy from L communis 

DENT (n) + -IST 

PIANO (n) + -IST 

SCIENCE (n) 

SPECIAL (a) 

+ -IST 

+ -IST 

TOUR (n) + -IST 

Words yielded by this suffix with the meaning of 

"adherent to," "member of (set) " 

definite (a) 

favorite (a) 

polite (a) 

DEFINE (v) + -ITE 

FAVOR (n) + -ITE 

ME polyt, from L poll, pp. of pollre 'to 



polish' 

Adverb suffixes 

(i) -LY · -

Words yielded by this suffix 

absolutely (ad) ABSOLUTE (a) + -LY 

actually (ad) ACTUAL (a) + -LY 

apparently (ad) APPARENT (a) + -LY 

approximate
ly (ad) 

badly (ad) 

barely (ad) 

carefully (ad) 

certainly (ad) 

clearly (ad) 

closely (ad) 

APPROXIMATE (a) + -LY 

BAD (a) + -LY 

BARE (a) + -LY 

CAREFUL (a) + -LY 

CERTAIN (a) + -LY 

CLEAR (a) + -LY 

CLOSE (a) + -LY 

completely (ad) COMPLETE (a) + -LY 

consequent-
ly (ad) CONSEQUENT (a) + -LY 

deeply (ad) DEEP (a) + -LY 

directly (ad) DIRECT (a) + -LY 

early (ad) ERE (prep) + -LY 

easily (ad) EASY (a) + -LY 
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entirely (ad) ENTIRE (a) + -LY 

especially (ad) ESPECIAL (a) + -LY 

eventually (ad) EVENTUAL (a) + -LY 

exactly (ad) EXACT (a) + -LY 

extremely (ad) EXTREME (a) + -LY 

fairly (ad) 

finally (ad) 

firmly (ad) 

formerly (ad) 

fortunate-

FAIR (a) + -LY 

FINAL (a) + -LY 

FIRM (a) + -LY 

FORMER (a) + -LY 

ly (ad) FORTUNATE (a) + -LY 

frequently (ad) FREQUENT (a) + -LY 

fully (ad) 

generally (ad) 

gradually (ad) 

greatly (ad) 

hardly (ad) 

highly (ad) 

immediate-

FULL (a) 

FENERAL 

GRADUAL 

GREAT (a) 

HARD (a) 

HIGH (a) 

+ -LY 

(a) + -LY 

(a) + -LY 

+ -LY 

+ -LY 

+ -LY 

ly (ad) IMMEDIATE (a) + -LY 

increasing-
ly (ad) INCREASE (v) +-ING+ -LY 

invariably (ad) IN-+ VARIABLE (a) + -LY 
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largely (ad) 

lately (ad) 

likely (ad) 

literally (ad) 

lonely (ad) 

mainly (ad) 

merely (ad) 

mostly (ad) 

naturally (ad) 

nearly (ad) 

necessari-
ly (ad) 

newly (ad) 

obviously (ad) 

particular
ly (act) · 

partly (ad) 

LARGE (a) + -LY 

LATE (a) + -LY 

LIKE (a) + -LY 

LITERAL . (a) + -LY 

LONE (a) + -LY 

MAIN (a) + -LY 

MERE (a) + -LY 

MOST (a) + -LY 

NATUAL (a) + -LY 

NEAR (a) + -LY 

NECESSARY (a) + -LY 

NEW (a) + -LY 

OBVIOUS (a) + -LY 

PARTICULAR (a) + -LY 

PART (n) + -LY 

perfectly (ad) PERFECT (a) + -LY 

possibly (ad) POSSIBLE (a) + -LY 

presumably (ad) PRESUMABLE (a) + -LY 

primarily (ad) PRIMARY (a) + -LY 

probably (ad) PROBABLE (a) + -LY 

quietly (ad) QUIET (a) + -LY 
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rapidly (ad) 

readily (ad) 

really (ad) 

recently (ad) 

relatively (ad) 

repeatedly (ad) 

scarcely (ad) 

seriously (ad) 

shortly (ad) 

simply (ad) 

slightly (ad) 

softly (ad) 

specifical 
ly (ad) 

strictly (ad) 

strongly (ad) 

suddenly (ad) 

surely (ad) 

truly (ad) 

undoubted
ly (ad) 

usually (ad) 

RAPID (a) + -LY 

READY (a) + -LY 

REAL (a) + -LY 

RECENT (a) + -LY 

RELATIVE (a) + -LY 

REPEAT ( V) + -ED + -LY 

SCARE (a) + -LY 

SERIOUS (a) + -LY 

SHORT (a) + -LY 

SIMPLE (a) + -LY 

SLIGHT (a) + -LY 

SOFT (a) + -LY 

SPECIFIC (a) + -LY 

STRICT (a) + -LY 

STRONG (a) + -LY 

SUDDEN (a) + -LY 

SURE (a) + -LY 

TRUE (a) + -LY 

UN - + DOUBT (v) +-ED+ -LY 

USUAL (a) + -LY 

virtually (ad) VIRTUAL (a) + -LY 

1 1 1 
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widely (ad) WIDE (a) + -LY 

(ii) -WARD ( S) 

Words yielded by this suffix 

after-
ward (s) (ad) AFTER (prep) + -WARD (S) 

back-
ward (s) (ad) BACK (ad) + -WARD (S) 

down-
ward (s) (ad) DOWN (ad) + -WARD (S) 

forward (s) (ad) FORE (ad) + -WARD (S) 

inward (s) (ad) IN (prep) + -WARD(S) 

outward (s) (ad) OUT (ad) + -WARD (S) 

toward (s) (ad) TO (prep) + -WARD (S) 

upward (s) (ad) UP (prep) + -WARD (S) 

(iii) - WI SE 

Words yielded by this suffix 

otherwise (ad) OTHER (a) + -WISE 

Verb suffixes 

(i) -ATE 

Words yielded by this suffix 

appriciate (v) ML appretiatus, pp. of appretiare 'to 



associate (v) 

celebrate (v) 
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set a price to' 

L associaus, pp. of associare. 

CELERITY (n) + -ATE L celebratus, pp. of 

clebrare 'to frequent' 

communicate (v) COMMON (n) + -ATE L comm~nicatus, pp. of 

communicatus 

complicate (v) L complicatus, pp. of complicare. 

concentrate (v) COM-+ L centrum 'center' + -ATE 

create (v) 

cultivate (v) 

decorate (v) 

dedicate (v) 

L creatus, pp. of creare 'to make' 

CULT (n) +-IVE+ -ATE 

L decoratus, pp. of decorare 'to 

decorate' 

L dedicatus, pp. of dedicare 'to set 

apart' 

demonstrate (v) L demonstratus, pp of demonstrare 'to 

dominate (v) 

educate (v) 

eliminate (v) 

estimate (v) 

point out, indicate' 

DON (n) + -ATE L dominatus, pp. of 

dominarl 'to rule' 

EDUCE (v) + -ATE L educatus, pp. of 

educare 'to bring up 

L eliminatus, pp. of e1Iminare 'to 

banish' 

L aestimatus, pp. of aestimare 'to 
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value' 

GRADE (n) + -ATE graduate (v) 

hesitate (v) From L haestiatus, pp. of haesitare 'to 

stick fast' 

illustrate (v) 

imitate (v) 

indicate (v) 

locate (v) 

operate (v) 

IN-+ LUSTER (n) + -ATE 

L imitatus, pp. of imitari 'to 

represent' 

L indicatus, pp. of indicare 'to 

proclaim' 

LOCUS (n) + -ATE L locatus, pp. of 

locare 'to place' 

L operatus, pp. of ooerari 'to work' 

participate (v) L participat (um), pp. stem of 

participare 'to share' 

predicate (v) 

regulate (v) 

separate (v) 

L praedicare 'to proclaim' 

REGULAR (a) + -ATE 

SE-+ PARE (v) + -ATE 

Adjectives with -ATE 

desperate (a) 

fortunate (a) 

private (a) 

DESPAIR (v) + -ATE 

FORTUNE (n) + -ATE 

L privatus, pp. of privare 'to set apart' 

unfortunate (a) UN- + FORTUNE (n) + -ATE 
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(ii) -EN 

Words yielded by this suffix 

fasten (v) FAST (a) + -EN 

frighten ( V) FRIGHT (n) + -EN 

golden (a) GOLD ( n) + -EN 

happen (v) HAP ( V) "happen " + -EN 

threaten ( V) THREAT (n) + -EN 

widen ( V) WIDE (a) + -EN 

wooden (a) WOOD ( n) + -EN 

(iii) -IFY, -FY 

Words yielded by these suffixes 

[-IFY] 

No words with this particular suffix appear in the list. 

[-FY] 

identify (v) 

justify (v) 

modify (v) 

satisfy (v) 

IDENTITY (n) + -FY 

JUST (a) + -FY 

MODE (n) + -FY 

SATIS (n) + -FY 

(iv) -IZE, -ISE 

Words yielded by these suffixes 

civilize (v) CIVIL (a) + -IZE 
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emphasize (v) EMPHASIS (n) + -IZE 

memorize (v) MEMORY (n) + -IZE 

organize (v) ORGAN (n) + -IZE 

realize (v) REAL (a) + -IZE 

specialize (v) SPECIAL (a) + -IZE 
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Some prefixes, which are included in the categories of 

Quirk et al., are not found in the JACET List of Basic Words. 

They are PSEUDO-, HYPER-, MINI-, ULTRA-, ANTI-, COUNTER-, EX

(with the meaning of "former"), POST-, NEO-, and PAN-. All of 

these have potential productivity to yield new words. Perhaps 

JACET should reevaluate its lexicon to include items with 

these, too. For instance, words derived with these affixes, 

such as minivan and ex-husband make easy access to understand 

the diversity of the world and Japan, economically, 

idiologically, and socially and reenforce productive word

formation rules. 

Conversely, some suffixes, which are not included in the 

categories of Quirk et al. but in the JACET list, could be 

added for teaching suffixes to Japanese students. They are 

-ANCE, -ARY, -URE, -ENT, -ATE, -TH, and -URE. These are 

established suffixes and shift the grammatical class of the 

bases though some of them, such as -TH and -OUR, are not 

productive and do not yield new words. Clearly, knowledge of 

these affixes will help students understand and enhance their 

English vocabulary. 

When students learn the value of the productiveness of 

affixes, they can easily expand lexical times in their 

vocabulary. For instance, the JACET list has a single entry 
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with the suffix -WISE (otherwise). Even so students who grasp 

the concept of productive affixes can readily augment lexical 

items with such words as hospital-wise, economy-wise, policy-

wise. Such a strategic and productive use of word-formation 

rules will cause students to speak and write English with a 

fluency that is otherwise impossible when students limit 

themselves to any prescribed list. 



CHAPTER 3 

CONVERSION 

Conversion is a prominent and productive word-formation 

process. Conversion is also called "zero-derivation" by Hans 

Marchand, or "derivation by zero-suffix" by Valerie Adams, 

because it is a process of word-formation closely related to 

affixation (Marchand 359: Adams 37). As dramatize (v) is 

formed by drama (n) and verb-suffix -IZE, clean (v) is 

yielded by clean (a) and zero-suffix. Therefore, Adams claims 

that the term "derivation by zero suffix" is more appropriate 

than the term "conversion" which was used at first by H. Sweet 

(Marchand 360) . 

Conversion often occurs among nouns, adjectives, and 

verbs. Therefore, the features of these word classes will 

grant meaningful knowledge to understand conversion. A noun 

is identified by the features such as the function to take the 

plural and genitive inflections, to be preceded by 

determiners, to follow preposition, and to fill slots as a 

subject or an object of a sentence. The features of adjective 

are characterized by the function to provide comparative and 

superlative forms, to be premodified by adverbs of degree, and 

1 1 9 
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to locate in both an attributive and predicative positions. 

Verbs function as predicates · ,in a sentence. They can be 

assigned to categories (tense, aspect, number, person, mood, 

and voice) on the basis of grammatical inflections or syntax 

(Periphrastic) . 

Conversion never changes the form of a word, but both 

the function and the features of inflections of the word. For 

example, a new noun derived from an adjective· takes nominal 

infl~ctions, is premodified by determiners, and is no longer 

premodified by an adverb. Similarly, a new adjective derived 

from a noun no longer takes the nominal inflections but 

adjective inflections, such as comparative and superlative 

forms, and is premodified by an adverb and has the ability to 

appear in both attributive and predicative positions. 

When irtvestigating the characteristics of conversion, one 

needs to decide which is the base and which is the derived 

word among two derivationally related words. The etymological 

information is useful, but not crucial, in making a decision. 

Adams speculates the word libel as an example (40). The word 

developed its meaning from AD 1297 to 1617. The noun libel 

was undoubtedly in use before the verb (in 1570). The 

meaning of the noun changed from "formal document" (in 1297) 

through "document of a plaintiff" (in 1340) and "pamphlet 
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publicly circulated, especially one defaming the character of 

someone," to "any false or defamatory statement" (in 1618). 

The meaning o f the corresponding verb , " to . s pr.ea d . . de fa ma ti on , 

or to accuse falsely or maliciously" (in ·1570), indicates that 

the verb is the base and the noun is the derived word. 

Though the shift of stress can be useful in deciding the 

base, it is not critical. Marchand comments, "If the 

substantive is distinguished from the verb by stress, it must 

be considered a derivative from the verb, unless content 

criteria preclude such an analysis" (378). Nominal derivation 

from verbs often involve shift of stress, but verbs derived 

from nouns do not. Even though one can distinguish the base 

in nominal derivation by shift of stress, the direction of 

derivation from nouns to verbs by shift of stress cannot be 

recognized. 

Quirk et al. suggest that "often the semantic dependence 

of one item upon another is sufficient ground for arguing its 

derivational dependence" (1558) . For example, when defining 

the meaning of the verb net, one needs to depend on the 

meaning of the noun net, as in "to put into a net." 

Conversely, if one defines the noun net as "an instrument for 

netting," the semantic range of the noun net will be limited 

and cannot explain the words, such as "mosquito net" and "hair 
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net." In this case, we can conclude that the noun is the base 

and the verb is the derived word. 

Another useful criterion for distinguishing the base from 

the derived word is suffixes. When a word contains a noun 

suffix, the noun is the base, such as commission (n and v), 

signal (n and v) Notable cases in which the noun is the base 

are conversion, from proper nouns to verbs, such as Boycott 

( n) "the name of "t b tt a man o oyco (v) "to refuse to have 

anything to do," and Japan (n) "the name of a country" to 

japan (v) "to cover with a hard black varnish." As those 

nouns are often established lexical items, the initial letter 

is not always capitalized after conversion. 

Conversion does not seem to have morphological 

restrictions on forms, so that it occurs in not only simple 

words but also in compounds, derivated words, acronyms, blends 

and clipped forms. Examples are soundproof (from an adjective 

compound to a verb compound) , monthly (from an adjective to a 

noun), Xerox (from a noun meaning first " " a company then an 

adjective, to a verb meaning "to copy a document"), and motel 

(from a noun to a verb.) 

Though conversion is a totally free process of word-

formation, there is a partial restriction in conversion. That 

is blocking, which means that some gaps in the inventory of 
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English words are included although the words can be formed 

without violation to word-formation rules. Tsuyoshi Ohish 

explains that the blocking of conversion can be subdivided 

into phonological, morphological and semantic blockings. 

In phonological blocking, chevy (v) , for example, was 

yielded from its noun by conversion with the meaning of "to go 

by Chevy." However, Ford (n) and Dodge (n) do not yield verbs 

by conversion because the same phonological constituents 

respectively have the words ford (v) "to cross a shallow place 

by driving through," dodge (v) "to move quickly to one side." 

As mentioned above, in morphological blocking, Xerox (n) 

yielded a verb form by conversion, but United or Trailways do 

not yield verbs because verbal inflections of past tense and 

past participle and third person singular are non-idiomatic in 

these instances. In semantic blocking, taxi (n) has its verb 

meaning "to go by taxi," but car (n) does not yield a verb 

form because the verb drive makes *car (v) redundant (Ohish 

208-17). 

The major kinds of conversion are from noun to verb, from 

verb to noun, from adjective to noun, and from adjective to 

verb. The classification of Quirk et al. is based on the 

direction of conversion. Conversion to noun has two 

directions, from verb and from adjective. The nouns derived 
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by deverbal conversion can be classified according to the 

semantic criteria: (1) "State" which is usually "state of 

mind" or "state of sensation," such as feel "the sense of 

touching," touch and hate; (2) "Event or Activity," such as 

attack "a violent attempt to attack," promise and shootout; 

(3) "Object of Verb," such as award "a thing awarded," buy and 

handout; (4) "Subject of Verb," such as judge "a person 

appointed to judge," guide and show-off; (5) "Instrument of 

Verb," such as rattle "a device or toy for making a rattling 

sound," cover and wrap; (6) "Manner of Verb-ing," such as walk 

"the manner or style of walking," lie and throw; (7) "Place of 

Verb," such as stop "a place where a train or bus etc. stops 

regularly," sink and walk-up. This type of conversion occurs 

in phrasal and prepositional verbs, such as drive-in "a 

theater, or bank etc. to be used without getting out of one's 

" car. The derived nouns of types (1), (2), and (3) are often 

used as an object of the verbs have, make, give and take, such 

as "have a look," "make a promise," "give a talk," and "take a 

walk." 

The characteristic of the deverbal conversion to noun is 

the shift of stress as mentioned before. The shift of stress 

often occurs in verbs of French and/or Latin origin. The 

stress is shifted from the second syllable to the first one. 
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Moreover, "the first syllable, typically a Latin prefix, often 

has a reduced vowel /a/ in the verb but a full vowel in the 

noun" (Quirk 1566) . For example, the noun conflict is 

pronounced as !k6nf l:tkt] , but the verb conflict is !kanf likt] . 

Quirk et al. illustrate a fairly full list of words in which 

shift of stress occurs by conversion (1556-57). Some of them 

follow: 

abstract noun !~bstr~kt] 

compound noun !k6mpaund] 

suspect noun !sAspekt] 

--
--
--

verb !~bstr~kt] 

verb !kamp6 und] 

vern !saspekt] 

Another direction of conversion to noun is de-adjectival 

nouns. Quirk et al. mention that this type of conversion is 

not very productive ( 1500) . However, Takayashu Namiki points 

out that there are many instances in the words derived by 

adjective suffixes, -ABLE, -AL, and -TIVE (68). Namiki's 

examples are collectable (s), durable (s), fundamental (s), 

essential (s) , additive and comprehensive (s) (69) . For 

instance, "Baseball cards are collectable (a) souvenirs for 

fans" can change to "Collectables (n) are souvenirs that fill 

fans closets." 

Conversion to verb is classified into denominal and de-

adjectival conversion. The denominal conversion to verb is 

highly productive. According to the semantic criteria, the 
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derived verbs can be subclassified as follows: (1) "To put 

in/on "such as can "to preserve in a sealed " can, 

position and blacklist; ( 2) "To give " or "to provide 

\.Ti th ___ ," such as salt "to season with salt," arm and 

wallpaper; (3) "To deprive of ," such as bone "to remove ---

the bones from," \.Teed and skin; (4) "To do with II 

indicating action with an instrument, such as brush "to use 

a brush on," hammer and sand-paper; (5) "To be or act as 

with respect to," such as father "to be the father of,"~ 

and snow b a 11 ; ( 6 ) '' To make or ch an g e into --- ," such as 

cash "to give or get cash for," heap and zone; (7) "To send 

by "such a mail "to send by mail," ship and telegraph; 

(8) "To go by ___ ," such as bicycle "to ride on a bicycle," 

Namiki identifies an additional type (9) canoe and boat. 

"To produce or collect 

smoke" and harvest. 

" such as smoke "to give out 

The de-adjectival conversion to verb is classified into 

two types according to semantic criterion: (1) "To make 

II or "to make more ," such as blind "to make ---

blind," \.farm and fireproof; (2) "To become "such as 

bald "to become bald," idle and tense. The type "To make 

___ " yields transitive verbs and type "To become 

yields intransitive verbs. The first also has the same 

" 
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semantic content as the second in some cases; however, Quirk 

et al. regard it as a secondary conversion (1562) Namiki 

points out that some adjectives yield conversion to verb, with 

the comparative or superlat~ve forms, such as better "to 

improve," lower and worse (63). 

Denominal conversion to adjectives is difficult to 

define because the derived adjectives do not always provide 

all of the features as an adjective. For instance, some of 

them appear in either an attributive or predicative position. 

However, when a denominal adjective is premodified by an 

adverb, it is clearly identified as conversion to adjectives, 

such as "His accent is very Harvard" (Quirk 1562). 

Deverbal conversion to adjective is recognized in the 

verbs with the verb suffix -ATE, such as animate, congregate 

and integrate. However, the pronunciation of the ending in 

such verbs changes from [-et] to [-1t], such as discriminate, 

verb Id r s k r i m8 net J -- adjective Id I s k r i m8 n I t I . 

In addition to total conversion which has been discussed 

above, there is partial conversion which Quirk et al. call 

"secondary conversion" ( 1563) . Compared to total conversion, 

secondary conversion does not shift word class, but it does 

shift the subcategorization of derived words. For example, it 

shifts from noncount noun to count noun or vice versa, or from 
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intransitive verb to transitive verb, or vice versa. Total 

conversion is a derivational process in word-formation, but 

secondary conversion depends upon syntax alone. 

Though the shift of stress by conversion has already 

been discussed, pronunciation and spelling are also affected 

by conversion in some cases. When the final consonant of a 

word is an unvoiced fricative, /s/, /f/, or /8/ in such a 

process, it turns to a voiced fricative, /z/, /v/, or lo/, 

and simultaneously the spelling is often changed. Examples 

are house (noun [haus] vs. verb [hauz]) half (adjective [hcr.f] 

vs. verb [h~v]) and advice (noun [8dv61 s]) vs. advise (verb 

[8 dva I z] . ) 

The results of the word analysis of conversion in the 

JACET List of Basic Words are as follows. 
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Conversion 

1 . Conversion to noun 

( i) Deverbal conversion 

abandon ache address 

advance aim amount 

answer appeal approach 

arrest ask assign 

associate attach attempt 

award bake bathe 

bay beat bend 

bid bind bite 

bleed blend blind 

blow break burn 

burst buy call 

cancel canvass carry 

cast catch charge 

chew claim climb 

close combine command 

compare compute concern 

consent construct contest 

control cough couple 

cover crack crash 

creep crow crowd 
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crush cry curl 

cut damn dance 

dare · dash dawn 

decline decrease defeat 

delay delight deposit 

design desire devise 

dig dip dislike 

display dispute dive 

divide do drag 

draw dress drill 

drink · drive duck 

employ envelop escape 

essay estimate excuse 

exhaust exit exploit 

export fade fail 

fall farewell fast 

feed feel fetch 

fight fill find 

finish fit fix 

flash fling float 

flow fly fold 

follow frame frank 

freeze fry furnish 



~ 

glow 

grant 

guess 

hire 

hop 

hurt 

increase 

jar 

jump 

kill 

know 

laugh 

lead 

lie 'untruth' 

list 

low 

meet 

minister 

mount 

neglect 

overflow 

pass 

glance 

go 

grasp 

hang 

hit 

hunt 

impact 

institute 

jet 

keep 

kiss 

~ 

launch 

lean 

lie 'recline' 

listen 

lower 

melt 

miss 

move 

nod 

paint 

pay 

glimpse 

grab 

guide 

hate 

hold 

hurry 

import 

jam 

jog 

kick 

knock 

last 

lay 

leap 

lift 

look 

make 

mend 

mistake 

mutter 

offer 

pardon 

perfume 

1 31 
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permit pick pitch 

play polish pound 

pour praise preserve 

press produce project 

protest pull purpose 

push put quote 

reach read recall 

record reform refuse 

regret remain remark 

remove repair repeat 

reply report rescue 

research reserve resist 

resolve respond rest 2 (to remain) 

result retire return 

reveal ride rifle 

ring rise roar 

roast rock 1 ( to move to and fro) 

roll row rub 

run save say 

scare scatter scent 

scramble scratch scream 

search send separate 

serve set shake 



shave shift 

shoot shout 

shrug shy 

sing sink 

skip sleep 

slip smash 

sock spin 

split spoil 

spring squeeze 

stamp stand 

start startle 

stem 2 (to damp up) stew 

stop strain 

stride strike 

stroke struggle 

supply support 

surround survey 

swallow sweat 

swell swim 

take talk 

shine 

show 

sign 

sit 

slide 

smile 

splash 

spread 

stain 

stare 

steep 1 (to soak) 

stir 

stretch 

strip 

stumble 

surrender 

survive 

sweep 

swing 

tap 

tax 

temper 

thrust 

tear 1 (to pull apart) 

thrill throw 

tie tip 

133 
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tire 1 ( to use up the strength 0 f) toast 

toll 1 ( to attract) toss touch 

trail train transfer 

travel treat trend 

trip trouble try 

turn twist upset 

use vanish visit 

wait walk wander 

want wash watch 

wave wear weep 

weigh welcome whip 

whisper whistle win 

wind 1 ( to move in a curved path) wipe 

wish worry wrap 

~ yield 

(ii) De-adjectival conversion 

absolute acid actual 

agent all ancient 

annual appropriate artificial 

automatic automobile bad 

bare bay black 

blank blind blonde 
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blue brave brilliant 

broad brown capital 

central characteristic classic 

cold compound concrete 

constant contemporary content 

continent contrary cool 

coward criminal dark 

dead dear deep 

defective delicate detective 

divine domestic double 

drunk dry due 

eastern easy effective 

elastic elect electric 

empty English enough 

equivalent evil expert 

express external extreme 

faint familiar fat 

federal festival few 

final first fiscal 

flat fortunate fresh 

full funeral funny 

future general gentle 

good gradual grand 
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gray great green 

gross hard high 

horizontal human ideal 

incident individual initial 

inner innocent instant 

intelligent interior internal 

international intimate invisible 

irregular junior large 

last lean least 

less liberal liquid 

local locomotive low 

loyal major marine 

material mean medical 

memorial middle military 

minor moderate modern 

moral more most 

much multiple narrow 

nasty national native 

natural necessary negative 

next nine nineteen 

ninety noble normal 

objective off official 

old one open 
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opposite ordinary original 

over pacific parallel 

passive past patent 

patient personal plastic 

plural positive possible 

potential present (being in a specified place) 

pretty primary primitive 

private probable profound 

prominent prompt proper 

public queer quick 

radical rapid raw 

real red regular 

relative representative right 

rival romantic rough 

round royal rush 

safe savage second 1 

secondary secret senior 

sensitive seven seventeen 

seventy several shallow 

sharp short silent 

silly simple single 

singular six sixteen 

sixty slim slow 
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small smooth social 

soft solid sour 

spare special specific 

spiritual steep 2 (precipitous) 

stiff still straight 

stupid sufficient summary 

supreme suspect sweet 

swift tall ten 

thick third thirteen 

thirty thousand three 

tidy total twelve 

twenty twice twin 

two unique universal 

upper vague valuable 

variable vast vegetable 

veteran voluntary warm 

waste wet white 

wild worst worth 

worthy yellow young 

(iii) From Adverb 

now once out 
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2 . Conversion to verb 

( i) Denominal conversion 

accent account act 

addition advantage adventure 

age agent air 

alarm alphabet angle 

apple apron arch 

arm author average 

ax (e) baby back 

bag balance ball 

balloon · band bank 1 

bank 2 bar bargain 

bark base bat 

bath battle beach 

bean bear 1 beard 

bed bell belt 

bench benefit berry 

bet bicycle bill 

bit blade blanket 

block blood blossom 

board boat body 

bomb bond bone 

book boot border 
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bottle bottom bow 2 

bowl box boy 

brain branch brass 

bread breast breeze 

brick bridge brief 

bronze brother brush 

bucket budget bunch 

bundle burden butcher 

butter butterfly button 

cabbage cabin cable 

cage cake calendar 

camp can canal 

candy cane cannon 

canyon cap capital 

capture car card 

career carpenter carpet 

cart case 2 cash 

castle cat caution 

cave cell cellar 

center chain chair 

chalk champion chance 

channel chapel character 

charm chart cheek 
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cheer chest chicken 

chin chore chorus 

church circle circumstance 

class clay clerk 

climate clock closet 

cloud club clue 

coach coal coat 

code coin collar 

collect comb comma 

commerce commission companion 

complement concert condition 

conduct cone contact 

cook cope copper 

copy cord core 

corn corner costume 

cotton counsel count 

course court cream 

credit crime crop 

cross crown crust 

cube cue cup 

cure curse curtain 

curve cushion cycle 

dam damage date 
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dean desk detail 

dew dial diamond 

diet difference dirt 

disease distance district 

ditch divorce dock 

doctor dog dot 

draft dream drift 

drill drug drum 

dust earth ease 

echo edge economy 

effect effort elbow 

engine example exercise 

experience experiment eye 

face factor fame 

fan 2 fashion father 

fault fear feast 

feather feature fee 

fellow felt fence 

fever field figure 

file film finance 

fine finger fire 

fish flag flake 

flavor flesh flight 
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flood floor flour 

flower foam focus 

fog fold fool 

foot forest fork 

fountain fox freight 

front frosts fruit 

fuel fun function 

fund gain game 

garage garbage garden 

gas gate gear 

gesture gift glass 

glory glove glue 

golf grace grade 

graduate grain grass 

grease grip gross 

ground group guest 

gulf gun guy 

habit hammer hand 

handicap harbor harm 

harvest haste hat 

head heap heart 

heaven heel heard 

hide hill hint 
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hook hop horizon 

horn horse house 

humor hunger husband 

hut image inch 

index influence ink 

input instance instrument 

intelligence interview iron 

island jail jam 

Japan jaw jazz 

jelly jewel job 

joint joke journal 

journey joy ~ 

kid king kiss 

kitchen kitten knife 

knight knot label 

ladder lamb lamp 

land landscape lap 

lead 2 leaf league 

leather lecture leg 

lemon lesson let 

letter level lever 

license light 1 line 

li nk lip liquor 
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list litter load 

loan lobby lock 

log lord lorry 

lot luck lumber 

lump machine magazine 

magic mail man 

map march margin 

market mask mass 

master mat match 1 

match 2 mate matter 

meal measure medal 

medicine melody mess 

message meter middle 

milk mill mind 

mine 1 minute mirror 

mission mist model 

moisture monkey moon 

moss mother motion 

motive motor mouse 

mouth mud murder 

nail name neck 

need needle neighbor 

nest net noise 
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north nose note 

notice nurse nut 

occasion officer oil 

option order orient 

ornament outline pace 

pack package packet 

page pail pair 

palm pan panel 

panic paper parade 

paragraph parasol park 

parrot part partner 

party passage passenger 

passion paste pat 

pattern pause peak 

pearl pen pencil 

people pepper pet 

petrol picnic picture 

pie piece pig 

pigeon pile pillow 

pilot pin pioneer 

pipe pity place 

plan plane plant 

plaster plate platform 
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pleasure plot plow 

pocket point poison 

pole police pond 

pool pork portion 

position possession post 

pot powder price 

pride priest print 

prize process procession 

profit program promise 

proof prospect provision 

pump puppy purple 

purpose purse puzzle 

pyramid quarrel quarter 

queen question queue 

quiz rabbit race 

racket radio rage 

rail rain ranch 

rank rat rate 

ratio ray razor 

reason receipt regard 

relay rent respect 

rest (being inactive) review 

reward rhyme rib 
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rim ring risk 

road rocket roof 

room root rope 

route row rule 

sack sacrifice sail 

saint salary salt 

sample sand sandwich 

sauce saw (cutting tool) scale 

schedule scheme school 

scissors scold score 

scout screen sea 

season seat section 

seed sensible separate 

service shade shadow 

shame shape share 

shark sheet shelf 

shell shelter shepherd 

shield ship shock 

shoe shop shore 

shoulder shower side 

sign sight signal 

signature silence silk 

silver sin sir 
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sister size skate 

sketch ski skin 

skirt sky slave 

slice slope snake 

snow soap soldier 

sorrow sort sound 1 (noise) 

space spade spark 

sphere spirit spite 

sponge spoon spo:tt 

spot spray square 

stable staff stage 

stake star state 

station statue steady 

steam stem 2 step 

stock stomach stone 

stool store storm 

straight straw stream 

stress string stripe 

structure study style 

sugar suit sum 

summer sun supper 

switch sword syllable 

symbol table tag 
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tail tape target 

taste taxi team 

tear 2 telegraph telephone 

tension tent term 

test thirst thread 

throat thumb thunder 

ticket tide time 

tin tip tire 2 (a solid 

rubber band) tissue title 

toe toilet toll 2 (tax) 

tone tongue tool 

tooth top tour 

towel tower town 

toy trace track 

trade tradition traffic 

trap tree trick 

triumph troop truck 

trunk trust tub 

tube tune tunnel 

type umbrella uncle 

vacation value vein 

verse view vision 

voice volume volunteer 
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vote vowel voyage 

wagon wall war 

water wax _ weapon _ 

weather weed weight 

well 2 (spring) whale wheel 

will 2 wind 2 window 

wine wing winter 

wire witch - witness 

wolf woman wonder 

wood wool word 

worm worship wreck 

wrist ward zone 

(ii ) De - adectival conversion 

absent adjective bare 

black blue brown 

busy calm clear 

complete complex cool 

dull easy empty 

English equal erect 

faint far fat 

fine firm frank 

free full ~ 



green hardy 

humble loose 

major mature 

negative net 

open over 

parallel patent 

queer raw 

ripe rival 

round savage 

secure shallow 

single slight 

smooth tame 

thick thin 

total twin 

vague vertical 

wet wise 

worst wrong 

3. Conversion to adjective 

(i) Denominal conversion 

amateur 

brass 

chief 

back 

brick 

choice 

hollow 

mad 

narrow 

north 

pail 

perfect 

ready 

rough 

second 1 

shy 2 

slow 

tense 

tight 

uniform 

warm 

worse 

yellow 

bottom 

calm 

country 

152 
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cross crystal damp 

desert diamond draft 

· earnest east fairly 

fancy front giant 

gold home hundred 

ice inward lady 

lead 2 leather leisure 

lemon level medium 

mineral negro neighbor 

night olive orange 

parent pat peninsula 

perspective pink plan 

pocket proof purple 

refuse routine rubber 

rude saint scarlet 

sea sex side 

silk silver slope 

square star state 

stir stuff summer 

trunk umbrella vacuum 

virgin volunteer welfare 
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(ii) Deverbal conversion 

associate awake compound 

consult correct crack 

elect exact !.!..Y2 

separate slip smart 

spread 

(iii) De-advabial conversion 

early near well 1 
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Japanese students will benefit from additional knowledge 

about conversion because it facilitates syntactic functions. 

Conversion, a productive processes in word-formation, expands 

vocabulary quickly. The knowledge of the process and the 

categories of semantic features of derived words will 

effectively help students enhance their vocabulary. 



CHAPTER 4 

COMPOUNDS 

Compounds can occur within any of the word classes. 

Compounds yielded by combining more than one word function 

both grammatically and semantically as a single word. 

However, compounds are not necessarily formed into one word, 

but hyphenated words or a string of two or more words like 

free phrases, such as noun phrases. It is not easy to 

distinguish compounds from free phrases. Therefore, it is 

necessary to investigate the features of compounds for 

identifying compounds. 

Quirk et al. state that as one of the conditions for 

compounding, "the relations between items brought together in 

compounding must be such that it is reasonable and useful to 

classify the second element in terms of the first" (1568). 

Thus, the second constituent in a compound is thematic 

focusing on the first constituent. 

The meanings of the constituents of compounds are 

specified in lexicalization, and they indicate salient or 

defining characteristic. For example, dark in darkroom does 

not necessarily mean that such a room should be dark because a 
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darkroom is a room used for photographic process. 

The semantic structure -0f compounds affects the prosodic 

pattern of a compound. Many compounds are distinguished from 

free phrases by having the primary stress on the ' first 

constituent of a compound. For example, the primary stress 

falls on green in a greenhouse, but on house in " a green 

house." 

The features of compounds, which are given by Adams, may 

be useful for distinguishing compounds from free phrases (57-

5 9) . The first elements of noun compounds are grammatically 

neutral. The plural and genitive markers are missing in the 

first constituent of noun compounds, such as hop-picking "the 

picking of hop~ [plural marker]") and pigtail "pig~ [genitive 

marker J tail." Similarly, the verbal element of the first 

constituent is uninflected, such as watchdog (not 

*wa tchingdog.) 

As the premodifying element in noun compounds has lost 

its independence, the adjective as a first constituent of noun 

compounds cannot be premodified by an adverb, neither can it 

obtain the comparative form, nor can it occupy the predicative 

position in a sentence in which the head noun is a subject. 

" For example, we do not say "*very darkroom; nor, 

"* darker room"; nor, "the room is dark" because the room is not 
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necessarily dark. Similarly, the noun as a first constituent 

of .. 
1
noun compounds cannot be premodified by an adjective, sµch 

as "*wooden door way." 

Ohish identifies an additional feature of compounds such 

that compounds can accept affixation though they are 

syntactically neutral (81). _ For example, painstaking can 

yield painstakingly (ad) by adding the suffix -LY. 

Compounds can be ~ategorized into endocentric compounds 

and exocentric compounds, based on the existence of head 

words. The former has a head word, and the latter does not. 

Based on the kinds of constituents, compounds can also be 

categorized into primary compounds which consist of the simple 

words, and secondary compounds which include derived forms or 

compounds. Based on its part of speech, compounds can also be 

categorized into noun compounds, adjective compounds, and verb 

compounds. 

1. Noun compound 

Noun compounds retain the features of nouns and occur 

more frequently than any other compound. The prominent 

characteristic of noun compounds is recursiveness such that a 

noun compound can be a base by itself in order to yield 

another compound, such as coffee-maker maker "a maker which 

produces coffee-maker," bathroom towel rack designer training 
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"the training for designers who design bathroom towel rack." 

The important feature is that the head word of a compound is 

the last word, no matter how long a compound is. 

Secondary noun compounds of endocentric noun compounds 

are greatly _productive and have the regularity of meaning 

resulted from syntactic relations Bmong constituents. Namiki 

categorizes secondary noun compounds into four types. They 

are "Subject and Verb," "Verb and Object," "Verb and 

Adverbial," and "Verbless (noun and noun, and adjective and 

noun) " (82-87) . 

The type of "Subject and Verb" has four sub-types: ( 1) 

"Noun+ deverbal noun by conversion," such as daybreak "dawn, 

the first light of day" and earthquake; this type is very 

productive; (2) "Noun + deverbal noun by derivation," such as 

blood pressure "the pressure of blood within the arteries and 

veins" and population growth; this is weakly productive; (3) 

" . " h b b " Deverbal noun by conversion+ noun, sue as cry a Y a 

person who weeps easily without good cause" and watchdog; 

this type is weakly productive; (4) "Verbal noun in -ing + 

noun," such as washing machine "a machine for washing clothes 

etc." and cleaning woman; this type is very productive. 

The type of "Verb and Subject" has six sub-types: (1) 

"Noun+ deverbal noun by conversion," such as birth control 
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"the prevention of unwanted pregnancy" and blood test; this 

type is moderately prpductive; (2) "Noun + deverbal noun by 

derivation," such as accident investigation lfinvestigation for 

an accident" and office management; (3) "Noun + verbal noun in 

-ing," such as sightseeing "visiting places of interest in a 

town etc . " and city planning; this type is very productive; 

(4) "Noun + agential noun in -er," such as dish-washer "a 

person or machine that washes dishes" and fire extinguisher; 

this type is very productive; (5) "Deverbal noun ,by conversion 

+ noun," such as push button "a small button that activates an 

electric circuit" and stopwatch; (6) "Verbal noun in -ing + 

noun," such as chewing gum "a sweetened, flavored preparation 

for chewing, usually made of chicle" and rocking chair. 

In the type of "Verb and Adverbial," the adverbial nouns 

indicate place, time, instrument, and means. This type has 

six sub - types: ( 1) "Verbal noun in -ing + adverbial noun," 

such as writing desk "write at a desk" and steering wheel 

"steer with a wheel"; this type is very productive; (2) 

"Adverbial noun+ verbal noun in -ing," such as sun-bathing 

"bathe in the sun," and horse riding "ride on a horse"; this 

type is moderately productive; (3) "Adverbial noun + agential 

l
. n " h s day dreamer "dream during the day," and noun - er, sue a _ 

Sunday painter "paint on Sunday"; this type is moderately 
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productive; (4) "Adverbial noun + deverbal noun by 

conversion," such as field-work "work in the field," and table 

talk "talk at the table"; this type is modera~ely productive; 

(5) "Adverbial noun + deverbal noun by derivation," such as 

heat treatment "treat with heat," and smallpox vaccination 

"vaccination against smallpox"; this type is moderately 

productive; (6) "Deverbal noun by conversion + adverbial 

noun," such as whetstone "whet with a stone," and dance hall 

"dance in a hall." 

The "Verbless" category divides into two types: "Subject 

and Object" and "Subject and Complement." The type of 

"Subject and Object" consists of "Noun1 + noun2" and the 

relations between two constituents can be paraphrased as 

follows: (1) "Noun 1 powers or operates noun2," such as steam 

engine "an engine or locomotive driven by steam" and~ 

() 
II " h 1 n t stove; 2 Noun 2 produces noun 1 , sue as sugar map e a ree 

from the sap of which syrup or sugar can be made" and~ 

factory; ( 3) "Noun, produces noun 2 ," such as maple sugar 
II 

a 

sugar made by evaporating the sap of the maple" and sawdust; 

(4) "Noun 1 has noun 2 ," such as seat belt "a belt securing a 

person to his seat in a vehicle or aircraft, for safty" and 

broomstick; this type is very productive; (5) "Noun2 controls 

or works in connection with noun 1 ," such deck hand "a seaman 
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who works on deck" and fireman. 

The type of "Subject and C6mplement" consists of "Noun 1 + 

noun2," or "Adjective+ noun." The relations between two 

constituents can be paraphrased as follows: ( 1) "Noun 2 is 

noun1," such as girl friend "a friend who is a girl" and lady 

doctor . (2) "N . l"k " h " ~~~~' oun2 is 1 e noun 1 , sue as sponge cake a cake 

with a light open texture" and T square; (3) "Noun 2 consists 

of noun 1 ," such as potato chips "a thin crisp fried slice of 

potato" and ice cube; (4) "Noun 2 is for noun 1 ," such as lunch 

time "the time for lunch" and face cloth; (5) "Noun is 

Adjective," such as highchair "an infant's chair with long 

legs and usually a tray for use at meals" and highlight. 

Quirk et al. explain further bahuvrihi compound. 

Bahuvrihi compound is an exocentric compound and denotes one 

who or that ·which is characterized by what is expressed in the 

compound and follows the formula" (one) having a 8 that is A" 

when A stands for the first constituent of the compound and 8 

for the second. The constituents of such a compound indicate 

only the part of the characteristic features of a person or 

thing, with literal or figurative meaning. Bahuvrihi 

compounds often denote persons with a depreciative or mocking 

tinge, such as boldface "impudent person," birdbrain "stupid 

pe r son." 
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2. Adjective compound 

Adjective compounds provide the features of adjectives. 

Formal characteristics, sud{ ·~s a -ccen tua tion and spelling, are 

not helpful for identifying adjective c~mpounds. When an 

adjective compound is in an attributive position, the primary 

stress usually falls on the first constituent, such as "hand-

picked " men. However, the primary stress often falls on the 

second (or final) constituent when an adjective compound is in 

a predicative position, such as "The men were hand-picked.' 

More6ver~ - even in a predicative position, the primary stress 

sometimes falls on the first constituent. 

Adams questions that there are any clear and easy rules 

to distinguish adjective compound from free phrase such as 

"Adverb+ adjective." However, he suggests some features to 

identify adjective compounds such that the second (or final) 

constituent cannot stand alone as a premodifier (90-91). For 

example, we can say "widespread feeling," but not "*spread 

feeling." Moreover, the adverb in an adjective compound is 

grammatically neutral so that an -LY adverb is used without 

suffix -LY, such as high-pitched (not *highly-pitched.) 

However, the neutrality criterion has several exceptions, such 

as widely successful, and it cannot explain adverbs which do 

not take -LY such as far, ill, half and well. 
I -- --
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Adjective compounds have three types according to the 

classification of Quirk et al. They are "Verb and Object," 

"Verb and Adverbial," and "Verbless." The type of "Verb and 

Object" consists of "Noun and -ing participle," such as fault

finding "an act of complaining or criticizing, especially in a 

petty way" and habit-forming. This type is very productive 

and '' s e 1 f " is o f ten used as a f i rs t constituent . 

The type of . "Verb and Adverbial" has four sub-types: ( 1) 

"Advervial noun+ -ing participle" can be paraphrased by using 

a preposition (lip-sucking "sucking from the lips" and law

abiding "abiding by law"); (2) "Adverbial noun + -ed 

participle" can be paraphrased by using a preposition; this 

type is greatly productive when the noun has agential meaning 

and consists of "self," such as college-educated "education in 

college" and word-based "based on words"; (3) "Adverb or 

adjective + -ing participle": (a) when "Adjective + -ing 

participle" is paraphrased, the adjective is predicative of 

the verb (e.g. good-looking is "looking good"); (b) "Adverb + 

- ~ participle" is very productive and the adverb can take 

the suffix - LY, such as free(ly)-moving "capable of moving 

from palce to place" and smart (ly) -dressing; (4) "Adjective + 

- ed participle" is not productive in present English, but (5) 

"Adverb+ - ed participle" is very productive, and the adverb 
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may or may not take the suffix -LY (Namiki 103-04). The 

adverb without -LY is more productive than ones with -LY. The 

examples are long-established, often-heard. 

The type of "Verbless" has three sub-types: ( 1) "Noun

based adverbial of respect+ adjective" is greatly productive, 

especially when the adjective have prepositional 

" complementation, such as "free (of, from)," "proof (against) 

"resist (to)," "conscious (with respect to)," "depend (on)" 

examples _ are duty-free "free of customs or excise duty," 

waterproof "that will not let water in or through," class

conscious "aware of differences between social groups, 

especially between one's own and another, as manifested in 

attitudes and behavior"; (2) "Noun (denoting basis of 

comparison) + adjective," such as sky-high "very high," and 

snow-white; · this type is a fairly productive; (3) "Adjective + 

adjective" resutls in a coordinate relationship though the 

order of the adjectives is fixed; the second (or final) 

const i tuent often semantically dominate; the examples are 

deaf - mute "a person who is both dead and unable to speak" and 

socio - linguistics "study of language as determined or affected 

by sociocultural factors." 

3. Verb compound 

Though Quirk et al. do not allocate verb compounds, some 
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verb compounds can be found in the JACET list. Verb compounds 

are yielded in three different processes. (1) By back 

formation from noun or adjective compounds, such as brainwash 

from brainwashing, free-associate from free association. The 

noun compounds are often affixed by -ER or -ING. (2) By 

conversion from noun compounds, such as snowball "to throw 

snowballs," handcuff "to fasten handcuffs." (3) Combining 

more than one words, such as overflow, undermine. 

Adams points out that verb compounds often appear as 

solid or hyphenated forms, and two separated words in verb 

compounds are less than ones in noun compounds, and that the 

accentuation is not relevant to the process because it follows 

the pattern of their original constituents (106). 

The results of the word analysis of compounds in the 

JACET List of Basic Words are as follows: 



Compounds 

1. Noun Compounds 

(i) Subject+ Verb 

earthquake (n) 

sunshine (n) 

sunset (n) 

(ii) Verb+ Object 

breakfast (n) 

flashlight (n) 

framework (n) 

haircut (n) 

household (n) 

skycraper (n) 

typewriter (n) 

(iii) Verb+ Adverbial 

farewell ( n) 

homework ( n) 

network ( n) 

outlook ( n) 

playground ( n) 

sidewalk ( n) 

EARTH (n) + QUAKE (v) 

SUN (n) + SHINE (v) 

SUN (n) + SET (v) 

BREAK (v) + FAST (n) 

FLASH (v) + LIGHT (n) 

FRAME ( n) + WORK ( V) 

HAIR ( n) + CUT ( V) 

HOUSE ( n) + HOLD ( V) 

SKY ( n) + SCRAPER (v) 

TYPE (n) + WRITE ( v) 

FARE (v) + WELL (ad) 

HOME (ad) + WORK ( V) 

NET (n) + WORK ( V) 

OUT (ad) + LOOK (v) 

+ 

PLAY ( V) + GROUND (ad) 

SIDE (ad) + WALK ( V) 
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welcome (n) 

workshop (n) 

(iv) Verbless 

Noun+ Noun 

aircraft (n) 

airline (n) 

airport (n) 

airplane (n) 

baseball (n) 

basketball (n) 

bathroom (n) 

bedroom (n) 

birthday (n) 

butterfly (n) 

chairman (n) 

Christmas (n) 

classmate (n) 

classroom (n) 

cocktail (n) 

coconut (n) 

countryside (n} 

cowboy (n) 

WELL (ad) + COME (v) 

WORK (v) + SHOP (n) 

AIR ( n) + CRAFT (n) 

AIR (n) + LINE ( n) 

AIR (n) + PORT (n) 

AIR (n) + PLANE (n) 

BASE (n) + BALL (n) 

BASKET ( n) + BALL ( n) 

BATH ( n) + ROOM ( n) 

BED (n) + ROOM (n) 

BIRTH (n) + DAY (n) 

BUTTER (n) + FLY (n) 

CHAIR (n) + MAN (n) 

CHRIST (n) + MASS (n) 

CLASS (n) + MATE (n) 

CLASS (n) + ROOM (n) 

COCK (n) + TAIL (n) 

COCO (n) + NUT (n) 

COUNTRY (n) + SIDE (n) 

COW (n) + BOY (n) 
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cupboard (n) CUP (n) + BOARD (n) 

daylight ( n) DAY (n) + LIGHT (n) 

daytime (n) DAY (n) + TIME (n) 

doorway (n) DOOR (n) + WAY (n) 

drugstore (n) DRUG (n) + STORE (n) 

fireplace ( n) FIRE (n) + PLACE (n) 

football ( n) FOOT (n) + BALL (n) 

footstep (n) FOOT (n) + STEP (n) 

handkerchief (n) HAND (n) + KERCHIEF (n) 

headquarters (n) HEAD (n) + QUARTER (n) + -s 

horseback ( n) HORSE ( n) + BACK ( n) 

housewife ( n) HOUSE ( n) + WIFE ( n) 

lifetime ( n) LIFE ( n) + TIME (n) 

mankind ( n) MAN ( n) + KIND ( n) 

motorway (n) MOTOR (n) + WAY ( n) 

newspaper {n) NEWS (n) + PAPER (n) 

notebook (n) NOTE ( n) + BOOK (n) 

peanut (n) PEA ( n) + NUT (n) 

policeman ( n) POLICE ( n) + MAN ( n) 

postcard (n) POST (n) + CARD ( n) 

postman ( n) POST ( n) + MAN (n) 

railroad ( n) RAIL (n) + ROAD ( n) 

railway (n) RAIL ( n) + WAY ( n) 



salesman (n) 

seaside ( n) 

suitcase (n) 

sunli°ght (n) 

textbook ( n) 

timetable ( n) 

weekend ( n) 

Adjective+ Noun 

anybody (n) 

anyone (n) 

anything (n) 

blackboard (n) 

background (n) 

everybody (n) 

everyone (n) 

everything (n) 

gentleman (n) 

highway (n) 

holiday (n) 

mainland (n) 

mi dday (n) 

midnight (n) 

SALE (n) + -s + MAN 

SEA (n) + SIDE (n) ;' ' 

SUIT ( n) + CASE (n) 

SUN (n) + lIGHT (n) 

TEXT (n) + BOOK ( n) 

TIME (n) + TABLE (n) 

WEEK ( n) + END (n) 

ANY (a) + BODY (n) 

ANY (a) + ONE (n) 

ANY (a) + THING (n) 

BLACK (a) + BOARD (n) 

BACK (a) + GROUND (n) 

EVERY (a) + BODY (n) 

EVERY (a) + ONE (n) 

EVERY (a) + THING ( n) 

GENTLE (a) + MAN ( n) 

HIGH (a) + WAY ( n) 

HOLY (a) + DAY (n) 

MAIN (a) + LAND (n) 

MID (a) + DAY (n) 

MID (a) + NIGHT (n) 
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nothing (n) 

nobody ( n) 

outline ( n) 

somebody (n) 

someone (n) 

soemthing ( n) 

Prep, Pron, Ad+ Noun 

afternoon (n) 

inside (n) 

fisherman (n) 

outside (n) 

whatever (pron) 

whichever (pron) 

2. Adjective Compounds 

along (a) 

alone (a) 

another (a) 

indoor (a) 

outdoor (a) 

upright (a) 

widespread (a) 

NO (a) + THING (n) 

NO (a) + BODY (n) 

OUT (a) + LINE (n) 

SOME (a) + BODY (n) 

SOME (a) + ONE (n) 

SOME (a) + THING (n) 

AFTER (prep) + NOON (n) 

IN (ad) + SIDE (n) 

FISH (v) +-ER+ MAN (n) 

OUT (ad) + DOOR (n) 

WHAT (pron) + EVER (ad) 

WHICH (pron) + EVER (ad) 

AGAINST (prep) + LONG (a) 

ALL (ad) + ONE (n) 

AN (art) + OTHER (a) 

IN (ad) + DOOR (n) 

OUT (ad) + DOOR (n) 

UP (ad) + RIGHT (a) 

WIDE (a) + SPREAD (v) 
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faraway (a) 

everyday (a) 

3. Verb Compounds 

broadcast (v) 

overcome (v) 

fulfill (v) 

4 . Adverb Compounds 

almost (ad) 

already (ad) 

altogether (ad) 

anyhow (ad) 

anyway (ad) 

anywhere (ad) 

also (ad) 

downstairs (ad) 

downtown (ad) 

elsewhere (ad) 

everywhere (ad) 

forever (ad) 

furthermore (ad) 

FAR (a) + AWAY (ad) 

EVERY (a) + DAY (n) 

BROAD (av) + CAST (v) 

OVER (ad) + COME (v) 

FULL (a) + FILL (v) 

--

ALL (ad) + MOST (ad) 

+ m:E st 'MOST' 

ALL (ad) + READY (a) 

OE 

ALL (ad) + TOGETHER (ad) 

ANY (a) + HOW (ad) 

ANY (a) + WAY (n) 

ANY (a) + WHERE (ad) 

ALL (ad) + so (ad) 

DOWN (ad) + STAIRS (n) 

DOWN (ad) + TOWN (n) 

ELSE (ad) + WHERE (ad) 

EVER (ad) + WHERE (ad) 

FOR (prep) + EVER (ad) 

FURTHER (ad) + MORE (ad) 
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halfway (ad) 

however (ad) 

indeed (ad) 

indoors (ad) 

moreover (ad) 

nearby (ad) 

nevertheless (ad) 

nowadays (ad) 

nowhere (ad) 

outdoors (ad) 

overall (ad) 

overhead (ad) 

overnight (ad) 

overseas (ad) 

someday (ad) 

somehow (ad) 

sometimes (ad) 

somewhat (ad) 

somewhere (ad) 

today (ad) 

together (ad) 

HALF (a) . + WAY (n) 

HOW (ad) + EVER 1~d) 

IN (ad) + DEED (n) 

IN (ad) + DOOR (n) + -S 

MORE (ad) + OVER (ad) 

NEAR (prep) + BY (prep) 
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NEVER (ad) + THE (art) + LESS (ad) 

NOW (ad) +A-+ DAY (n) + -S 

NO (ad) + WHERE (ad) 

OUT_·: {ad) + DOOR (n) + -S 

OVER (ad) + ALL (ad) 

OVER (ad) + HEAD (n) 

OVER (ad) + NIGHT (n) 

OVER (ad) + SEA (n) + -S 

SOME (a) + DAY (n) 

SOME (a) + HOW (av) 

SOME (a) + TIME (n) + -S 

SOME (a) + WHAT (pron) 

SOME (a) + WHERE (av) 

TO (prep) + DAY (n) OE t6 'TO' 

+ d~ge 'DAY' 

TO (prep) + GATHER (v) ME t6 'TO' 

d 'GATHER' + ga ere 



5 . 

tomorrow (ad) 

tonight (ad) 

upstairs (ad) 

within (ad) 

without (ad) 

whenever (ad) 

wherever (ad) 

Prep Compounds 

beside (prep) 

into (prep) 

onto (prep) 

throughout (prep) 

upon (prep) 

6. Interjection Compounds 

farewell (inter) 

welcome (inter) 

7 . Conjunction Compounds 

although (conj) 

whenever (conj) 
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TO (prep) + MORROW (n) OE t6 'TO' 

+ morgenne 'MORROW' 

TO (prep) . + NIGHT (n) 

UP (ad) + STAIR (n) + -S 

WITH (prep) + IN (ad) 

WITH (prep) + OUT (ad) 

WHEN (ad) + EVER (ad) 

WHERE (ad) + EVER (ad) 

BY (prep) + SIDE (n) 

IN (prep) + TO (prep) 

ON (ad) + TO (prep) 

THROUGH (prep) + OUT 

UP (ad) + ON (prep) 

FARE (v) + WELL (ad) 

WELL (ad) + COME (v) 

(ad) 

ALL (ad) + · THOUGH (conj) 

WHEN (conj) + EVER (ad) 



8. 

whereas (conj) 

wherever (conj) 

Compounds 

by combining form 

astronaut ( n) 

centigrade ( n) 

centimeter ( n) 

heliocopter (n) 

hydrogen (n) 

locomotive (n) 

photograph (n) 

photography (n) 

technology (n) 

WHERE (conj) + AS (ad) 

WHERE (conj) + EVER (ad) 

Gk astro- + Gk naut 'sailor' 

CENTI-+ gradus 'DEGREE' 

CENTI-+ F metre 'METER' 
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Gk helix 'coil' + Gk pteron 'wing' 

K hydro- 'water' +Gk-gen 'to 

produce' 

L loco- 'place' + L rnotivus 'moving' 

PHOTO-+ Gk -graph 'to write' 

PHOTO-+ Gk -graphy 

TECHNO- +Gk-logy 'one who deals' 
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The JACET List of Basic Words includes only compounds 

which combine into a single word. Neither hyphenated words 

nor two or ·more isolated ' word strings appear in the JACET 

list. · The omission of these compounds may lead students to 

misunderstand or inadequately understand the frequency of 

compou~ds in English. Perhaps ·the word list should be revised 

based on English word-formation rules and introduce such 

compounds. 



CHAPTER 5 

MISCELLANEOUS WAYS OF ENGLISH WORD-FORMATION 

I have already discussed affixation, conversion and 

compounding. In addition to these processes of word-

formation, back-formation, reduplication, abbreviations 

(clippings and acronyms) and blends will be analyzed as 
i I 

English word-formation processes. 

Back-formation 

Back-formation is the process of word-formation that 

deletes a suffix or a supposed suffix from a complex form by 

analogy with other instances where the suffixed and non

suffixed forms are both lexemes. Laurie Bauer and Quirk et 

al. point out that back-formation is mainly a diachronical 

process; however, it can be also discussed synchronically as a 

productive process in English word-formation because it 

continues to yield newly derived words, such as televise from 

television (Bauer 230: Quirk 1578) . 

Marchand states that the longer word can be often 

regarded as a base both diachronically and synchronically 

(392 - 93) . He examines burgle and burglar, as an example. 

Diachronically, burgle is formed from burglar by back-
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formation. Simultaneously, analysis of content criterion also 

indicates that burglar is the base of derivation far burgle 

because the semantic feature of burglar should be contained in 

the definition of burgle, "to act the burglar." 

The majority of back-formed words are verbs, and 

especially most verb compounds are yielded by this process. 

Namiki classifies back-form~d words as follows (159-163): (1) 

verbs are backformed from nouns, such as edit from editor; 

from adjectives, such as laze from~; from adverbs, such as 

darkle from darkling; (2) verbs are back-formed from noun 

compounds with the suffixes -ING, or -ER, such as brainwash 

from brainwashing, chain-smoke from chain smoker; (3) nouns 

are back-formed from adjectives, such as greed from greedy; 

(4) adjectives are back-formed from nouns, such as difficult 

from difficulty. 

A noun compound that includes a derivated verb which 

originally was strong, yields a new verb by back-formation. 

This new verb utilizes the expected inflection of weak verbs 

in the forms of both past and past participle because of 

analogy which accounts for sing-songed (not *sang-song)· The 

weak inflection is attached to sing-song which appeared 

through back-formation from singer-song (Quirk 1579) · 
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Reduplication 

Reduplication is a process made by two or more 

constituents which are either identical or on~y slightly 

different. Quirk et al. classify reduplication into four 

types (1579-80): (1) Imitation of sounds, such as bow-wow and 

cuckoo; (2) Alternative movements, such as seesaw and flip

~; (3) Disparagement by suggesting instability, nonsense, 

insincerity, and vacillation, such as dilly-dally and wishy

washy; (4) Intensification, such as tip-top. 

Abbreviations 

Abbreviations are frequently encountered in the English 

language. Words are formed by reducing polysyllabic words, 

often to a single syllable, such as ad from advertisement, 

Also short phrases or titles may be shortened to the intial 

letters of component words, such as 8.A. from Bachelor of 

Arts. The former is called clippings, and the latter is 

acronyms. 

Clippings contain aphaeresis by dropping the first sounds or 

syllable from a word, and apocope by dropping the final sound 

or syllable. Clippings are often produced in informal usage 

to indicate the speaker's familiarity to the audience. 

Original words are usually nouns, and also noun 



compounds, such as pub from public house, prefab from 

prefabricated structure. 
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Quirk et al. mention that "the surviving fragment is 

usually initial and need not constitute either prosodically or 

semantically the salient part of the original" (1580). 

However, the surviving fragment by the process of clipping is 

not only the initial syllable of a word but also the final and 

the middle of the bases. Marchand classifies these clippings 

into back clipping, fore-clipping, and clippings with middle 

of the word retained (441-45) . 

Back clipping is the process of clipping that the 

beginning of a word is retained, such as ad from 

advertisement,~ from gasoline, math from mathematics, .PE_£ 

from popular music. This type of clipping is greatly 

productive. Fore-clippings retain the ending of a word, 

copter from helicopter, plane from airplane, and van from 

caravan. They are less numerous than back clippings. The 

examples are flu from influenza, fridge, from refrigerator, 

tee from detective, or chine from machine gun. Namiki points 

out that clippings sometimes retain the plural or genitive 

inflection in the unclipped original, such as gents from 

gentlemen's, specs from spectacles (227) · 
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Acronym 

Acronyms are often formed as short names of government 

agencies and . organizations among administrators, scientists, 

journalists and people rel 9 ted to education. In fact, some 

acronyms are so commonly used that they no longer require 

explanation of what they stand for. For example, radar is the 

acronym for Radio Detecting and Ranging, but nowadays 

everybody knows what radar is without knowing the original 

phrase. Adams reveals that acronyms have been prolific since 

the beginning of the twentieth century and that the two World 

Wars especially affected the productivity of acronyms (136). 

Quirk et al. classify acronyms into two types according 

to pronunciation. The first type is pronounced as sequences 

of letters such as FBI [£f bi: al I from Federal Bureau of 

Investigation. This type has two sub-types: (1) Letters fully 

represented, such as EEC from European Economic Community and 

TWU from Texas Woman's University; (2) Letters partially 

represented, such as TV from television and T.B. from 

tuberculosis. 

The second type is pronounced as a word, such as UNESCO 

[ju(:) nEskoul from the United Nations Educational, Scientific, 

and Cultural Organization. Examples of this type are laser 

from light amplification .Q_Y stimulated emission~ 
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radiation, BASIC or Basic from Beginners' All-purpose Symbolic 

Instruction Code. Regarding the irregularity of forming in 

acronyms, Ohish argues that flexibility allows one to select a 

variety of initial letters; acronyms may or may not contain 

the initial letters of the head words of compounds (e.g. FIST 

from the Federation of Inter-State Truckers), and the initial 

letters of prepositions (e.g. GRAS from Generally Recognized 

as Safe) (229) . 

Blends 

Blending is a highly productive source of words, 

especially in commercial coinages and scientific context. It 

is also used to produce names of human beings, places, and new 

products, such as Charline from Charles and Caroline, Delmar 

which is located between Delaware and Maryland, and Nabisco 

from National Biscuit Company (Ueno 41). Blending produces 

nouns, verbs, and adjectives, although nouns are more highly 

productive than the others. In many cases, two words that 

yield blendings belong to the same class word, such as "Noun 

and " noun. 

Namiki classifies blends according to the part selected 

for blending ( 169-70) . (1) Blending the beginning of the 

first word and the end part of the second word, such as brunch 



from breakfast+ lunch, smog form smoke+~-
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(2) Blending 

the beginning part of the first word and beginning of the 

following words, such as Interpol from International Criminal 

Police Organization. (3) Blending the beginning and end part 

of the first word and the middle part of the second word, such 

as slithy from slimy+ lithe, chortle from chuckle+ snort. 

Blends are named portmanteau words by Lewis Carroll. He 

explains about such a word in his Through the Looking Glass, 

"You see it's like a portmanteau- there are two meanings 

packed up into one word" (276). He creates many blends in 

this books, such as slithy from lithe and slimy, chortle from 

chuckle and snort, galumph from 9allop and triumph. 

The results of word analysis in the JACET List of Basic 

Words are as follows. 



Back-formation 

beg (v) 

chat (v) 

dawn (v) 

difficult 

execute ( V) 

fog (n) 

former (a) 

hero ( n) 

injure ( V) 

isolate (v) 

loss ( n) 

mix ( V) 

pea ( n) 

pet (n) 

phase ( n) 

process ( V) 

recognize 

skate ( n) 

slope (n) 

spoke (v) 

(a) 

(v) 
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From AF begger 'beggar' 

From CHATTER (v) 

From DAWNING ( n) 

From DIFFICULTY (n) 

From EXECUTOR (n) 

From FOGGY (a) 

From FORMEST (a) 

From HEROES (n) 

From INJURY ( n) 

From ISOLATED (a) 

From LOST (pp. of LOSE ( V) ) 

From mixt (earlier form of MIXED) 

From PEAS (n) ME pese, pees 

From PETTY ME ~ 

From PHASES (n) Plural of ModL phasis 

From PROCESSION (n) 

From RECOGNIZANCE (n) 

From SKATES (The finals was mistaken 

for the plural ending.) 

From OE aslopen, pp. of aslupan 'to slip 

away 

From SPOKEN (pp. of SPEAK (v)) 
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Clipping 

1 . Back clipping 

ad (n) From ADVERTISEMENT (n) 

awake ( V) From AWAKEN ( V) 

bike ( n) From BICYCLE (n) 

cab ( n) From CABRIOLET ( n) 

cinema (n) From CINEMATOGRAPH (n) 

exam ( n) From EXAMINATION (n) 

extra (a) From EXTRAORDINARY (a) 

fan ( n) From FANATIC ( n) 

gas ( n) From GASOLINE (n) 

gym ( n) From GYMNASIUM ( n) 

kilo ( n) From KILOGRAMME ( n) 

lunch (n) From LUNCHON (n) 

maid ( n) From MAIDEN (n) 

math (n) From MATHEMATICS (n) 

Miss ( n) From MISTRESS (n) 

mom ( n) From MAMMA (n) 

pa (n) From PAPA ( n) 

pan ( n) From PANORAMA (n) 

pants ( n) From PANTALOONS (n) 

percent ( n) From L ~ centum 'per hundred' 

photo ( n) From PHOTOGRAPH ( n) 



piano (n) From It pianoforte or fortepiano 

pop (a, n) From 

sunrise ( n) From 

taxi (n) From 

2. Fore-clipping 

bus (n) From 

cheat (n) From 

fence ( n) From 

mate ( v) From 

nickel (n) From 

phone (n) From 

plane (n) From 

van ( n) From 

3. Retention of 

internal syllable 

POPULAR (a) 

ME sunrising 

TAXIMETER (n) or TAXICAB 

OMNIBUS (n) 

ESCHEAT 'confiscation ' 

DEFENCE (n) 

F eschec mat 'CHECKMATE' 

Swed kopparnickel 

TELEPHONE ( n) 

AIRPLANE ( n) 

CARAVAN (n) 

From INFLUENZA (n) 

From REFRIDGERATOR (n) 

(n) 

(n) 

flu (n) 

fridge (n) 

quiz (n, v) From INQUISITIVE (a) (disputed) 

4. Clipping-compound 

cheap (a) From GOOD CHEAP 
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detective ( n) 

graph ( n) 

hamburger ( n) 

maybe (ad) 

movie ( n) 

porter ( n) 

pub ( n) 

public (n) 

radio ( n) 

rubber ( n) 

zoo (n) 

Abbreviation and 

Acronym 

a.m. 

Dr. 

etc. 

OK 

Mr. 

Mrs. 

p.m. 

radar 

TV 

From DETECTIVE POLICEMAN 

From GRAPHIC FORMULA 

From HAMBURGER STEAK (disputed) 

From IT MAY BE 

From MOVING PICTURE 

From PORTER' S BEER · · 

From PUBLIC HOUSE 

From PUBLIC HOUSE 

From RADIO-TELEGRAPHY 

From INDIA RUBBER 

From ZOOLOGICAL GARDEN 

From L ante meridiem 

From DOCTOR (n) 

From Let cetra 

From oll korrect (disputed) 

From maister 'MASTER' 

From MISTRESS (n) 

From L post meridiem 

From RADIO DETECTING AND RANGING 

From TELEVISION 
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Blend 

boundary (n) 

farther (a) 

garbage (n) . 

kitten ( n) 

luncheon 

motel (n) 

Ms ( n) 

nylon ( n) 

smash (v) 

Reduplication 

picnic (n) 

mamma (n) 

(n) 

BOUND (a) + ML bonnarium 'piece of 

land with a ·f ,ixed limit' 
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FURTHER (a) + ME ferrer, comparativ of fer 

'far' 

GARBLE (n) + OF garbe 'sheaf' 

KITLING + ONF caton 'little cat' 

LUNCH (n) + NUNCHEON (n) 

MOTOR (n) + HOTEL (n) 

MISS (n) + MRS (n) (disputed) 

VINYL (n) + RAYON (n) 

SMACK (v) + MASH (v) 

From F piguer 'to pick' 

From infants' babbling MA (n) 
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An understanding of these miscellaneous ways of word

for~ation will not only capture Japanese students' interest 

and curiosity about English words, but it will also cause them 

to recognize that the same kinds of processes occur in 

Japanese word-formation. Espeically clippings and blends 

occur in Japanese among the younger generations. A comparison 

of the word-formation rules reveals similarities, as well as 

differences, among the~~ processes. Thus, knowledge of 

English word-formation triggers students' interest in English 

words which will in turn expand vocabularies. 



CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSION 

I have analyzed the JACET List of Basic Words in this 

thesis, according to the categories of English word-formation 

provided by Quirk et al. However, their categorization is, to 

some extent, so compact that it omits some productive affixes 

which should be regarded as combining-forms. These prefixes 

include ALL-, DOUBLE-, DOWN-, FRESH-, ILL-, HALF-, MID-, 

NEAR-, NEW-, and WELL-; the noun suffixes include -ABILITY, 

- ANCE, - ARY, -CY, -ENCE, -ENT, -ICS; the adjective suffixes 

include -ARY, -BOUND, -BASED, -CONSCIOUS, -ENT, -HEADED, -LED, 

- MADE, -MINDED, -PROOF, -SIZE(D), -TYPE, and -WIDE. 

Though . their categorization is based on word-forming 

processes, Japanese speakers can utilize these processes by 

analyzing new words when encountered either during reading or 

listening to English discourse. The affixes which have high 

frequency in the word list, but are not included in the 

results of word analysis from Chapter 2 through Chapter 5, are 

as follows: prefixes, AD- (42 words), COM- (20 words), and 

CON- (42 words); noun suffixes, -ANCE (9 words), -ARY (11 

words), - (EN)CE (29 words), -CY (6 words), -ICS (5 words), -TH 
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(13 words), and -URE (24 words); adjective suffixes, -ARY (12 

words), -ATE (9 words)~ -ENT (16 words), and -IBLE (5 words). 

These unlisted affixes in the categorization of Quirk et 

al. should be included for teaching word-formation from a 

pedagogical point of view for expanding Japanese students' 

vocabulary. Moreover, the approach to word-formation by Quirk 

et al. is synchronical; however, the diachronical approach 

used in the word analysis of this thesis will be helpful and 

informative for vocabulary building. 

The unaffixed words regarded as a base for affixation 

are not comprised in the JACET List of Basic Words, while 

their derivated forms are included in the list. For example, 

integration is included without integrate, political and 

politician without politic, reputation without repute, 

resolution and resolutionary without resolute, and so on. 

Similarly, the lack of consideration in compounds is found in 

the JACET list. As compounds such as those hyphenated or not 

combined into one word, are not included in the list, this 

ommision may lead the students to insufficient knowledge about 

compounds. 

A need to reconsider and to revise the JACET List of 

Basic Words is apparent after this analysis. Though the JACET 
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List of Basic Words has served Japanese learners effectively, 

the dynamic aspect of all languages, including English, make 

it necessary, not surprisingly, to update materials for 

language instruction. Of particular importance is to teach 

the process of word-formation al-0ng with the specific lexical 

entries. The selection of words for the list appears to have 

been made because of frequency of use and utility for 

communication, both . admirable criteria. Perhaps, it is now 

time to reevaluate the list~ith the additional criteria of 

word-formation rules and morphological s~~f~ ~ For example, 

ask meaning "water newt" or furnish meaning "furniture and 

fitting for a house" should be eliminated in favor of 

contemporary vocabulary. A revised systematically organized 

word list based on word-formation rules may well facilitate 

building English vocabulary of Japanese students. 

Japanese students learn 1000 new words of English in 

junior high school and 1900 additional new words in senior 

h i gh school. These numbers are based on the Suggested Course 

of Study in English for Lower and Upper Secondary Schools 

issued by the Ministry of Education, Science and Culture. 

Yukio Takefuta points out that the vocabulary of Japanese 

university students at its maximum is 7000 - 8000 words which 

can cover only 48 percent of private writings, such as a 
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letter, and 26 percent of scientific articles written by 

native speakers of English (107). Moreover, the number of 

words indicates only their vocabulary for reading, not 

including one for listening, writing and speaking which is 

less in quanti~y than reading vocabulary. According to my 

investigation, their listening vocabulary which means that 

students can recognize the meaning only by the sounds 

includes 4000 words (Adachi 71-82). 

After students acquire English language phonologically 

and syntactically to some extent, their vocabulary will be 

the critical element in order to improve their English 

ability. As the encounter of unknown words is unavoidable, 

they need creative strategies to determine the meaning of 

such unknown words and to expand their vocabulary. Students 

can manipulate their ability to establish the meaning through 

the context in which the specific words appear, through the 

syntactical and etymological knowledge and through English 

word-formation rules. 

Among these strategies ., the word-formation rules as 

discussed in this thesis will be most direct and explicit 

clue to determine the meaning of the unknown words and to 

expand their vocabulary. In addition to word-formation rules, 

knowledge about the meaning of roots in words will 



effectively trigger and build ~heir vocabulary. The root 

form of a word is its basic part which governs the 

s em anti ca 11 y cent r a 1 function . . o f a w o i:: d to w_h i ch pre f ix es 

and suffixes may be added to change or influence the word 

semantically and syntactically. The root may be found at 

the beginning, middle or end of a word. 
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Therefore, systematically organized teaching materials 

of word-formation rules along with word roots should be 

imperative for enhancing their vocabulary. Such materials 

could also be of heuristic use whereby st~dents can then 

experience gratification of creating the possibility of new 

words through their trials of coinages based on English word-

formation rules. 

My results have pedagogical implication. Teachers will 

profit from this analysis since the JACET list is arranged 

according to various classes of affixes. This arrangement 

will make it possible for teachers to develop specific 

exercises the focus on word-formation rules which will result 

in students internalizing the rules and in using these rules 

to produce fluent idiomatic discourse. 
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INDEX TO ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS 

a= adjective 

acc. = accusative 

ad= adverb 

art= article 

conj= conjunction 

Du= Dutch 

F = French (always used in the sense of Modern French) 

fem. = feminine 

G = German (always used in the sense of New High German) 

Gk= Greek 

Goth= Gothic 

IE= Inda-European 

interj= interjection 

It= Italian 

L = Latin 

MDu = Middle Dutch 

ME= Middle English 

MF= Middle French 

MHG = Middle High German 

ML= Medieval Latin 
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MLG = Middle Low German 

ModL = Modern Latin 

n = noun 

OE= Old English 

OF= Old French 

OFris = Old Frisian 

OHG = Old High German 

ON= Old Norse 

ONF = Old North French 

pp. = past participle 

pres. part. = present participle 

pron= pronoun 

prop. = properly 

Teut = Teutonic 

Swed= Swedish 

v = verb 

VL = Vulgar Latin 

Words in capital letters= Current English words 

* 

' 
I I 

[ I 

= unattested 

= primary stress 

= secondary stress 

= phonemic symbols 

= IPA symbols 
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A 
abandon 
aboard 
abroad 
absolute 
abstract 
accept 
accident 
according 
accuse 
achieve 
acre 
action 
actor 
actually 
add 
address 
adjust 
admission 
adult 
adventure 
advice 
affect 
afternoon 
against 
agent 
agreement 
ahead 
air 
airplane 
alcohol 
alike 
allow 
along 
already 
alternative 
altogether 
a.m. 
ambassador 

Appendix 

JACET List of Basic Words 

ability 
about 
absence 
absolutely 
academic 
acceptable 
accompany 
account 
accustom 
acid 
across 
active 
actress 
ad 
addition 
adequate 
administration 
admit 
advance 
adverb 
advise 
afford 
afterward 
age 
ago 
agriculture 
aid 
aircraft 
airport 
alert 
alive 
almost 
aloud 
also 
although 
always 
amateur 
ambition 

able 
above 
absent 
absorb 
accent 
acceptance 
accomplish 
accurate 
ache 
acquire 
act 
activity 
actual 
adapt 
additional 
adjective 
admire 
adopt 
advantage 
advertise 
affair 
afraid 
again 
agency 
agree 
ah 
aim 
airline 
alarm 
alien 
all 
alone 
alphabet 
alter 
altitude 
am 
amazing 
ambitious 
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ambulance amen among 
amount amuse amusing 
an analysis ancestor 
ancient and angel 
anger angle angry 
animal ankle anniversary 
announce ann9y annual 
anode another answer 
ant anxiety anxious 
any anybody anyhow 
anyone anything anyway 
anywhere apart apartment 
apparent apparently appeal 
appear appearance apple 
application apply appoint 
appointment appreciate approach 
appropriate approval approve 
approximately April apron 
arc arch architect 
are area argue 
argument arise arithmetic 
arm army arose 
around arrange arrangement 
arrest arrival arrive 
arrow art article 
artificial artist artistic 
as ash ashamed 
ashore aside ask 
asleep aspect assemble 
assembly assign assignment 

assist assistance assistant 

associate association assume 

assumption assure astronaut 

at ate athletic 

atmosphere atom atomic 

attach attack attempt 

attend attention attitude 

attorney attract attractive 

audience August aunt 

author authority automatic 

automobile autumn available 

avenue average avoid 

awake awaken award 

aware away awful 

awkward awoke ax (e) 

axis 
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baby back · background 
bacon bad badly 
bag baggage bake 
baker balance ball 
ballet balloon banana 
band bank 1 bank 2 

bar barber bare 
barely bargain bark 
barn barrel base 
baseball basement basic 
basis basket basketball 
bat bath bathe 
bathroom battle bay 
be beach beak 
beam bean bear 1 

bear 2 beard beast 
beat beautiful beauty 
became because become 
bed bedroom bee 
beef been beer 
before beg began 
begin beginning begun 
behave behavior behind 
being belief believe 

bell belong below 

belt bench bend 

beneath benefit bent 

berry beside besides 

best bet better 

between beyond Bible 

bicycle bid big 

bike bill billion 

bind biology bird 

birth birthday biscuit 

bit bite bitter 

black blackboard blade 

blame blank blanket 

bleed blend bless 

blew blind block 

blonde blood blossom 

blow 1 blow 2 blown 

blue board boat 

body boil bold 

bomb bond bone 

book boot border 

bore born borrow 
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boss both bother 
bottle bottom bought 
bound boundary bow 1 

bow 2 bowl box 
boy brain - branch 
brand brass brave 
bread breadth break 
breakfast breast bre-a-th 
breathe breeze brick 
bride bridge brief 
bright brilliant bring 
broad broadcast broke 
broken bronze brother 
brought brown brush 
bucket budget bug 
build building built 
bullet bulletin bunch 
bundle burden bureau 
burn burst bury 
bus bush business 
busy but butcher 
butter butterfly button 
buy by 

C 
cab cabbage cabin 
cabinet cable cafeteria 
cage cake calculate 
calendar calf call 
calm came camel 
camera camp campaign 

campus can canal 

cancel cancer candidate 

candle candy cane 

cannon cannot canvas 

canyon cap capable 

capacity cape capital 

captain capture car 

carbon card care 

career careful carefully 

careless cargo carpenter 

carpet carriage carry 

cart carve case 1 

case 2 cash cashier 

cassette cast castle 

casual cat catch 

Catholic cattle caught 

cause caution cave 
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ceiling celebrate cell 
cellar cent centigrade 
centimeter center central 
century cereal ceremony 
certain certainly chain 
chair chairman chalk 
challenge chamber champion 
chance change channel 
chapel chapter character 
characteristic charge charm 
chart chase chat 
cheap cheat check 
cheek cheer cheerful 
cheese chemical chemist 
chemistry cheery chest 
chew chicken chief 
child childhood children 
chimney chin chocolate 
choice choose chore 
chorus chose chosen 
Christ Christian Christmas 
church cigar cigarette 
cinema circle circumstance 
circus citizen city 
civil civilization civilize 
claim class classic 
classical classmate classroom 
clay clean cleaning 

clear clearly clerk 

clever cliff climate 

climb clinic clock 

close 1 close 2 closely 

closet cloth clothe 

clothes clothing cloud 

cloudy club clue 

coach coal coast 

coat cocktail coconut 

code coffee coin 

cold collar collect 

collection college colonel 

colonist colony color 

colorful column columnist 

comb combination combine 

come comedy comfort 

comfortable comma command 

comment commerce commercial 

commission commit committee 
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common communicate communication 
communism communist community 
companion company compare 
comparison compass compete 
competition complain complement 
complete completely completi-0n 
complex complicate complicated 
component compose composition 
compound compulsory compute 
computer conceive concentrate 
concentration concept concern 
concert conclude conclusion 
concrete condition conduct 
cone conference confidence 
conflict confront confuse 
confusion congratulation congress 
connect connection conquer 
conscience conscious consent 
consequence consequently conservative 
consider considerable consideration 
consist consonant constant 
constitute constitution construct 
construction consult consumer 
contact contain contemporary 
content contest context 
continent continue continuous 
contract contrary contrast 
contribute contribution control 

controyersy convenient convention 

conventional conviction convince 

cook cookie cooking 

cool cooperation cooperative 

cope copper copy 

cord core corn 

corner corporation corps 

correct correspond cost 

costume cottage cotton 

cough could council 

counsel count counter 

countless country countryside 

county couple courage 

course court cousin 

cover cow coward 

cowboy crack craft 

crash crazy cream 

create creation creative 

creature credit creep 
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crew cricket crime 
criminal crisis critic 
critical criticism crop 
cross crossing crow 
crowd crowded crown 
crude cruel crush 
crust cry crystal 
cube cure cultivate 
cultural culture cup 
cupboard cure curiosity 
curious curl current 
curriculum curse curtain 
curve cushion custom 
customer customs cut 
cycle 

D 
dad daddy daily 
dam damage damn 
damp dance danger 
dangerous dare daring 
dark . darling dash 
data date daughter 
dawn day daylight 
daytime dead deaf 
deal dealt dean 
dear death debate 
debt decade deceive 

December decent decide 

decision deck declare 

decline decorate decrease 

dedicate deed deep 

deeply deer defeat 

defective defend defense 

define definite definition 

degree delay delicate 

delicious delight delightful 

deliver demand democracy 

democratic demonstrate demonstration 

dense density dentist 

deny department departure 

depend dependent deposit 

depression depth derive 

descend describe description 

desert deserve design 

desirable desire desk 

despair desperate despite 

dessert destiny destroy 
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destruction destructive detail 
detective determination determine 
develop development devil 
devise devote dew 
diagram dial diameter 
diamond diary dictation 
dictionary did die 
diet differ difference .. 

different difficult difficulty 
dig dignity dim 
dime dimension dining 
dinner dip diplomatic 
direct direction directly 
director dirt dirty 
disappear disappoint disaster 
discipline discourage discover 
discovery discrimination 
discuss discussion disease 
dish disk dislike 
dismiss display disposal 
dispute distance distant 
distinct distinction distinguish 
distribution district disturb 
ditch dive divide 
divine division divorce 
do dock doctor 
doctrine document does 
dog doll dollar 

domestic dominant dominate 

done donkey don't 

door doorway dot 

double doubt doubtful 

down downstairs downtown 

downward dozen Dr. 

draft drag dragon 

drama dramatic drank 

draw drawer drawing 

drawn dream dress 

drew drift drill 

drink drive driven 

drop drove drown 

drug drugstore drum 

drunk dry duck 

due dug dull 

during dust dusty 

duty dying 
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E 

each eager eagle 
ear early earn 
earnest earth earthquake 
ease easily east 
Easter eastern easy 
eat eaten echo 
economic economical economics 
economy edge edition 
editor editorial educate 
education educational effect 
effective efficiency efficient 
effort egg eight 
eighteen eighty either 
elaborate elastic elbow 
elder elect election 
electric electrical electricity 
electron electronics element 
elementary elephant elevator 
eleven eliminate else 
elsewhere emergency emotion 
emotional emperor emphasis 
emphasize empire employ 
employee employment empty 
enable enclose encounter 
encourage encyclopedia end 

endless endure enemy 
energy enforce engage 

engaged engagement engine 

engineer English enjoy 

enjoyment enormous enough 

enter enterprise entertainment 

enthusiasm enthusiastic entire 

entirely entitle entrance 

entry envelop environment 

equal equation equator 

equipment equivalent era 

erect error escape 

especially essay essential 

establish establishment estate 

estimate etc. eternal 

ethical eve even 

evening event eventually 

ever every everybody 

everyday everyone everything 

everywhere evidence evident 

evil exact exactly 
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exam (ina tion) examine example 
excellent except exception 
excess excessive exchange 
excite excited excitement 
exciting exclaim excuse 
execute exercise exhaust 
exhibition exist existence 
exit expand expansion 
expect expectation expedition 
expenditure expense expensive 
experience experiment experimental 
expert explain explanation 
explode exploit exploration 
explore explosion explosive 
export expose express 
expression extend extension 
extensive extent external 
extra extraordinary extreme 
extremely eye 

F 
face facility fact 
factor factory faculty 
fade Fahrenheit fail 
failure faint fair 
fairly fairy faith 
faithful fall fallen 

false fame familiar 

family famous fan 1 

f an 2 fancy fantastic 

far faraway fare 

farewell farm farmer 

farther fascinating fashion 

fast fasten fat 

fate father fault 

favor favorable favorite 

fear fearful feast 

feather feature February 

federal fee feed 

feel feeling feet 

fell fellow felt 

female fence fertile 

festival fetch fever 

few fiber fiction 

field fierce fifteen 

fifty fig. fight 

figure file fill 

film final finally 
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finance financial find 
fine finger finish 
fire fireplace firm 
firmly first · fiscal 
fish fisherman fishing 
fist fit five 
fix flag flake 
flame flash flashlight 
flat flavor flesh 
flew flexible flight 
fling float flood 
floor flour flow 
flower flown flu 
fly 1 fly 2 foam 
focus fog fold 
folk follow following 
fond food fool 
foolish foot football 
footstep for forbid 
force forehead foreign 
foreigner forest forever 
forget forgive forgot(ten) 
fork form formal 
formation former formerly 
formula fort forth 
fortunate fortunately fortune 

forty forward fought 

found foundation fountain 

four fourteen fourth 

fox fraction frame 

framework frank free 

freedom freeze freight 

frequency frequent frequently 

fresh friction Friday 

fridge friend friendly 

friendship frighten frog 

from front frontier 

frost frozen fruit 

fry fuel fulfill 

full fully fun 

function fund fundamental 

funeral funny fur 

furnish furniture further 

furthermore future 

G 
gain gallery gallon 

game gang gap 
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garage garbage garden 
gas gasoline gate 
gather gave gay 
gear general generally 
generation generosity generous 
genius gentle gentleman 
gentlemen genuine geography 
geometry gesture get 
ghost giant gift 
girl give given 
glacier glad glance 
glass glasses glimpse 
globe glory glove 
glow glue go 
goal goat god 
goddess gold golden 
golf gone good 
good-by (e) goodness goods 
goose got (ten) govern 
government governor grab 
grace grade gradual 
gradually graduate grain 
grammar grand grandfather 
grandmother grant grape 
graph grasp grass 
grateful grave gravity 
gray/grey grease great 
greatly green greet 
grew grief grieve 

grip grocer gross 

ground group grow 

grown growth guard 

guess guest guidance 

guide guilt guilty 

guitar gulf gum 

gun guy gym(nasium) 

H 
habit had hair 

haircut half halfway 

hall ham hamburger 

hammer hand handful 

handicap handkerchief handle 

handsome handy hang 

happen happiness happy 

harbor hard hardly 

hardy harm harmful 

harmony harvest has 



I 

haste 
hatred 
he 
headquarters 
heap 
heart 
heavy 
held 
hello/hallo/hullo 
helpless 
her 
hero 
herself 
hi 
high 
hike 
himself 
hire 
historic 
hit 
hole 
holy 
honest 
honor 
hop 
horizontal 
horseback 
hostess 
hour 
housewife 
huge 
humble 
hundred 
hungry 
hurry 
hut 

I 
idea 
identify 
idol 
ill 
illustrate 
imagination 
imitation 
impact 
importance 

hat 
have 
head 
health 
hear 
heat 
heel 
helicopter 
help 
hen 
herd 
heroic 
hesitate 
hidden 
highly 
hill 
hind 
his 
historical 
hobby 
holiday 
home 
honesty 
honorable 
hope 
horn 
hospital 
hot 
house 
how 
human 
humor 
hung 
hunt 
hurt 
hydrogen 

ice 
ideal 
identity 
if 
illness 
image 
imagine 
immediate 
imply 
important 

hate 
hay 
headache 
healthy 
heard 
heaven 
height 
hell 
helpful 
hence 
here 
hers 
hey 
hide 
highway 
him 
hint 
historian 
history 
hold 
hollow 
homework 
honey 
hook 
horizon 
horse 
host 
hotel 
household 
however 
humanity 
humorous 
hunger 
hurricane 
husband 

icy 
identification 
idiom 
ignore 
illusion 
imaginary 
imitate 
immediately 
import 
impossible 
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impress impression impressive 
improve improvement impulse 
in inch incident 
include including income 
increase increasingly incredible 
indeed independence independent 
index indicate indirect 
individual indoor (s) industrial 
industry inevitable influence 
inform informal information 
inhabitant initial initiative 
injure injury ink 
inland inn inner 
innocence innocent input 
inquiry insect insert 
inside insist inspection 
inspire install instance 
instant instead institute 
institution instruction instrument 
insurance insure integration 
intellectual intelligence intelligent 
intend intense intens.-ity 
intention interest interested 
interesting interfere interior 
intermediate internal international 

interpret interrupt intersection 

interval interview intimate 

into introduce introduction 

invade invariably invent 

invention investigation investment 

invisible invitation invite 

involve inward iron 

irregular is island 

isolate issue it 

item its itself 

J 
jacket jail jam 

January Japan Japanese 

jar jaw jazz 

jealous jelly jet 

jewel job jog 

join joint joke 

journal journey joy 

judge judg(e)ment juice 

July jump June 

jungle junior jury 

just justice justify 



216 
K 

keen keep kept 
kettle key kick 
kid kill kilo 
kilogram kiiometer kind 1 

kind 2 king kingdom 
kiss kitchen kitten 
knee knew knife 
knight knock knot 
know knowledge known 

L 
label labor laboratory 
lace lack lad 
ladder lady laid 
lake lamb lamp 
land landing landscape 
lane language lap 
large largely last 1 

last 2 late lately 
later latest latter 
laugh laughter launch 
lavatory law lawn 
lawyer lay lazy 
lead 1 lead 2 leader 
leadership leaf league 

lean leap learn 

least leather leave 

lecture led left 1 

lef t 2 leg legal 

legend legislation leisure 

lemon lend length 

less lesson let 

let's letter level 

lever liberal liberty 

library license lid 

lie 1 lie 2 life 

lifetime lift light 1 

light 2 lightning like 1 

like 2 likely lily 

limb limit line 

link lion lip 

liquid liquor list 

listen lit liter 

literally literary literature 

litter little live 

lively living load 

loaf loan lobby 
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local locate location 
lock locomotive log 
logic logical lonely 
long look loose 
lord lorry lose 
loss lost lot 
loud love lovely 
low lower loyal 
loyalty luck lucky 
luggage lumber lump 
lunch luncheon lung 
luxury lying 

M 
machine machinery mad 
made magazine magic 
magician magnet magnificent 
magnitude maid mail 
main mainly mainland 
maintain maintenance major 
majority make maker 
male mama man 
man.age manager management 
mankind manner mansion 
manufacturer many map 

maple marble march 

March margin marine 

mark market marriage 

marry marvelous mask 

mass master mat 

match 1 match 2 mate 

material math mathematics 

matter mature maximum 

may May maybe 

mayor me meadow 

meal mean 1 mean 2 

meaning means meant 

meanwhile measure measurement 

meat mechanical mechanism 

medal medical medicine 

medium meet meeting 

melody melt member 

membership memorial memorize 

memory men mend 

mental mention merchant 

mercy mere merely 

merit merry mess 

message messenger met 
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metal meter method 
metropolitan mice microscope 
midday middle midnight 
might mighty mild 
mile military milk 
mill million mind 
mine 1 mine 2 mineral 
·minimal minimum minister 
minor minus minute 
miracle ·mirror miserable 
miss Miss missile 
missing mission mist 
mistake misunderstand mix 
mixture model moderate 
modern modest modify 
moist moisture mold 
molecule morn/mum moment 
momentary Monday money 
monitor monkey monster 
month monthly monument 
mood moon moral 
more moreover ·morning 

mosquito moss most 
mostly motel mother 

motion motive motor 

motorway mount mountain 

mouse mouth move 

movement movie Mr. 

Mrs. Ms. much 

mud multiple multiply 

murder muscle museum 

music musical musician 

must mustard mutter 

mutual my myself 

mysterious mystery myth 

N 
nail naked name 

narrow nasty nation 

national nationalism native 

natural naturally nature 

navy near nearby 

nearly neat necessarily 

necessary necessity neck 

need needle negative 

neglect negro neighbor 

neighborhood neither nephew 

nest net 
nervous 
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network neutral never 
nevertheless new newly 
news . . ~ewspaper next 
nice nickel nickname 
night nine nineteen 
ninety no noble 
nobody nod noise 
noisy none nonsense 
noodle noon nor 
normal north northern 
nose not note 
notebook n_o_th_ing notice 
notion noun novel 
November now nowadays 
nowhere nuclear nuisance 
number numeral numerous 
nurse nut nylon 

0 
oak oar obey 
object objection objective 
obligation oblige observe 
observation 'obtain obvious 
obviously occasion occasional 
occupation occupy occur 

ocean o'clock October 

odd of off 

offend offense offer 

office officer official 

often oh oil 

OK okay old 

olive omit on 

once one oneself 

onion only onto 

open opening opera 

operate operation operator 

opinion opportunity oppose 

opposite opposition option 

or oral orange 

orbit orchestra order 

ordinary organ organic 

organization organize orient 

orientation origin original 

ornament other otherwise 

ought ounce our 

ourselves out 
ours 
outdoor (s) outer outline 

outlook output outside 
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outstanding outward oven 
over overall overcome 
overflow overhead overnight 
overseas owe owl 
own owner ox (en) 
oxygen 

p 

pa pace pacific 
pack package packet 
page paid pail 
pain painful paint 
painter painting pair 
palace pale palm 
pan panel panic 
pants papa paper 
parade paragraph parallel 
parasol parcel pardon 
parent park parking 
parliament parlor parrot 
part participate particle 
particular particularly partly 
partner party pass 
passage passenger passion 
passive passport past 
paste pasture pat 
patent path patience 
patient patrol pattern 
pause pay pea 

peace peaceful peach 

peak peanut pearl 

peculiar pen pence 

pencil peninsula penny 

people pepper per 

perceive percent percentage 

perfect perfectly perform 

performance perfume perhaps 

period permanent permission 

permit persist person 

personal personality personnel 

perspective persuade pet 

petrol phase phenomenon 

philosophy phone photo 

photograph photography phrase 

physical physics pianist 

piano pick picnic 

picture pie piece 

pig pigeon pile 
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pillow pilot pin 
pine pink pint 
pioneer pipe pitch 
pitcher pity place 
plain plan plane 
planet plant plantation 
plaster plastic (s) plate 
platform play player 
playground pleasant please 
pleasure plenty plot 
plow plural plus 
p.m. pocket poem 
poet poetic poetry 
point poison pole 
police policeman policy 
polish polite political 
politician politics pollution 
pond pony pool 
poor pop popular 
popularity population porch 
pork port porter 
portion ·portrait position 
positive possess possession 
possibility possible possibly 
post postage postcard 
postman pot potato 
potential pound pour 
poverty powder power 
powerful practical practice 

praise pray prayer 

precede precious precise 

precision predicate predict 

prefer prefix preparation 

prepare prescription presence 

present 1 present 2 preserve 

president press pressure 

prestige presumably pretend 

pretty prevent previous 

price pride priest 

primarily primary prime 

primitive prince princess 

principal print printing 

prison privacy private 

prize probable probably 

problem procedure proceed 

process procession produce 
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product production productive 
profession professional professor 
profit profound program 
progress project prominent 
promise promote promotion 
prompt pronoun pronounce 
pronunciation proof proper 
property proportion proposal 
propose prospect protect 
protection protest Protestant 
proud prove provide 
provided provision psychology 
pub public publication 
publicity publish pudding 
pull pump pumpkin 
punctual punctuation punish 
pupil puppy purchase 
pure purple purpose 
purse pursue pursuit 
push put puzzle 
pyramid 

Q 
qualified quality quantity 
quarrel quarter queen 
queer question queue 

quick quiet quietly 

quit quite quiz 

quote 
R 

rabbit race racial 

racket radar radiation 

radical radio rage 

rail railroad railway 

rain rainbow rainy 

raise ran ranch 

random rang range 

rank rapid rapidly 

rare rat rate 

rather ratio raw 

ray razor reach 

reaction read reader 

readily reading ready 

real realistic reality 

realization realize really 
reason reasonable 

rear 
receipt 

recall 
receive recent recently 
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reception recognition recognize 
recommend recommendation record 
recorder recover recovery 
recreation red reduce 
reduction refer reference 
reflect reflection reform 
refrigerator refuse regard 
regarding regardless region 
regional register registration 
regret regular regulate 
regulation reject relate 
relation relationship relative 
relatively relax relay 
release reliable relief 
relieve religion religious 
rely remain remaining 
remark remarkable remember 
remind remote removal 
remove rent repair 
repeat repeatedly replace 
reply report reporter 
represent representative republic 
republ.ican reputation request 
require rescue research 
reserve residential resist 
resistance resolution resolve 

resource respect respectable 

respectful respond response 

responsibility responsible rest 1 

rest 2 restaurant restless 

restriction result retire 

return reveal revenue 

reverse review revolution 

revolutionary reward rhyme 

rhythm rib ribbon 

rice rich rid 

ride rifle right 

rigid rim ring 1 

ring 2 ripe rise 

risk rival river 

road roar roast 

rob robber robot 

rock 1 rock 2 rocket 

rocky rod rode 

role roll romantic 

roof room root 

rose 1 rose 2 
rope 
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rough round route 
routine row royal 
rub rubber rude 
rug rugby rul.e 
ruler run rural 
rush 

s 
sack sacred sacrifice 
sad saddle safe 
safety said sail 
sailor saint sake 
salad salary sale 
salesman salmon salt 
same sample sand 
sandwich sang sank 
sat satellite satisfaction 
satisfactory satisfied satisfy 
Saturday sauce saucer 
sausage savage save 
savings saw say 
saying scal.e scarcely 
scare scarf scarlet 
scatter scene scenery 
scent schedule scheme 
scholar scholarship school 
science scientific scientist 

scissors scold score 

scout scramble scratch 

scream screen sea 

seal search seaside 

season seat second 1 

second 2 secondary secret 

secretary section secure 

security see seed 

seek seem seen 

seize seldom select 

selection self sell 

senate senator send 

senior sensation sense 

sensible sensitive sent 

sentence separate September 

sequence sergeant series 

serious seriously servant 

serve service session 

set settle settlement 

seven seventeen seventy 

several severe sew 
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sex sexual shade 
shadow. shake shall 
shallow shame shape 
share shark sharp 
shave she shed 
sheep sheet shelf 
shell shelter shepherd 
shield shift shilling 
shine shiny ship 
shirt shock shoe 
shone shook shoot 
shop shopping shore 
short shortly shortage 
shot should shoulder 
shout show shower 
shown shrug shut 
shy sick side 
sidewalk sign sight 
sign signal signature 
significance silence silent 
silk silly silver 
similar simple simply 
simultaneous sin since 
sincere sing singer 

single singular sink 

sir sister sit 

site situation six 

sixteen sixty size 

skate sketch ski 

skill skillful skin 

skip skirt sky 

skyscraper slave slavery 

sled sleep sleepy 

slender slept slice 

slide slight slightly 

slim slip slipper 

slope slow small 

smaller smart smash 

smell smile smoke 

smooth snake snow 

snowy so soap 

social socialism society 

sock soda soft 

softly soil solar 

sold soldier solemn 

solid solution solve 

some somebody someday 
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somehow someone something 
sometimes somewhat somewhere 
son song soon 
sophisticated sore sorrow 
sorry sort sought 
soul sound 1 sound 2 

soup sour source 
south southern space 
spade spare spark 
speak speaker special 
specialist specialize species 
specific specifically spectacle 
speech speed spell 
spelling spend spent 
sphere spider spin 
spirit spiritual spite 
splash splendid split 
spoil spoke spoken 
sponge sponsor spoon 
sport spot sprang 
spray spread spring 
square squeeze squirrel 
stable stadium staff 
stage stain stair(s) 
stake stamp stand 
standard star stare 

start startle state 

statement station stationery 

statistics statue status 

stay steady steak 

steal stem steel 

steep steer stem 

step stern stew 

stick 1 stick 2 sticky 

stiff still stir 

stock stocking stolen 

stomach stone stood 

stool stop storage 

store storm story 

stove straight strain 

strange stranger straw 

strawberry stream street 

strength stress stretch 

strictly stride strike 

striking string strip 

stripe stroke strong 

strongly struck structure 
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struggle stuck student 
studio study stuff 
stumble stupid style 
subject submarine submit 
substance substantial substitute 
subtract suburb subway 
succeed success successful 
such suck sudden 
suddenly suffer sufficient 
sugar suggest suggestion 
suicide suit suitable 
suitcase sum summary 
summer sun Sunday 
sung sunlight sunny 
sunrise sunset sunshine 
superior supermarket supper 
supply support suppose 
supreme sure surely 
surface surprise surrender 
surround survey survival 
survive suspect suspend 
suspicion swallow swam 
swear sweat sweater 
sweep sweet swell 
swept swift swim 

swing switch sword 

swung syllable symbol 

sympathy symphony system 

T 
table tag tail 

take taken tale 

talent talk tall 

tame tank tap 

tape target task 

taste taught tax 

taxi tea teach 

teacher team tear 1 

tear 2 technical technique 

technology teeth telegram 

telegraph telephone telescope 

television tell temper 

temperature temple ten 

tend tendency tender 

tennis tense tension 

tent term terrible 

territory terror test 

text textbook than 



228 
thank thanks thanksgiving 
that the theater 
their theirs them 
theme themselves then 
theory there therefore 
thermometer these they 
thick thief thin 
thing think third 
thirst thirsty thirteen 
thirty this thorough 
those though thought 1 

thought 2 thousand thread 
threat threaten three 
threw thrill throat 
through throughout throw 
thrown thrust thumb 
thunder Thursday thus 
ticket tide tidy 
tie tiger tight 
till timber time 
timetable tin tiny 
tip tire 1 tire 2 

tired tissue title 
to toast tobacco 
today toe together 

toilet told toll 

tomato tomorrow ton 

tone tongue tonight 

too took tool 

tooth top topic 

tore torn toss 

total touch tough 

tour tourist tournament 

toward towel tower 

town toy trace 

track tractor trade 

tradition traditional traffic 

tragedy trail train 

training transfer transform 

translate translation transportation 

trap travel tray 

treasure treat treatment 

treaty tree tremble 

tremendous trend trail 

triangle tribe trick 

trip triumph troop 

tropical trouble trousers 
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truck true truly 
trunk trust truth 
try tub tube 
Tuesday tulip tune 
tunnel turkey turn 
TV twelve twenty 
twice twin twist 
two type typewriter 
typical 

u 
ugly ultimate umbrella 
unable uncertain uncle 
unconscious under underground 
underline understand understanding 
undo undoubtedly uneasy 
unemployment unexpected unfortunate 
unhappy uniform union 
unique unite universal 
universe university unknown 
unless unlike until 
unusual up upon 
upper upright upset 
upside upstairs upward 
uranium urban urge 
urgent us use 
used useful useless 
usual usually utility 

V 
vacation vacuum vague 

valley valuable value 

van vanish variable 

variation variety various 

vary vase vast 

vegetable vehicle vein 

verb verse version 

vertical very vessel 

veteran via vice 

victim victor victory 

view viewpoint village 

vine violence violent 

violin virgin virtually 

virtue visible vision 

visit visitor visual 

vital vitamin vivid 

vocabulary vocational voice 

volcano volume voluntary 

volunteer vote vowel 
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voyage 

w 
wage wagon waist 
wait waiter waitress 
wake walk wall 
wander want war 
warm warmth warn 
warning was wash 
waste watch water 
wave wax way 
we weak wealth 
weapon wear weather 
wedding Wednesday weed 
week weekend weekly 
weep weigh weight 
welcome welfare well 1 

well 2 went were 
west western wet 
whale what whatever 
wheat wheel when 
whenever where 
whereas wherever whether 
which whichever while 
whip whiskey whisper 
whistle white who 
whole whom whose 
why wicked wide 
widely widen widespread 

widow width wife 

wild will 1 will 2 

willing win wind 1 

wind 2 window windy 

wine wing winter 

wipe wire wisdom 

wise wish wit 

witch with within 

without witness woke 

wolf woman women 

won wonder wonderful 

won't wood wooden 

wool word wore 

work worker workshop 

world worm worn 

worry worse worship 

worst worth worthy 

would wound 1 would 2 

woven wrap wreck 
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wrist write writer 
writing written wrong 
wrote 

~' y, z 
yard . Year yell 
yellow yes yesterday 
yet yield you 
young your yours 
yourself youth zero 
zone zoo 




